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Abstract

-

Modern computers, industrial control systems, and other automation are broadly
vulnerable as a result of decades of systemic forces that have prioritized cost and
performance over security. Computers across the board face a crisis in the form of
motivated software adversaries with access to our imperfect and enormously complex
software. Considering these weaknesses, trust in modern computing systems is often
not well-placed. Looking ahead to a shift in our collective priorities, this thesis is
centered around a rigorous discussion of hardware-assisted isolation and enclaves
authenticated software modules - as a means to drastically reduce the complexity
of trusted systems. By allowing trustworthy enclaved software to co-exist with, but
remain strongly isolated from, existing software, we enable a gentle transition toward
trustworthy systems.
Specifically, this thesis refines formal definitions of enclaved execution and threat
model via a series of hardware and software co-designs. These case studies explore
enclave processors with small trusted computing bases spanning a gradient from an
embedded SoC to a modern high-performance processor. This work is complementary
to, and enables more effective application of, many powerful ideas such as information flow control, formal verification, multi-party computation, and other tools for
trustworthy computing.
Thesis Supervisor: Srinivas Devadas
Title: Edwin Sibley Webster Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consider a curious man from the English countryside.

He has read much about

academic achievement and the progress it enables, some of it done at an institution
not far from his residence. He travelled to Cambridge and asked to see The University.
They showed him the quad and the lecture halls and the labs and a dorm or two,
and while he was very impressed with it all, at the end he was unhappy. "This is
all very impressive, but where is The University?" the man asked. Indeed, he was
caught up in a category error. This type of fallacy is well described in an influential
book, "Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the World" [103], in
which the contemporary philosopher Timothy Morton defines the useful notion of a
hyberobject - an ever-present entity tangled with our experience, one that defies being
examined as something separate from other objects. This is exemplified by concepts
like "nature", "climate", and 'society", or "the University" in the cartoon above.
Hyperobjects are beyond our limited ability to intuit their scale, complexity, and
tangled interactions with our every experience. Instead, we reason about these hyperobjects through narrow lenses and abstractions, focusing on specific facets but not
considering the whole. The choice of lens limits what we see and skews the observations and conclusions we are able to make about the subject matter. Others [144, 143]
are clever to recognize hyperobjects in systemic societal woes - hyperproblems - including one compact and compelling example. Overfishing and climate change led to
rapid collapse of commercially extracted fish populations, causing to economic uncer21

tainty in the regional fishing industries. To prop up declining revenue, the industry
cut costs via rampant disregard for workplace safety and labor rights. As such, they
resorted to hiring undocumented migrant workers (in turn displaced by similar woes
elsewhere), as these were the employees without the support network to advocate for
their rights. In this example, fishery health, regional climate change, economic health
of the fishing industry, immigration policy, and labor rights are not distinct problems
but are the same enormously interconnected problem at the intersection of systemic
forces in the Anthropocene. Examining its individual facets in search of actionable
insights misses the larger systemic moment, rendering any such insights incomplete.
The vocabulary of a hyperproblem is a useful one to contextualize the discussion
of a systemic failure of modern computer systems and other automation to address a
realistic threat model (or any specific threat model). One need not look far for embarrassing details of individual vulnerabilities: a trusted industrial control system and
300+ medical systems hard-coded their root keys [1, 21, which underpin all guarantees
of confidentiality and integrity. Commercial ship systems are broadly vulnerable 1116]
through undue trust in their network infrastructure, and lack of any consideration
of an adversary. Modern car systems rely on the availability and integrity of their
unauthenticated sensor networks for safety, despite including in these networks enormously complex and externally connected software [3, 153]. A US consumer credit
reporting agency used a vulnerable web appliance with default passwords [44], and
failed to respond to numerous disclosures of this problem, leading to a catastrophic
loss of consumer personal information privacy.
While individual vulnerability disclosures point to a plethora of distinct flavors
of user error, mismanaged passwords, misconfigured services, misused cryptography,
and vintage errors (such as cross-site scripting and buffer overflow), these are emblematic of an enormous problem. We have had the tools and techniques to avoid
such vulnerabilities for years [50, 166, 83, 21], often decades [8, 40, 1231, and yet chose
to not employ them diligently in hugely complex, high-value systems. It is essential
that we examine and address the relevant systemic forces in order to begin unraveling
our present inability to safely trust our high-value systems.
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Enabling these vulnerabilities are the lack of a unified vocabulary to describe and
compare trusted systems, the demand for productivity over correctness, the lack of
effective regulation to treat vulnerabilities as negligence, to name a few. Imagine another safety-critical field employing abstractions and opaque interfaces as carelessly
as composing software modules with incompatible assumptions to create critical systems. For example, what if structural architects were able to treat parts of an existing
building as a suitable bedrock for new construction [1571, but were not held accountable for frequent accidents? As the extent to which vulnerable systems are relied
upon for safety and essential infrastructure grows, the full scope of this problem will
continue to come to light [54].
This thesis contextualizes a discussion of trusted remote execution - one tool
to reform our systems - in this broader moment.

In modern computing services

such as web and large-scale computation, economic forces encourage us to delegate
and consolidate computation to purpose-built infrastructure [311.

Doing so allows

software systems to inexpensively cope with fluctuating demand, amortizes costly
compliance certifications [141], allows negotiating bulk rates for utilities [149], and
cuts the design and operation costs in a number of other ways. Unfortunately, by
aggressively employing demand scheduling and consolidating duplicated resources
from mutually distrusting systems, we severely weakened these systems' ability to
achieve confidentiality and non-interference guarantees [163, 97, 158]. Furthermore,
by aggressively standardizing and co-locating computation with potentially malicious
workloads, we allowed significant access to any number of motivated, knowledgeable
malicious parties. A trickle of vulnerabilities in kernel [5] and hypervisor [6] software,
as well as the hardware platforms hosting them [92, 171, 30, 4] remind us that security
of modern software systems is a challenging, ongoing conversation, one that is not
nearing a resolution.
At the other end of the industry, computing devices are increasingly omnipresent,
with the internet-of-things design pattern (IoT; widely deployed general-purpose networked computers) being a common one due to its low design cost, rapid prototyping [70], and extensibility [69, 9]. These platforms are designed as a messy "kitchen
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sink" - extremely feature-rich hardware systems consolidating diverse applications
into a few high-volume hardware products [127, 110]. With no ready way to meaningfully authenticate these connected devices [168, 105], or to assert the integrity of
their software [811, these widely deployed systems become easy prey to cryptographic
key theft, and information gathering, and catastrophic compromise [1301.

Given

their commonalities, frequent deployment in untrusted environments, and their cost
sensitivity, IoT systems face challenging threat models with a limited arsenal of trustworthy components.
Computing systems across the board face a crisis in the form of motivated adversaries with access to imperfect but depended-upon hardware and software systems of
staggering complexity. Without a means to confer guarantees of integrity (much less
confidentiality) to the users of these systems, trust in computing is not well justified.
This renders the use of modern computer systems for high-value tasks increasingly
problematic. While market forces do not appear ready to force us to reexamine our
design priorities, we are academics and can afford to be a bit naive when proposing
sweeping reform. When regulation, mounting cost of vulnerabilities, or another externality forces a change, it is our hope that the trusted systems described here and
in related work will prove useful to facilitate a shift toward trustworthy systems.
It is the responsibility of communities within computer science to come together
and agree on a productive set of threat models to describe modern adversaries, and
to develop a coherent vocabulary and baseline literacy required to address them.
Many modern ideas are poised to contribute.

To name a few, formal verification

techniques are already used to mathematically troubleshoot specifications of complex
systems [102, 16]; in a limited setting, we can achieve correct code [78], compilation [71], and even correct binaries

[49]

given formal specifications 1231.

Given a

trusted infrastructure, information flow control systems can enforce policies on the
system's interfaces [83] and data [48]. Techniques like differential privacy

[471

and

novel cryptography [20, 411 offer a rich toolkit to design systems as a collaboration of
mutually distrusting components. Widespread adoption of consensus systems (trusted
storage systems, append-only-ledgers via proof of work [107, 146]) are means to resist
24
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equivocation (making contradictory statements to different parties, which lies at the
root of many vulnerabilities in distributed systems). Recent commercial experiments
in hardware roots of trust [112, 1261 and hardware-assisted isolation [35, 10, 14] hint
that systems are ready to adopt techniques such as those described in Chapter 4.
Joining the conversation, this thesis advocates for composing all of the above and
more via a root of trust and lightweight mutually distrusting software modules (enclaves, as defined in Chapter 3) to design safe, well-specified efficient systems that are
able to safeguard private information, all without reliance on the correctness of sprawling system software. This work makes no attempt at guaranteeing the availability of
software systems (a separate and challenging problem in itself), and focuses instead
on the integrity and confidentiality of computation under a variety of threat models,
and on authentication of software modules on these secure processors. Enclaves are
self-sufficient authenticated processes, strongly isolated from most other software including system software like a hypervisor or operating system, and are by no means
a complete solution to the systemic problems of widespread vulnerabilities in existing
systems. Instead, the enclave-capable systems presented in this thesis offer a piece of
firm ground upon which secure systems may be built systematically. Through their
isolation, enclaves reduce their trusted computing base (TCB) to little more than
the enclaved program itself, and tolerate vulnerabilities in the enormously complex
system software that manages their resources. Enclaved computation described in
this thesis seeks to afford programmers the tools to navigate tradeoffs of overhead,
design cost, and threat model, and a means to decompose large scale systems into
mutually distrusting trusted modules.
The thesis describes platforms and design patterns that allow for conventional
workloads with no specific guarantees (which are therefore untrusted) to operate efficiently and co-exist and interoperate with new software modules with precise security
requirements. This design pattern necessarily requires some limited re-engineering of
commodity systems, but otherwise allows for a gentle transition, enabling relied-upon
systems to rigorously re-architect their most sensitive components without forcing a
wholesale rebuilding of decades of adopted infrastructure. Enclaved applications may
25

define their own needs with respect to their threat model, and can make appropriate
application-specific tradeoffs. While the enclave-capable architectures described in
this thesis are not their most perfect form, they are precisely described and serve as
a starting point for future work.
The discussion to follow is necessarily broad, and combines much collaborative
work and existing methods into several computing platforms able to achieve correctness in the presence of an insidious software adversary. The specific contributions presented in this thesis describe our work in co-developing, extending, formalizing [133],
and applying the architectural ideas of the MIT Sanctum Processor 1361 to realistic
modern systems on both the low end and high end of the performance and complexity
gradient. We adopt a precise vocabulary to reason about guarantees of abstract enclaved execution and explores essential related topics: provisioning and safeguarding
key material underpinning enclave attestation (proof of enclave identity in a protocol),
employing rigorous architectural isolation, and achieving microarchitectural isolation
within a modern processor, a modern memory hierarchy, and on-chip network. The
technical content covered by this thesis has been previously published in the form of
the six manuscripts and articles listed below, with generous credit due to all authors.
* "Sanctum: Minimal Hardware Extensions for Strong Software Isolation", USENIX
Security '16 [37], Victor Costan, Ilia Lebedev, Srinivas Devadas. This work is
archived [36], and also published in great detail in the form of two books [38, 39]
in Foundations and Trends in Electronic Design Automation.
* "A Formal Foundation for Secure Remote Execution of Enclaves", Best Paper
at CCS '17 [134], Pramod Subramanyan, Rohit Sinha, Ilia Lebedev, Srinivas
Devadas, Sanjit A Seshia. This work is archived [133].
* "Secure Boot and Remote Attestation in the Sanctum Processor", CSF '18 [85],
Ilia Lebedev, Kyle Hogan, Srinivas Devadas. This work is archived

[881,

and is

published as an accessible article and tutorial [86] for the engineering community.
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"

"DAWG: A Defense Against Cache Timing Attacks in Speculative Execution
Processors", MICRO '18 [74], Vladimir Kiriansky, Ilia Lebedev, Saman Amarasinghe, Srinivas Devadas, Joel Emer. This work is archived

[751.

* "Sanctorum: A Lightweight Security Monitor for Secure Enclaves", DATE '19

[90],

Ilia Lebedev, Kyle Hogan, Jules Drean, David Kohlbrenner, Dayeol Lee, Krste
Asanovin, Dawn Song, Srinivas Devadas. This work is archived [891.
* "M16: Secure Enclaves in a Speculative Out-of-Order Processor", MICRO '19

[24],

Thomas Bourgeat, Ilia Lebedev, Andrew Wright, Sizhuo Zhang, Srinivas Devadas. This work is archived

[251.

In pursuit of clarity, this manuscript is organized around a series of system case
studies, presenting our discussion of the topics above in an accessible narrative, one
description of a trustworthy system at a time. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of
enclaves from a programmer's point of view, and a taste of the underlying concepts
that isolate these software modules. Chapter 3 presents a theoretical framework and
vocabulary to define enclaved execution, and a means to formally describe an adversary. This framework makes assumptions of the underlying platform, including
a comprehensive root of trust - trusted primitive services, bootstrapping procedure,
entropy, and provable trusted identity - as described by Chapter 4. Building upon
this root of trust, Chapter 5 describes a system enabling a conventional (untrusted)
software system to co-exist with a number of mutually distrusting enclaves. In this
increasingly complex case study, Chapter 6 addresses the hardware affordances and
mechanisms required to achieve the rigorous isolation demanded by an insidious software adversary: the compromised operating system. To complete the case study,
Chapter 7 describes several example enclaves and Chapter 8 recommends future directions as exercises for the reader.

Relegated to the appendices are a survey of

related work (Appendix A) and a listing of much of the Security Monitor source code
(Appendix B).
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Chapter 2
Enclaved Software via Protection
Domains
To help tie the different aspects of this thesis into a coherent whole, this short chapter
gives a whirlwind tour of the core concepts: isolated "protection domains", their use
to encapsulate software modules to implement enclaves, and enclave attestation in
order to bootstrap trust in software.

The formal framework and implementation

of these concepts and their prerequisites will form the remainder of this thesis, but
this discussion will focus on the "programmer's view" - the ergonomics and utility of
enclaves, rather than their architecture and precise definition.
Enclaves are software containers with a guarantee of integrity (an enclave cannot
be tampered with from outside) and confidentiality (any secrets within the enclave
stay secret), provided the underlying hardware is trustworthy.

An enclave is also

able to authenticate itself (describing the program it was initialized to contain) to
other parties and to then set up authenticated encrypted channels of communication
(enclave "attestation" and authenticated key agreement).
It is not difficult to see how enclaves lend themselves well to building trustworthy
systems: complex behaviors can be expressed as mutually distrusting modules with
narrow and well-specified interfaces, and each part of the system can authenticate
all parts it relies on.

While not the most productive, this approach to software

architecture aligns well with best practice for safety, reliability, and security.
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2.1

Isolated protection domains

Underlying an enclave's guarantees of integrity and confidentiality is the notion of
a "protection domain" - a unit of isolated execution guaranteed by the underlying
hardware platform. This thesis defines protection domains as non-interfering: if a
platform schedules two programs to two different protection domains, and they do
not explicitly communicate, neither can detect any evidence of the other's activity.
A keen reader will recognize that this is roughly equivalent to the process abstraction implemented by modern operating systems, although processes can easily
see evidence of other software via their use of limited system resources. This thesis
strengthens the process abstraction, requiring the hardware allow software threads to
achieve a far more robust notion of non-interference.
Two computers without a network connection are one example of isolated protection domains: software executing on one has no bearing on the behavior of the other,
and neither can reasonably measure the other's activity. In this example, the protection domains have an immutable allocation of machine resources. A more interesting
system may allow protection domains to be reconfigured, consolidating all machine
memory, compute, and bandwidth into a single protection domain when no isolation
is needed, and carving out appropriately sized allocations as required.
In such a system, the re-allocable resources must not have state that persists
through their re-allocation, as any such state would communicate information across
the protection domain boundary and violate the definition of protection domains.
Stateful resources that comprise a protection domain therefore implement a security
state machine illustrated by Figure 2-1. These resources (memory, cores, networkon-chip bandwidth) must be exclusively owned by a given protection domain, and
scrubbed clean of any private state before being re-allocated. This thesis calls the
state transitions block, clean, and grant, respectively, and applies this state machine
to components throughout a computer system.
30
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owned

block

blocked

clean

free

grant

Figure 2-1: Protection domain "security state machine": owned resources must be
scrubbed clean of private state before they can be granted to a new owner.

2.2

Enclaved software

An enclave maps high-level software semantics onto protection domains to implement
an isolated process. This model of execution achieves its security guarantees at the
expense of expressivity, presenting a feature-poor, restricted environment to the software inside, and a narrow interface for I/O. By way of a concrete example, enclaved
software is isolated from any operating system, and therefore cannot receive trans-

parent services such as demand paging, efficient scheduling, and shared resources.
The enclave abstraction described in this thesis most naturally implements a
trusted state machine or, equivalently, a trusted function with hidden state. Enclaves
can generate cryptographically secure randomness, and can implement rudimentary
communication protocols via narrow, pre-defined APIs. Enclaves cannot, however,

initiate protocols, persist across a power cycle, or make safe use of OS services. Most
software need not be quite so rigorously isolated, and enclaved execution is not appropriate for all systems. For systems demanding a high degree of trust, however,

enclaved execution provides a firm foundation from which trust may be bootstrapped.
As illustrated in Figure 2-2, a newly created enclave can be loaded with an arbitrary program, and given an array of resources like compute contexts (threads),
memory, etc. Once an enclave is initialized (sealed), however, it can no longer be
modified by outside software. A sealed enclave can be scheduled (enter) to execute
much like an ordinary process. Its initial state consists of the enclaved program and
its configuration, as well as the amounts of various machine resources allocated to the

container.
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Figure 2-2: Enclave lifecycle: an enclave can be arbitrarily initialized and then sealed.
A sealed enclave is executable but may not be inspected nor tampered with by outside
software. An enclave can only be destroyed as a whole.

Unlike processes, enclaves cannot be dismantled piecemeal: once created, they
may be stopped and deleted but not inspected nor tampered with by outside software.
An enclaved program may, however, be able to collaborate with system software to
voluntarily give up some of its resources without being terminated.
These simple semantics of enclaved execution offer the very useful invariant that a
correct enclaved program will behave correctly. Furthermore, this program can keep
a secret and can prove its identity. This enclave's initial state is authenticated via
enclave attestation (authenticated key agreement) by other parties, as formalized in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
The Abstract Enclave
An enclave is an authenticated and strongly isolated process whose isolation boundary
is enforced by its host platform. Executing a program within this container conveys
a guarantee that untrusted software is unable to spy on nor tamper with the enclaved
program - concepts that this chapter will expand on and formalize. An enclaved
program is nevertheless able to deliberately communicate with other software, for
example by collaborating with untrusted software to establish connections over a network. Furthermore, an enclaved program can collaborate with an external program to
prove that it is indeed a specific program loaded into an enclave (software attestation,
described in Section 3.2). The precise extent to which an enclave-capable platform
can maintain this isolation boundary is deliberately open, as the design pattern of an
enclave is useful in a variety of systems with different threat models.
This thesis considers an insidious software adversary (potential attacker): a privileged program able to orchestrate and interact with an enclaved program, and to
arbitrarily compromise all software that isn't explicitly trusted. The adversary has
-

two high-level goals with regard to a "victim" program (aside from denial of service

this area of inquiry is out of scope in this thesis): to exfiltrate a secret from this program, or to alter the program's behavior without revealing the fact of this alteration
(to tamper with or to impersonate the program). These correspond to a program's
ability to maintain confidentiality and integrity respectively, and will be formalized in
Sections 3.3.4, 3.3.5, and 3.3.6, but it is instructional to discuss them broadly first.
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3.1

Compromising a process

The adversary has a large toolkit for achieving these goals in conventional software
systems, which do not implement enclaves. Programs are typically organized into
processes, which are semi-isolated by trusted system software. With regard to tampering with a process, the adversary may exploit a misconfiguration or mistake in the
victim's program to cause it to misbehave, including by providing malicious code in a
way that causes the victim to execute it. They may also compromise system software
managing the victim application's resources and schedule, which has unchecked ability to modify the applications in its care. This is a realistic scenario as such system
software (operating system, hypervisor, etc.) is rather vulnerable: it is monolithically
trusted, largely unauthenticated, loaded from external storage at boot, and extremely
complex. A modern kernel weighs in at many millions of lines [84] of imperfect [51
code.

Hypervisors likewise exhibit a steady trickle of vulnerability disclosures 16].

Less common, but not out of the realm of possibility are an adversary altering the
host computer system itself, whether by modifying its firmware or by physically altering the circuit to undermine its ability to correctly execute processes. Adversaries
with physical access will not be addressed in this thesis, as it is very difficult to bound
their scope. Work addressing these threat models is largely complementary to this
thesis.
An adversary's tools to extract secrets from software systems are similarly numerous. Any of the above methods can cause the victim to misbehave and transmit
sensitive information. The adversary can also use compromised privileged system
software to read the victim's secrets directly. These means of compromise are rather
bold, but subtle tools are also available, as further described in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.1

Covert transmission of a secret

In a well-designed system, the adversary cannot directly observe a victim's secrets,
which should be confined to the victim's protection domain (Section 5.1), disjoint
from the adversary's, prevents the adversary from observing it directly. However,
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vulnerabilities may exist even when an attacker can observe side effects of execution
via software means.

For example, the adversary may collect various metadata by

interacting with or observing the victim: the latency of their responses to queries, their
resource utilization, their access pattern to shared resources, and other breadcrumbs
from which secrets may be inferred [30, 18].
The mechanism by which such observations are made are typically referred to
as software side channels: resources accessed by multiple protection domains can be
modulated (i.e., their state or availability changed) as a function of activity in the
victim's protection domain, which communicates information across the protection
domain boundary. An adversary is then able to detect those state changes. Currently,
the most well-explored of such channels is based on the tag state of lines in a shared
cache.

For example, if the attacker observes a cache hit on a given address, the

corresponding cache line is present in the cache, meaning some party, maybe the
victim, had recently accessed it (or caused it to be pre-fetched), and it had not yet
been displaced. A mechanism for observing memory accesses as cache hits or misses is
well-studied [97, 1631, and is reliably accomplished by measuring the time a program
takes to make specific references.
A covert communication channel transfers information between processes that
do not directly communicate via architectural mechanisms. An adversary can take
advantage of such a covert channel to exfiltrate a secret from a victim program.
Figure 3-1 sets up a generalized schema to describe such an attack. When a side
channel is used to convey a "secret" to an attacker, the adversary relies on a mechanism
inside the victim's protection domain for accessing the secret and a transmitterfor
conveying this secret to the attacker. Together, these form a data tap that modulates
the channel as a function of the secret value. A receiver controlled by the attacker,
and outside the victim's protection domain, listens for this signal and decodes it to
exfiltrate the secret.
A well-known attack able to extract cryptographic keys by observing a running
RSA algorithm relies on such a scenario [29]. Specifically, a vulnerable RSA implementation employs a conditional execution sequence that is a function of the secret,
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Figure 3-1: Attack Schema: an adversary 1) accesses a victim's secret, 2) transmits
it via a covert channel, and 3) receives it in their own protection domain.

and inadvertently transmits portions of the key by modifying instruction cache tag
state in accord with that execution sequence. An adversary is then able to exfiltrate
bits of the secret by observing their own interactions with the instruction cache. In
this case, the code that accesses the secret and the transmitter pre-exist in the vulnerable RSA implementation. Thus, an attacker that shares instruction cache lines
with the victim needs only to provide a receiver to eavesdrop on private information conveyed over the instruction cache tag state-based channel. Recent work has
shown that a broad space of viable attacks exfiltrates information via pre-existing
transmissions via shared cache tag state [114, 22, 29, 80, 28, 18, 163, 97].

3.1.2

Generalized attack schema for confidentiality

Recently, multiple security researchers (e.g., [79, 60, 93]) have found ways for an
attacker to create a new data tap in the victim, where none pre-exists.

Here, an

adversary is able to create a data tap in the victim's domain and/or exercise an
existing unused data tap to access and transmit a chosen secret. Spectre [79, 60, 77]
and Meltdown have exploited the fact that code executing speculatively has nearly
unchecked access within a processor.
While speculative execution is broadly defined, we focus on control flow speculation in this discussion.

Modern processors execute instructions out of order, al-

lowing downstream instructions to execute before upstream instructions as long as
architectural dependencies are preserved. Most instructions on modern out-of-order
processors are also speculative, i.e., execute along a path induced by predicted con-
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trol flow decisions. When a processor encounters a conditional branch dependent on
an outstanding calculation, the processor predicts a likely control flow decision and
speculates along that path (after making a checkpoint). Checkpoint state for a given
prediction is discarded when it is resolved to be correct, while an incorrect prediction forces the processor to roll back and resume along the correct path. Speculated
instructions are executed but hold off on modifying architectural state until they
are committed. Micro-architectural state such as cache tag state, however, is freely
modified as a result of speculative execution (including incorrectly predicted paths),
allowing a microarchitectural channel to be modulated by speculative execution.
Note that information leakage as a result of correct speculation implies a preexisting data tap, as shown in Figure 3-1. By exploiting mis-speculated execution,
an adversary can exercise code paths that are not exercised by correct execution of
the victim program, circumventing software invariants. One example has the attacker
speculatively executing data tap code that illegally accesses a secret and transmits
it via micro-architectural side effects before the processor raises an exception [93].
Another example has the attacker setting up branch predictor state to encourage
mis-speculation along an attacker-selected path, one which implements a data tap in
the victim's domain [60]. There are therefore three ways of creating the data tap:
e Data tap pre-exists in victim's code, as exemplified by the RSA attack [29].
e Attacker explicitly implements the data tap. Meltdown

[931

is an example of

this.
e Attacker synthesizes a data tap out of existing code within the victim's domain
exemplified by Spectre variants [79, 60, 77].
This framework can be applied to analyze side channels other than the cache state,
describing exfiltration via, for example, branch predictor state or TLB state. Given
the elevated research interest in variants of this new class of attacks, we also expect
that new types of data taps will emerge. Foreseeing this challenge, we wish to design
a defense against a broad class of current and future attacks.
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3.1.3

Generalized defense for confidentiality

Any individual covert channel vulnerability can be addressed by breaking any of
the arrows in Figure 3-1: in order to successfully exfiltrate a secret, it has to be
accessed and transmitted before it may be received by an adversary. To address the
entire class of such vulnerabilities, however, all paths connecting the victim's secret
to the adversary's receiver must be closed. For example, using taint tracking

[481

to

prevent an adversary's input from being interpreted as trusted code would disrupt
one pathway for an adversary to inject an accessor or transmitter, but does nothing
to prevent an adversary spying on the victim's execution by observing its instruction
cache line access pattern, or variations in its I/O latency, and inferring sensitive
information from this metadata.

3.2

Remotely attested execution

Regardless of the defense mechanisms a system implements, a workload relying on
these mechanisms must ascertain that they are indeed present - a challenging problem, as a program has no means to verify its own semantics in an untrusted environment. Reasoning about computing in general is too wide a lens for this discussion,
so this thesis works within a specific construction of "secure remote computation":
a setting where a program computes on some data on a remote computer owned
and maintained by an untrusted party (or in an untrusted process on the same
computer), with some integrity and confidentiality guarantees.
illustrated by Figure 3-2.

This framework is

In a general setting, secure remote computation is an

unsolved problem, although advanced cryptographic techniques such as Fully Homomorphic Encryption

[53] and

Garbled Circuits [1611 apply in some limited cases, with

extremely high cost [106]. This thesis further refines its scope to "remotely attested
software" - a setting in which three parties collaborate to perform a trusted computation. As shown in Figure 3-3, a "trusted first party" acts as a verifier for proof
(attestation) made by a "trusted witness" co-located with a trustworthy "container"
on a remote computer system.
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Figure 3-2: "Secure remote computation" describes a remote computer, owned by an
untrusted party, performing some computation for a trusted first party in a way that
conveys assurance of the computation's integrity and confidentiality. This is generally
not achievable.

By way of an example, a trusted first party has a private dataset they wish to
analyze via a trusted program in a remote container. They connect to a compatible
remote computer, ask for a container with the expected program, and expect an
attestation, as described below. The newly created container collaborates with the
first party and the trusted witness to compute this attestation, which will inform the
first party's decision whether to send their private dataset. The attestation (Figure 34) conveys a measurement describing the container and its program, and also includes
evidence that the first party is, indeed, communicating with the container described
by that measurement.
Observe that we already trust the computer hardware used ubiquitously for local
computation, often unconditionally. By communicating this trust across a distance
via software attestation, we are able to bootstrap equivalent trust in a remote computation.

Working within this framework allows the first party to quantify their

trusted computing base: their own software, the expected remote program, as well as
the expected remote computer's implementation of the witness and container. The
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Figure 3-3: Attested software: the first party trusts a remote witness and entrusts
their data to an authenticated program within a secure container measured by this
witness.
remote witness and containerized program are authenticated by attestation, so the
construction can detect an impostor: an unexpected program or platform. The network and all other software remain untrusted for integrity and confidentiality, and
make no attempt to resist denial of service (out of scope in this thesis). Note that "untrusted" does not imply "malicious", and relying on untrusted software to implement
appropriate means to maintain quality of service is reasonable.
There has been a long history of systems attempting to implement remotely attested execution, including MIT's Sanctum processor [36], Intel's TXT [561 and their
much more sophisticated Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

[35].

These systems

leveraged trusted hardware in the remote computer to implement the witness, and
to implement the isolation primitives to achieve confidentiality and integrity for a
program. Other projects relied on trusted privileged software to achieve the same
goals [137, 32].

3.2.1

Authenticated key agreement

The software attestation framework allows a remote computer to load arbitrary software into a container, and relies on aligned incentives to participate in the distributed
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system implementing attested execution. Attestation (Figure 3-4) proves to the first
party that they are communicating with a specific piece of software running in a trustworthy container. The proof is a cryptographic signature that certifies a measurement
of the container and any additional data such as a nonce from the first party. The first
party can refuse to send private data to an enclave with an unexpected measurement,
or to one whose attestation was signed by an untrusted witness.
Enclave platform

Trusted first party

Knows:
-- attestation key AK
-- endorsement certificate
-- public code, data

Knows:
- endorsement certificate
- public code, data
- secret code, data

------------------------------------Initial State:
public (code, data)

p

g

Key agreement A, g

gB,95

AK(gAB,M)

Key agreement B.
B, A
B
Shared
Shared key: K=g

M=hash(Initial State)
Shared key: K=gAB
Secret (code, data)

+J 7

Enc(Secret code, data)
Secret (code, data)

remote
computation

EncK(result)

F
Result
------------------------------------

Figure 3-4: Software attestation proves to a first party that it is communicating with
a specific secure container hosted by a platform with a trusted witness. The proof is
a digital signature produced by the platform's secret attestation key. The signature
cryptographically binds the container's measurement and challenge nonce by the first
party, as well as optional data produced within the container.
The witness has a cryptographic identity: public and secret keys PKattestation and
SKattestation, respectively (or the equivalent in a group signature scheme, in the case

of direct anonymous attestation [261). The first party connects to a remote compute
and requests a specifically initialized container (expecting one with a measurement
M), and begins a key agreement protocol (here, we will describe attestation as an
augmentation of Diffie Hellman [43]) by selecting a public generator g mod n and a
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private random A, computes gA, and sends (g, n, gA). A container with measurement
M' receives this message, selects a private random B and computes gB. At this point,
anyone with A or B, and having observed gA gB can compute a secret value gAB -(gA)B

(gB)A.

Note that because neither A nor B are seen outside the environment

where they are generated, gAB is available to the first party and the abovementioned
container alone. The container must produce an attestation, and asks the witness
(privately) for a signature covering all of: (g, n, gA,

gB),

as well as the container's

measurement. The witness knows the requesting container's measurement (M') and
responds (also privately) with a =

signattestation (g,

n, gA gB, M'). The container sends

(a, gB) to the first party, who can now authenticate the container by verifying a as a
signature by PKttestation of (g, n, 9 A,B M) and makes a binary decision whether to

accept the attestation and trust the container. If it does, it can use gAB to encrypt
and HMAC its messages and send the private data. Any messages received over this
encrypted channel are certified as having originated within the trusted container,
provided it and its program do not leak the key. This construction assumes a public
key infrastructure or some other means for a first party to establish a trusted set of
public keys for the remote witness - this is a challenging problem in its own right

[145].

Local attestation is a specific flavor of this construction in that it can rely on the
authority of the trusted witness to privately pass messages between containers, along
with the sender's measurement.

Doing so allows for software attestation within a

computer system without cryptography.

3.3

Trusted abstract platform

This thesis is centered around the notion of enclaves: containers for meaningful software attestation implemented via rigorously isolated measured processes. As mentioned above, there are numerous systems that implement a notion of software attestation. Some even employ the term "enclave" to describe their container(s), as
this thesis does, but there is no consensus on the term's exact meaning. This lack
of formalization makes comparing such systems and making implementation deci42

sions with regard to their differences challenging. For example, a number of projects
have proposed software defenses to work around various limitations of Intel SGX enclaves [111, 128, 129]. However, comparing the security guarantees and adversary
models (of say T-SGX [128] and Shinde et al. [129]) is difficult without a unified
framework for such reasoning.
Furthermore, as enclave-capable platforms become more common, and as enclaved software becomes a viable target for developers, tools and libraries are sure
to emerge [55] to provide a common application programming interface (API) for
diverse enclaves. Reasoning about the security guarantees of such tools is a challenge
without a unified framework. To address this limitation, this thesis adopts definitions of enclaved execution and its guarantees, and the corresponding threat model
as defined by our Trusted Abstract Platform (TAP) [133], which describes a unified
formal framework to specify and verify the security properties of a range of enclave
platforms. We co-authored this project with Pramod Subramanyan, Rohit Sinha, and
Sanjit A Seshia of UC Berkeley, with these collaborators providing the deep formal
reasoning expertise. This work defines enclave platforms as offering a guarantee of secure remote execution (SRE) to the first party, meaning they uphold enclave integrity
(Section 3.3.4), confidentiality (Section 3.3.5), and secure measurement (Section 3.3.6)
in the presence of an adversary formalized by a tamper relation and an observation

function (Sections
3.3.1

3.3.3) - with corresponding machine-checked proofs.

Formalizing enclaved programs and machine state

Before we formalize the adversary and SRE, we must define our terms. The trusted
first party defines a trusted enclave e = (inite, confige) via its initial state (memory
image) inite and a "configuration" config,: entry point, permissions, virtual address
mappings, etc. We assume that the first party has a complete specification (in order
to compute an expected measurement) for the program in virtual memory.

The

underlying enclave platform is responsible for mapping this spec to physical resources
in a non-overlapping way that preserves enclave isolation. This constraint is proved
by refinement (Section 3.3.8).
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At any given time, the machine is in some state a defined by its memory, registers,
and a map translating virtual addresses to physical ones (the TAP also models a
cache, and can be extended to model other stateful microarchitecture, but details
of this discussion are out of scope in this thesis). The state of any enclave e is a
projection Ee(a) of the machine's state.
In addition to the private state Ee(O), an enclave has access to its I/O primitives:
it may read inputs and produce outputs via shared memory under adversary control:
projections of machine state I, (a) and Oe(o), respectively. Both specify an evaluation
of non-enclave memory: a partial map from virtual addresses (outside the enclave)
to words. The enclave also has access to trusted private entropy from the underlying
platform (which we also treat as inputs): If(a) which describes some random value
provided by the platform at that step or e if no entropy is needed at that time. We
therefore define an enclave's entire input as Ie(a) = (IR(a), IUj(a)).

TAP also models a privileged adversary that runs concurrently with e and maintains state that cannot be accessed by the enclave (e.g., hypervisor, os, and other
malicious enclaves), which we denote by the projection Ae(a) of machine state.

3.3.2

Formalizing enclaved execution

The TAP's semantics of enclaved execution assume that an enclaved program e is
deterministic modulo the input Ie(a), i.e., the next state of the enclave is a function
of only the current state Ee(a) and inputs Ie(a), as defined above. We must prove that
the platform does not allow enclave non-determinism, since we make a determinism
assumption while defining an enclave's semantics [[e]] (Section 3.3.6).
An enclave computes via steps, selecting an instruction based on the current program counter (pc) and the virtual-to-physical address map, and then transitioning
to the next state based on the operational semantics of the platform's instructions.
The instructions include word-sized operations on registers, memory accesses, and
the enclave platform affordances for generating attested statements and exiting the
enclave.

The TAP also includes privileged instructions (e.g., CSR instructions in

RISC-V 1156]), which implement arbitrary updates to Ae(o) and are unavailable to
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enclaves. This model of execution lets us define the platform's transition relation

where (o-2 , o-) E

-,

indicates that the platform's semantics allow for a transition from

oi to u, and is expressed via the shorthand oa ---

*

o-. We define

-

as a relation,

rather than function, in order to allow non-determinism (randomness from entropy
sources, direct memory accesses from I/O peripherals, etc.), described at each state
by the projection IP(o-) of machine state.

3.3.3

Formalizing the threat model

An enclave exists in the presence of a privileged adversary that may dictate how
the enclave is configured, can launch other concurrent enclaves (if applicable), and
can freely interact with the enclave via its API. In this section, we abstractly model
the adversary via their two components: a tamper relation T (the space of state
transitions an adversary may cause) and an observation function p (all machine
state the adversary has access to). Together, these form a concrete statement of the
enclave platform's threat model with regard to the machine-checked proofs of SRE
properties.

Formalizing the adversarial tamper relation T
In TAP, the adversary may pause or destroy the enclave at any time, can modify
some attacker-owned state Ae(o) or the enclave's inputs I (-)

for any enclave e, and

launch or destroy any number of other enclaves (specific implementations of enclave
platforms may not be quite so general). We model the effect of the adversary's actions through the tamper relation r over pairs of states: (o- 1, o-2 ) E r (the software

adversaries considered in this thesis) if the attacker is able to change the machine's
state from o 1 to U2 , with the constraint that Ee(o-) = Ee(U2). We assume that tam-

per must not affect an enclave's private state while defining the enclave's semantics
[[e]] and must prove that this constraint holds with all operations comprising
our enclave platform (Section 3.3.4). Note that we require r C -,

T

for

as this work does

not consider adversaries with extraordinary access such as changing the platform's
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semantics (e.g. by physically altering a processor's circuit). Furthermore, r is reflexive (the adversary may perform a no-op): Vo, (o-, -) E r. The TAP defines r as
any combination or repetition of the adversary's updates to their pc, registers, and
(virtual) memory, as well as modifying their own and the enclave's memory map (if
allowed by the platform), invoking platform affordances to create, launch, pause, and
destroy arbitrary enclaves. This framework is usefully extensible to model a software
adversary on architectures with more kinds of mutable state, such as explicit network
partitions, predictor state, or legacy modes of execution.
The tamper relation formalizes all possible actions that may be carried out by
a software adversary, which serves two purposes: when reasoning about enclave integrity (Section 3.3.4), r describes all operations that an adversary may employ to
interfere with enclaved execution. When reasoning about enclave confidentiality (Section 3.3.5),

relation models all computation performed by the adversary in order

T

to infer an enclave's private state. As a concrete example, a platform where an adversary and enclave share a cache may model a memory access operation in r as
(store(vaddr, word)

-+

cache

hits), and an optimistic threat model that excludes

covert channels would require its f etch in

Toptimistic

to explicitly discard cache_hits.

Formalizing the adversarial observation function p
Where

T

formalized the actions and their outcomes available to a modelled adver-

sary, the observationfunction p captures all state explicitly considered visible to the
adversary.

Let p(u) denote the result of an observation for the machine state o-.

A concrete example of an adversarial observation function is defined such that only
enclave outputs are revealed: y'(o-) - Oe(oThe TAP must implement a superset of all microarchitectural behaviors of the
systems it simulates (Section 3.3.8), and models a direct-mapped cache in order to
model cache contention exhibited by SGX and Sanctum processor. The TAP likewise
models virtual-to-physical address translation (via a partial map) realized in the implementations it simulates via page tables with "dirty", "present", and "accessed" bits.
Due to its relative complexity, the TAP's r and o definitions are therefore rather
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involved and are not presented in full here. TAP's SRE property was proven by 11331;
this proof is not a contribution in this thesis. The TAP's model of enclaved execution
can be usefully extended (as exemplified in Section 6.3) to allow adversarial inference of various microarchitectural details such as NoC arbitration, predictor state, or
DRAM controller state.
In practice, at the very least, the adversary must freely observe any enclave's initial
state initiale and outputs Oco-, as these are defined to be visible to the adversary by
our enclave semantics, but platforms may allow for additional observations such as
the adversary's cache tag state or page table metadata, or fault information. The
choice of <p informs an enclave platform's notion of confidentiality for a given

T,

and

may require careful consideration by the enclaved program in order to safeguard its
secrets. Consider for example a platform where a cache is time-shared between an
enclave and adversary. If the platform does not interpose on enclave exit events and
clean this cache, the enclaved application must somehow do so, else it does not provide
confidentiality for an adversary able to observe evidence of cache state.

3.3.4

Formalizing enclave integrity

An enclave's secure remote execution property (SRE) is defined as the union of three
properties: integrity, confidentiality, and secure measurement.

Integrity is loosely

described as a guarantee that the enclaved program's execution is unaffected by adversarial tampering beyond providing inputs. The execution of an enclave in the
presence of an attacker is identical to the execution of the program without the attacker's operations1 . Equivalently, the enclave's trace is deterministic with regard to
its initial state inste and the sequence of inputs Ie.
The enclave integrity theorem states that V execution traces
Ee (71 [0]) = Ee (7 2 [0)
A

e runs at r1[i]
e runs at 71[i]

-

-- > e runs at

2 [i]

(Ie(71[i]) = Ie(7 2 [i]))

1with respect to Iv and I
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Figure 3-5: Enclave integrity theorem: an enclave's sequence of states and outputs
(E, 0) are independent of adversarial tampering for a given sequence of inputs I.

Any two traces (of the same enclave program) that start with equivalent enclave
states and have the same input sequence will produce the same sequence of enclave
states and outputs, even though the attacker's operations may differ in the two traces.
The adversary's actions A are defined by arbitrary application of the tamper function.
We assume that the adversary executes for the same number of steps in both traces.,
which does not restrict the adversary because the shorter adversarial trace can be
padded to match with "no-ops". The theorem states that, given the above assumptions, enclave states

Fe

and outputs Oe are identical in the two traces at every step,

as illustrated in Figure 3-5.
The Z3 SMT solver [42] programmed in a modular way via procedure pre/post conditions in Boogie [19] concludes that there exists no counterexample to the
above statement of enclave integrity in the TAP, given a concrete specification of
o- IP Ae

,Ie,
Oe,re, and pe. The proofs themselves are out of scope in this thesis,

which only relies on the framework laid out by TAP to reason about concrete systems.

3.3.5

Formalizing enclave confidentiality

Confidentiality is another component theorem of SRE, and is summarized by a guarantee that a privileged software adversary cannot distinguish between the executions
of two enclaves, aside from what is explicitly revealed by the observation function
p. Recall that while o defines the function of machine state that is assumed to be
visible to the adversary, the adversary may also learn other state via the outputs
of their tamper function r by, for example, directly reading memory or page map48
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Figure 3-6: Enclave confidentiality theorem: an adversary's sequence of states (A)
is independent of enclaved executions (with operations E1, E2) tampering for a given
sequence of adversarial observations pe.

pings outside ; (if not prohibited by the platform), or indirectly observing cache tag

state via (store(vaddr,word)

-+

cache hit,), as described in Section 3.3.3. Enclave

confidentiality requires that enclave state Ee is not revealed via any such interactions beyond what is explicitly leaked via o. The theorem (Figure 3-6) states that
V execution traces 7r 1 , 72, Vi:

Aei (7r1[0]) = Ae 2 (7r 2 [0])
IP(71[i]) = IP(72[i])

A

the same party runs at
ei

runs at r1[i] ==#

7ri[i]

as r 2 [i]

-4 A(Ae,(7r1[i]) = Ae 2 (7r 2 [i]))

(continued below)

=* ((e1(7r1[i + 1]) = pe 2 (7r2 [i + 1]))

In other words, all enclave traces with the same observations, but possibly different enclave states, must be indistinguishable to the adversary; This shows that the
attacker is unable to learn any enclaved information beyond anything enumerated
by the observation function. If a platform allows the adversary to observe different
values in two such traces, that platform fails to provide a guarantee of confidentiality.

3.3.6

Formalizing enclave secure measurement

The last of the three theorems comprising SRE is secure measurement, which allows
the first party to detect whether a given enclave is an instance of a specific e =
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(inite, config). During launch, the platform computes a hash of the enclave's initial
state along with relevant configuration, and this value authenticates the enclave as per
the collision resistance assumption of the cryptographic hash function. We assume
that attested statements are produced using a quoting scheme that is unforgeable
under chosen message attacks (UF-CMA); we do not model the cryptography of this
scheme, and refer the reader to

[117]

for a formal treatment of this subject.

The secure measurement theorem has two lemmas:

(1) the measurement p(e)

uniquely identifies an enclave's initial state (meaning it is a complete description of
the enclave). V machine states o-1,

o-2 :

p(e 1 ) = p(e2)

(Ee,(o-1) =

E,(o-1) is the initial state of ei

^

Ee2(U2))

)

Ee 2 (9 2 ) is the initial state of e 2

The other lemma is (2) enclaved execution is deterministic with respect to its
initial state (iite, confige) and its sequence of inputs Ie. A keen reader will notice

that this is a slight generalization of the integrity theorem (Section 3.3.4). Precisely,
V execution traces wr, r 2 , Vi:

(

Eel (7 1 [0]) =
ei

runs at 71w[i]

ei runs at

wri[i]

<->

e2

(

(7 2 [0])

e 2 runs at

7r2[i]

-> (Iei(7r1[I]) = Ie2 (7 2 [i]))

=>

el (Wi I])

Fe2 (72 [i])

^

Oe(li]

=

e

o.(72 [i])

In total, any two enclaves with the same measurement must also have the same
semantics: they must produce equivalent execution traces for equivalent input sequences, as illustrated in Figure 3-7. If (i) the two traces w 1 and r2 begin with the
same initial state for enclaves

ei

and e 2 , (ii) if

7ri

and r 2 enter and exit the enclaves

in lockstep (meaning the two enclaves execute for the same number of steps), (iii)
if the input sequence to the two enclaves is identical, then the two enclaves execute
identically in the two traces: they have the same sequence of state and output values.
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Figure 3-7: Enclave secure measurement theorem: an enclave's execution trace given
a sequence of inputs I is authenticated by its measurement.

3.3.7

Secure remote execution decomposition

As before, the proofs themselves are out of scope in this thesis, but are presented
in full in TAP 11331. It is, however, useful to consider a proof sketch combining the
three theorems (integrity., confidentiality, secure measurement) into SRE.
Suppose that the first party specifies an enclave c and requests it be loaded into an
enclave. Suppose enclave platform launches enclave e' some time later: the specification e is sent over an untrusted channel, and the remote platform is largely untrusted,
so e may or may not equal e'. Assume the first party has the requisite information to
interpret an attestation from the remote platform (for instance trusting its public key
a priori). If the user finds p(e')

$/ p(e),

then the platform makes no guarantees and

the first party should not trust it. Otherwise, if p(e') = p(e), we have that [[e']] = [[e]]
as per the measurement and integrity properties. The enclave therefore has expected
behavior with respect to its inputs, which is a prerequisite for SRE. Finally, confidentiality implies that the attacker does not learn the enclave's state beyond what is
explicitly allowed by Se.
The proof methodology with SMT is not a contribution in this thesis - that credit
is due to our collaborators [133], but the theorems comprising SRE are instrumental
to reasoning about the properties of enclaves, as is the precise definition of a threat
model via the adversary's r and p.
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3.3.8

Enclave platforms refine the TAP

SRE properties were proved [133] for a generalized enclave platform.

In order to

confer a proof of SRE and its three component properties to a model of a nonabstract architecture Impl that implements enclaves, we use refinement under certain
adversarial parameters. Refinement asserts that every trace of Impl can be mapped
using relation R to a trace of the TAP, meaning the TAP defines a strictly richer set
of behaviors than Impl, and since the TAP has SRE, so must Impl.
Contrary to a common intuition that we would prove properties of a system with
complex semantics via a simple one, refinement here demands that the semantics
of Impl are a subset of the TAP's semantics. Indeed the TAP's semantics are very
general, describing arbitrary virtual memory translation and arbitrary memory cache
behaviors, among others. As such, TAP is not readily implementable, and captures
behavior far more complex than that of simple implementations considered in, for
example, Chapter 4. A helpful way to approach this intuitively: refinement shows
that a system implementing a subset of these countermeasures is sufficient to preserve
the TAP's properties for a given threat model.
It is important to note that the security properties of the TAP are hyperproperties,
which in general are not preserved by refinement 134]. However, the properties we
consider are in SRE are 2-safety properties [142], variants of observational determinism [101, 108], which are preserved by refinement. Intuitively, any attacker advantage
available on Impl but not on the TAP precludes refinement.
Let Impl = (EL, -*, initt) be a transition system with states EL, transition
relation w4 L and initial state initL. We say that Impl refines TAP, or equivalently
that TAP simulates Impl, if there exists a simulation relation R § (EL X E) with the

following property:
For every pair of states (sj, aj) (belonging to Impl and TAP respectively) that
are related by R, if Impl steps from sj to sk, then either (i) the TAP takes no steps,
and sk is related to orj, or (ii) there exists a state Ok of TAP such that aj steps to
Uk

and (sk, Uk) are related according to R. In addition, the initial states of Impl
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Figure 3-8: If 3 a stuttering relation R between any trace of Impl and a correspond-

ing trace in TAP (relating corresponding states in Impl (oa) and the TAP (sj), but
allowing Impl to take take extra steps), then Impl refines the TAP (TAP simulates
Impl), and TAP's SRE property -+ Impl has SRE.

and TAP must be related by R. This is illustrated in Figure 3-8. This corresponds
to the notion of stuttering simulation [27], and we require stuttering because some
TAP operations are implemented via sequences of platform operations in non-abstract
enclave platforms like Sanctum and Intel SGX.

3.4

Enclave platform requirements

As described by the TAP, enclave platforms are assumed to implement certain guarantees and services: trusted entropy, enclave isolation, enclave I/O, as well as the
cryptographic keys required for attestation.

A keen reader may observe that this

definition of enclave is rather broad, and can accommodate not only the platforms

designed for enclaves hosted by system software, but any platform that is able to
refine the TAP for appropriately chosen r and observe functions.
Chapter 5 will discuss at a high level the architectural isolation framework employed by the MIT Sanctum and M16 processors, and is well-aligned with the methodology of TAP. These implementations are able to refine the TAP, demonstrating their
guarantee of SRE for an insidious threat model of arbitrarily compromised system
software. Chapter 6 zooms into the mechanisms needed to rigorously isolate enclaves
for an adversary able to observe side-effects of execution: cache hits and misses due

to cache tag state and cache replacement state, latency due to arbitration throughout
the memory hierarchy, etc. In the far simpler case of a trusted application on an
embedded uniprocessor (Chapter 4), which can also be carefully designed to meet the
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above definition of enclave, the adversary's actions are limited to halting an enclave
(the monolithically trusted binary loaded at boot) and launching arbitrary enclaves.
Further simplifying refinement of the TAP on this platform, this class of devices does
not implement paged virtual memory, so the enclave's memory map is the identity,
while the adversary's is empty.
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Chapter 4
Root of Trust for an Enclave
Processor
In order to implement enclaves, a platform must provide a small set of trusted services, as described in Section 3.4. In addition to enclave SRE and trusted entropy,
the platform must implement a trusted witness (Section 3.2) for measurement and
attestation. This witness must be able to prove its trusted identity to the first party
in an attestation protocol. The platform's "root of trust" - the small subset of a
trusted computer system that must be trusted unconditionally, from which all other
trusted states and functions are bootstrapped - is not measured, and should be as
uncomplicated as possible in order to be trustworthy. This chapter implements its
root of trust as a "trusted loader" of enclaves and relies on a digital signaturel with a
well-known cryptographic identity for attestation. The platform's root cryptographic
keys are a necessary component of this root of trust, and must be complemented by a
mechanism to make them available to the witness and no other software. Given that
any malicious program may be enclaved (our definition of an enclave platform is not
required to deny execution to any given program), the platform's keys must not be
generally accessible, and enclaved programs must not be included within the root of
trust.
'Section 5.6.2 describes a local attestation primitive, one which does not rely on cryptography.
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Figure 4-1: The embedded SoC case study.

This chapter will discuss the design and implementation of a compelling root of

trust for a simple but generic system-on-chip (SoC). This root of trust is comprised
of a correct CPU with a minor augmentation, device key material and a means to
hide it, a source of entropy, and a trusted program to load and measure enclaves.
Each of these components is explored in Section 4.1. Because these subsystems are
somewhat orthogonal to the complex structures of a modern processor core so, for
clarity, this chapter examines a very simple enclave architecture: an in-order singleissue uniprocessor system whose enclaves are a monolithic trusted binary, with no
concurrent or time-shared execution of any other software. After an enclave is loaded,
it is the only software present on the machine. Recall that this manuscript defines
the term "enclave" broadly (Chapter 3), permitting this sort of system to refine an
abstract enclave platform, and therefore to implement enclave SRE. This setting is
representative of an embedded system, though designed to address a threat model and
able to tolerate a malicious program - attributes not typical of embedded systems.

4.1

Case study: the embedded uniprocessor

Figure 4-1 shows a block diagram of the SoC used throughout this chapter as a
case study - a run-of-the-mill embedded uniprocessor with few requirements. The
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platform assumes a generic instruction processor core (on the order of an ARM M4
or an RV64IMC [156] member of the RISC-V genus, for example).

Neither virtual

memory nor hardware-assisted privilege is required, as this case study revolves around
a monolithic trusted binary application similar to what is common in embedded
systems.

The processor must, however, allow any hidden state considered by the

threat model to be "purged" (erased) between execution of different enclaves.

4.1.1

PURGE: scrubbing private microarchitectural CPU state

Under the adversary's observation function, a purge operation renders any two prior
workloads indistinguishable by yielding the same microarchitectural state (stateful
predictor structures, pipeline registers, caches) given the same architectural state
(pc, registers, memory, etc). This manuscript assumes a purge instruction to implement this action for clarity, though a CSR (application-specific control/status register) access, or a series of distinct operations specified by a software routine may be
more appropriate for a given implementation.

In practice, a small in-order core has

hardly any state to purge; if there are no caches or stateful predictors, purge does
nothing.

In a more sophisticated system, any predictor state, CPU cache tag and

replacement state, and pipeline state must be purged to address an adversary able
to observe latency due data-dependent variation in microarchitectural state (leading
to mispredictions, to cache misses, etc.). This chapter assumes the implementation
of an appropriate purge is provided by the CPU, and works above this abstraction.
This definition of will remain relevant for each of the case studies in this thesis.
Section 6.2.3 will look below the abstraction of purge and interrogate the requirements and possible implementations of scrubbing microarchitectural state in complex
modern processor system.

4.1.2

Trusted ROM and first instruction integrity

Our SoC is hard-wired to begin execution at the address mapped to the base of
a trusted read-only memory (ROM), which contains a trusted routine responsible
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for loading and measuring a provided software (the enclave), giving it unique keys,
and computing an attestation. This program in the ROM effectively implements the
witness described in Section 3.3.6, and is detailed in Section 4.2. Because the processor
executes from the ROM at each reset, a reset causes the processor to perform the
trusted witness routine before any other software may execute. At reset, the SoC is
considered to be in an untrusted primordial state; even after a soft reset, where the
machine still contains the previous program's execution context intact. Specifically,
only the pc, the device secret, and the contents of the ROM are trusted after a reset

event. Should the processor implement privilege modes, the processor must reset
to the highest privilege mode (M-mode in RISC-V). The routine in the ROM loads
a program (enclave) binary from untrusted I/O into a pristine environment, and
endows it with a measurement Hsw, unique attestation keys (SKsw, PKsw), and
a certificate (SignD(PKsw, Hsw) to endorse 2 public key PKsw and measurement
Hsw as a pair belonging to an enclave that was loaded by the trusted witness.
For convenience, the platform defines hooks to stop the current program, as shown
by Listing 4.1.
Listing 4.1: Platform interfaces for CPU reset.
i noreturn void platform-panic
2

noreturn

void platform-reset

)
()

while (1); }
goto reset_vector;

}

The SoC must guarantee the integrity and confidentiality of its random access
memory (RAM). In other words, the SoC's RAM is accessible only by the currently
running program: the SoC must not implement any means to access the memory
directly, including via any debugger (our simple SoC has no debugger). At reset, the
RAM contents may, but are not guaranteed to persist.
The SoC also implements means to access cryptographically secure entropy (Section 4.1.3) and a set of interfaces to access or compute key material for the device's
cryptographic identity (Section 4.1.4).
Finally, the SoC also implements a means to perform untrusted I/O, which is intentionally left unelaborated. The details of untrusted I/O interface(s) are irrelevant
2

SignD(M) is a signature with the SoC's root cryptographic keys (derived from the secret stored
as per Section 4.1.4) of some message M.
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Figure 4-2: RNG CSR readout circuit.

to the discussion in this chapter, and implementation details vary greatly. The untrusted I/O is comprised of any and all devices not included in the root of trust: serial
ports, network interfaces, persistent untrusted storage, external interrupts, GPIO, a
tethered host interface to name a few possibilities.

The untrusted I/O must not

be permitted to directly access memory (such as via DMA) nor permitted to force
the CPU to take an interrupt during the execution of the root of trust loader.

A

reasonable enclave should likewise deny unrestricted access by untrusted I/O during
enclaved execution.
Without loss of generality, assume an injective (unambiguous) memory map that
allows access to all of the above components.

4.1.3

Trusted entropy via a cryptographically secure RNG

For reasons that will become apparent in Section 5.6, exposing trusted entropy via
the address space is not viable in anything but the simplest trusted architecture.
Instead, the processor has a direct interface to a random number generator (RNG)

via an unprivileged read-only CSR. Reading from this CSR dequeues from the head of
a read-only FIFO. The RNG feeds this FIFO, as shown in Figure 4-2. This interface is
spelled out in Listing 4.2, as a set of C interfaces. Given a typical cryptographically
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secure RNG's limited bandwidth, the RNG readout is not guaranteed to generate
entropy quickly enough to always keep the FIFO filled.

This interface is flexible

enough to allow any RNG, with any bandwidth, to easily implement a trusted source
of platform entropy.
Listing 4.2: A CPU's trusted RNG interface.
#define CSR RNG OxCCO /* user-mode readonly CSR */
uint64_t csrread( int csr__address

)

i
2

- typedef striict rng readoutt {
5
uint32 t is valiT;
6
uint8 t
padding[ 3];
7
uint8 t random byte;
} __atfiibute__((packed)) rng readout_t;
10 void platform _get
1L
i = 0;
12
while (i<len)

if

14
is

1G
7 }

{

len , uint8

t * out

bytes)

{

{

readoutt readout = csr

readout. is valid

-read

(CSRRNG)

)

rng

13

random_ bytes (sizet

out _bytes [ i++] = readout . random byte;

}

Looking ahead, in order to avoid problems with preemption, accessing the RNG
must yield both the trusted entropy (if available) and a flag indicating whether or not
the read produced a random datum (the FIFO valid flag), as a transaction. Listing 4.2
precisely describes the RNG interface as assumed by this discussion: the RNG FIFO is
a single byte wide, yielding one byte of cryptographically secure entropy per CSR read
- an interface allowing the processor to easily outpace all but the highest bandwidth
RNGs. A case study of an FPGA-friendly RNG designed to sample jitter via a ring
oscillator circuit is given in Section 4.5. If no data is available in this FIFO, the CSR
should read a fixed, public value and indicate absence of data via the valid flag.

4.1.4

SoC's trusted cryptographic identity

In order to implement attestation, the platform must implement a cryptographic
identity known to the verifier. The means by which the verifier decides which public
keys correspond to trusted SoCs is entirely out of scope for this thesis, but Section 4.6
describes a common provisioning and registration flow compatible with the construction in this chapter. The key pair is given via a secret key seed (device secret) as
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I1

an abstract trusted interface which does not imply any specific implementation. Instead, Listing 4.3 describes an API with which the device secret is accessed. These
will be soon be used to derive an attestation key with which a software system call

authenticate itself to a remote party.
Recall that enclaves must not be included in the root of trust, as arbitrarily
malicious programs may be enclaved. Access to the device secret must therefore be
restricted to the software included in the root of trust. This construction controls
access to the device secret via a state machine: at reset, the device secret is available,
and may be accessed via accessdevice_secretonce by the read-only program
in the ROM, which transitions the device secret interface to a blocked state. While
blocked, the device secret is not accessible until reset.

void access _device_ secret_ once ( keyseed t * out_ device_ secret
//
Initial call yields the device secret
7/ Subsequent calls will yield a public constant.
,

I
2

)

Listing 4.3: Abstract device secret interface.

The implementation of this interface is below the abstraction we adopt for this
discussion; Sections 4.6 and 4.6.2 give two possible ways to derive a platform secret
from OTP bits an LPN-based physical unclonable function (PUF), respectively.

4.2

Trusted loader program

The trusted loader program implements the attestation witness (Section 3.2); the
CPU runs this program to completion at every reset event after an enclave is loaded,
but before the enclave is allowed to execute. Its binary is immutably given by the
trusted ROM, is not measured, and implements the steps of measurement and attestation key derivation for a newly loaded enclave. This procedure is illustrated by
Figure 4-3 and enumerated below:
1. initialize the SoC state to a "pristine" environment: known, public values.
2. load a boot image (enclave binary) from untrusted I/O into the SoC's private
RAM.
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Figure 4-3: The root of trust signs an enclave's measurement Hsw and public key
PKsw at boot. During remote attestation, a trusted first party communicates a
nonce (g, n, gA) to the system, which sends an "attestation" - a proof by SKD binding together all of (Hsw, PKsw, gA gB), which convinces the first party they are
communicating with an enclave described by a measurement Hsw based on their
a priori trust in PKD - and establishes a shared key gAB with the first party via
authenticated key agreement (Section 4.3).
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M

3. access the trusted key seed and perform key derivation to compute the SoC's
cryptographic identity.
4. perform measurement and derive unique attestation keys for the loaded enclave.
5. sign the loaded enclave's keys and hash with the SoC's cryptographic identity.
6. erase all information private to the root of trust.
The high-level goals for the design of a trusted loader are to keep its control
flow simple and unambiguous, make clear the pre- and post-conditions for each of its
components, and state invariants. The trusted loader is immutable and safeguards the
root keys for all software on the SoC, so it is highly sensitive code. Formal verification

of this program is viable and relevant.
Enclave binary image

While the boot image (enclave binary) is entirely un-

trusted, and is provided via untrusted I/O, we expect it to have certain structure (shown by Listing 4.4).

The boot image reserves space for various outputs

of the trusted loader (keys, measurement, signature). Of particular relevance is the
measured-binary-size, which dictates the portion of measured-binary covered by
measurement and attestation (the boot image extend past this segment, though these
bytes are not authenticated and therefore'untrusted). The SoC requires that an enclave's entry point is at the base of measured-binary, so its entry point is fixed and
does not need to be included in the measurement.
Listing 4.4: Untrusted boot image structure.
struct boot imaget {
public key t pk-di
bool pk d present;
public _key t pk sw;
secret key t sk sw;
hash t h sw;
signature t attestation sw;
size t measured binary size;
t measurec~binary~[]; // <- void * (void)
uint
} bootimaget;

i typedef
2
3

.4
S
6
7

s
9

w0

enclaveentry

We assume an assembly-level (meaning it does not make any use of a stack) function platform-loadbootimage( void ) that copies a binary boot image from an
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unspecified and untrusted I/O interface into the SoC's private RAM. The implementation of this function is deeply platform-dependent (our own prototypes relied
on a variety of interfaces ranging from a serial port to a region of memory shared
with an untrusted host), and is treated as a black box in this manuscript. Specifically, platf orm-loadbootimage( void ) modifies the SoC's private RAM, from
its base address onward, to contain a copy of the provided untrusted boot image.
The boot image may be of any size but is truncated to fit into the RAM. There is no

requirement that measuredbinary-size be consistent with the size of the loaded
binary, but the loader terminates with a panic message if the enclave image encodes

a size larger than the space available to it in RAM. As per the typical calling convention adopted by RISC-V [156], this function clobbers (affects the state of) registers
ra, tO, ti, .. .

t6 and all of RAM, but does not employ a stack. No other state

within the root of trust is affected by this operation.

Initialization

At reset, the SoC is assumed to be in a largely untrusted state. Its

memory may, but is not guaranteed to, remain initialized to the last state of the
previously executed program. Various private values stored by that program in RAM
may remain there after a reset, so the trusted loader is required to erase memory in
order to uphold enclave isolation.
Listing 4.5 presents the reset routine. This code executes immediately after every
reset event, and' performs SoC initialization and loads the untrusted binary. The
reset routine then sets up a C environment (a stack) and calls into a trusted witness
routine, which performs all cryptographic operations of the root of trust. The reset
routine then erases private state, and transfers control to the enclave (the loaded
binary).
Listing 4.5: Trusted reset handler.

// clear all memory
la aO, ram base
li al , ram size
call scrubmemory //

7/

scrubmemory( ram-base,

load boot image

64

ramsize

)

e

reset vector:
purge

/

1
2

plat form -load

call
TA

77

12

call trusted

_

boot

14
15

16

image

loader

a sp, ram base
li tO, ram size
add sp , sp , to
call trusted_ witness

13

_

Set

t 0 p1r top tf R:\l

11

/ clean sensitive state ( the witness program s stack)
la aO, ram base
li to, ram size
top of RAM
// Compute top of stack
add aO, aO, to

20
21

al , stack

22

li

-224

1
sub aO, aO,
call scrubmemory

size

27

Ili xO,
li x1,

7/
77

top of RAM Compute base of stack
scrubmemory( stackbase, stack-size

stnek

si/

)

Is
1.

0

0

li x2, 0

28

29

(erase

...

purge

30
31

all

registers and CSRs)

T2

la ra enclaveentry

33

jr

...

ra

34

// void scrubmemory( void * baseaddress,
scrubmemory:

3s
36

/*

a3
3s
39

Preconditions
- $aO holds the base
- $al holds the size

address of an area to be erased
in bytes , of the area to be erased.

$al must be a multiple of 64.

40

*7

1

add tO, aO, al // Compute address at end of segment to scrub
scrub_ loop:
sd zero , Oxoo aO

12

43

4.4

45
46

sd zero , Ox08 aO
sd zero , Ox1O aO

.17

sd zero , Ox18 aO
sd zero, Ox20 aO
sd zero , Ox28 aO
sd zero , 0x30 a0

j9

so
51

sd zero

52

53
s
55
5 657

,

sizet size)

,

Ox38 aO

addi aO, aO, 4
blt aO, tO , . scrubloop 77 repeat until the entire segment is erased
jr ra
/* Postconditions:
$to and $aO are clobbered. All other registers unmodified.
-

Memory

is update

as per memset (base_ address , OxOO,

size)

As an optimization, we implement the scrub.memory(uint8_t *base, size_t
size) routine above as clearing blocks of 64 Bytes per iteration to reduce control
flow overhead (this decision carries added benefits when considering more complex
hardware platforms later in this thesis, as 64 Bytes is also a typical cache line size).
Further unrolling may be appropriate - the routine works exclusively with naturally
aligned structures at granularity of 4KB pages. A cache line is a reasonable compromise between control flow overhead and code size. Scrubbing memory is in fact
the obvious bottleneck of the trusted loader, as quantified in Section 4.7. In a more
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Figure 4-4: Trusted witness data flow graph.

feature-rich SoC, a DMA engine may somewhat improve the latency of erasing RAM
at reset. Better yet, a system with transparent memory encryption may efficiently
destroy the contents of memory at reset by selecting a random memory encryption
key at each invocation of the trusted reset handler.
Measurement and key derivation

The routine described in the prior section

serves as scaffolding around the core function of the trusted loader: measurement,
cryptographic key derivation, and signing, cumulatively implementing a trusted witness in a remote attestation framework (Section 3.2). After a reset event, once an
untrusted boot image is loaded into memory, the root of trust software measures it
and endows it with a unique attestation key pair (PKsw, SKsw). The root of trust
also signs the measurement Hsw and public key PKsw of the newly loaded enclave,
allowing it to prove its authenticity on the SoC, and to prepare an attestation for
a trusted first party. The key ladder is given by Figure 4-4, and implemented by
Listing 4.6.
Listing 4.6: Trusted witness algorithm.
2

extern void * platform ram base ptr;
extern boot image_t bo-Ot_iiage;

I

void trusted-witness

i

Precondition
- stack pointer

6

is the top of RAVI
- RAM is initialized to the boot image, padded with zero bytes.
Note: if the boot image overlaps with the stack , that portion
of the boot image will be erased by the trusted loader.
Assumption: sizeof(hasht) >= sizeof(keyseedt)

7

9
io

11
12
13

1
15
16
17
is

II
20

( void ) {

*/

/ validate boot image
if (ram base + boot imagesize + stack_ size > ram-size)
p anic ( ERRNOOVERIZED_ENCLAVE);
// read device secret
keyseed t device key seed;
access _d-evice _secret_ once(&device_ key_ seed)
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M

21
22

7/

23

secret

derive device keys from seed
key

t sk d;

compute_secretTey( &device key_seed , &sk_d
compute public _key( &skd, &boot image.pkd );

)

24
25
26

// measure boot image
hasht measurement = hash(platformrambase ptr
&boot _image .hsw);

27
29

// create sw key seed
ash t sw key material;
hash~context _t scratchpad;
hash init ( &scratchpad ) ;
hashextend ( &scratchpad , &device keyseed , sizeof (keyseed t)

32

313
34
3s

hashextend( &scratchpad , &boot image.h sw, sizeof(hash_ t)
hash finalize ( &scratchpad , &sw key material
key seed t sw key seed;
swkey seed = (key seed t)sw key material;

36
37
3a

39
40
41

/7 compute keys for boot image

42

compute_ secretkey( &sw

E3

if

key seed, &boot_image

)

,

2,

T;

.sksw

(!boot image.pk sw present) {
compute_ public_ key( &boot_image.sk-sw, &boot_image. pk_sw );

}

/ certify boot image
hash t a msg;

46
47

hash init ( &scratchpad
hashextend( &scratchpad , &bootimage.pdsw, sizeof(public keyt)
hashextend ( &scratchpad , &boot image.h_sw, s i z e o f (hash_t) );
hash _ finalize ( &scratchpad , &amsg );

)

s
.4i

so
r

);

512

sign(&amsg,

53

c

7*

5

Postconditions
- device secret is blocked
- boot image.h sw is the hash of

56
F7

51s

boot image. measured binary 10: boot image. measured binary size -1]
- boot image.sk sw is unique to this measurement on this SoC
- boot image.atiestation sw certifies
the en~clave's measuremei t and pk sw
all private information is on The stack
-

s5 9
so
61
62
63
64
65

sizeof (a msg) , pkdevice , sk_ device , &boot _image.

attestationsw);

*/

}

When working with an elliptic curve signature scheme, computing public keys is
costly, while converting a key seed to a secret key is trivial. To reduce the latency
of the trusted loader, this construction may amortize the SoC public key derivation
across repeated resets by supplying pk-d in the untrusted enclave image, and setting
its pk-d-present flag. Should a malicious enclave provide another enclave's SoC's
public key, the signature (attestation-sw) created by the trusted loader will not be
verifiable.
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Figure 4-5: Call flow graph for the trusted loader described in Section 4.2.
routine is tagged with its stack frame size in Bytes.
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Each

Cleanup

We took care to implement the trusted loader in an easy-to-analyze man-

ner: there are no instances of indirection through memory, nor any ambiguous control
flow. Static analysis of the trusted loader confirms the program is non-recursive, and
we can straightforwardly compute the largest amount of stack space used by the
program. Sizing the stack for this worst case guarantees that no input may cause
the program to exceed this allocation 3 . Figure 4-5 shows the call tree of the trusted
loader, induced by its main method, witness. By weighting the nodes of this tree
to match each basic block's stack frame adjustment, the longest branch in the tree
is an upper bound on the stack utilization by the loader program.

In the case of

the trusted loader presented in this thesis, this upper bound is 2998 Bytes. The
computed figure fits easily into a single page of memory - small enough not to require
further analysis and optimization.

4.3

Attestation

A trusted loader is no good unless a verifier ensures it has run, and its outputs are
put to good use. Considering the system described in this chapter in the context of
an attested remote execution protocol (Section 3.2) suggests a straightforward implementation of enclave attestation for this SoC. Assume the verifier knows and trusts
the platform's PKD through unspecified means. Section 4.6 describes one common
registration flow, which can be combined with a PKI. At boot, the trusted loader
preforms the trusted witness in a remote attestation protocol: measures and endorses
the loaded enclave, giving it unique attestation keys (PKsw, SKsw), a measurement
Hsw, and a signature SignD(PKsw, Hsw). These values enable an augmented Diffie
Hellman exchange. The remote party connects to the enclave and sends g mod n and
a random A. The enclave in turn selects a random B by querying the RNG, computes
gB and the shared secret gAB = (gA)B. The enclave also signs, with its unique attestation key (SKsw), the message (g^, gB) to produce Signsw(gA, g'). The enclave
3 Standard
-f stack-usage
gram.

tools are sufficient to collect this information:
gcc -fdump-rtl-expand
-fdump-tree-all-graph produces a call graph describing the trusted loader pro-
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then sends (gB, Signsw(gA g'), PKsw, SignD(PKsw, Hsw)) to the first party. At

this point, the first party can compute the shared secret

9 AB = (gB)A,

and verify the

attestation. This procedure is detailed below:
1. Look up the expected trusted SoC public key PKD.
2. Look up the expected enclave measurement Hsw.
3. Read the enclave's public key PKsw from the attestation message.
4. Verify SignD(PKsw, Hsw) with PKD. If verification fails, reject the attestation - the prover failed to prove they at some point had access to a trusted
enclave on trusted hardware.
5. Look up the local key agreement message gA
6. Read the remote key agreement message gB.
7. Verify Signsw (gA, gB) with PKsw. If verification fails, reject the attestation.
8. Accept this attestation and trust the shared secret gAB.
This is sufficient to convince the verifier they are communicating with someone
who has access to a correctly loaded enclave (via the trusted loader's signature),
and that they also are the participant in a key agreement protocol (via the enclave's
signature of gA

B).

In total, if the verifier accepts this attestation, they are convinced

that they are communicating with a specific enclave with a trusted measurement on
a specific trusted SoC 4 - precisely the goal of this protocol.

4.4

Security argument

This chapter has described a straightforward construction of an embedded SoC with
enclaves. This system is able to address an arbitrary software adversary, and trusts
4

The SoC is trusted to have correctly implemented root of trust with a unique key SKD; the
enclave is trusted not to leak its own keys.
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the entire enclave binary, in addition to the SoC root of trust. Throughout this thesis,
we consider the insidious threat model implied by an adversary that has compromised
all software that isn't explicitly trusted, and can coerce it to perform arbitrary operations in order to tamper with the system and observe its state. Given that the
our low-end SoC executes one monolithic application per reset cycle, the adversary
does not concurrently execute while a trusted enclave is loaded, and their tamper and
observation functions (Section 3.3.3) are therefore rather limited.
Our goal is to achieve SRE (Section 3.3) for a trusted enclave loaded by this SoC,
meaning its fundamental enclave properties hold: integrity, confidentiality, measurement. A monolithic application binary loaded by the trusted loader is expected to
manage its own keys, and to correctly employ the SoC architecture to safeguard its
own integrity (this case study has no co-located concurrent software adversary; a
more complex setting is explored in Chapter 5).

4.4.1

Outline for TAP refinement

A formal proof that the system presented in this chapter refines the TAP (Section 3.3)
is not given in this thesis, but a proof sketch is as follows. In order to demonstrate
refinement of the TAP (Section 3.3.8), we must show that each trace of the SoC
corresponds to a semantically valid trace of the TAP: (i) the SoC's initial state corresponds to a reachable state under TAP's semantics, (ii) each state of the SoC has
a corresponding state in TAP, and (iii) the SoC's operations (including the adversary) correspond to a no-op or a state transition in -+,

as defined by the TAP. The

embedded platform has no notion of virtual address translation, so the relation R
mapping this processor onto the TAP initializes the TAP with an immutable identity
(va -+ pa) map. Neither the adversary nor enclave have any means to alter this
map. Furthermore, the embedded SoC does not implement concurrent execution of
multiple software entities, so while the adversary is able to reset the SoC (exit the
enclave) at any time, they are unable to apply observation or tamper functions prior
to forcing an enclave exit event.
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At any given time, the embedded SoC is either executing a trusted enclave, or the
adversary. While a trusted enclave is loaded, the adversary's observation function
is (0), and their tamper function

Tfoc

is limited to forcing an enclave exit, then

supplying an arbitrary boot image. This corresponds to enclave exit E

TTAP.

While

the adversary runs, their observation function <pioc exposes the entire address space
of the SoC (all devices), all registers, CSRs, and all state of the CPU except the device
secret. Seeing as there is no enclave state on the system while the adversary runs, this
is consistent with <a

in TAP [133]. The adversary's tamper function allows them to

write any register, CSR, or any address. They may also reset the SoC at any time
and supply an arbitrary boot image, including badly sized or badly structured data,
as inputs to the root of trust. This is consistent with the TAP's

TM,

as Ee is empty

while the adversary runs on our SoC.
Due to its serialized execution, the adversary cannot spy on or tamper with a running enclave. It remains to be proven that the adversary cannot circumvent enclave
measurement to impersonate a trusted enclave, or to influence enclave execution by
pre-configuring some SoC state not covered by measurement, or to extract an enclave
secret after a trusted enclave has exited.

4.4.2

Proof sketch: confidentiality

Consider a hypothetical trusted embedded SoC enclave, from which an adversary is
able to extract a secret. It must follow that the secret is exfiltrated in one of the
following pathways:
1. The enclave has a vulnerability in that it transmits the secret with no adversarial
influence.
2. The enclave has a vulnerability, allowing the adversary to query the secret by
interacting with the enclave.
3. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave, allowing the adversary to inject or configure
a data tap.
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4. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave, allowing the adversary to access the secret.

However, as stated earlier, the victim software is trusted to safeguard its confidential information, meaning (1, 2) are covered. The integrity argument below covers
(3).
The adversary has an empty observation function until the victim enclave is
stopped, and the trusted loader runs after every enclave exit (reset) before the adversary is given control. The trusted loader erases all of RAM, clears all registers and
CSRs, and performs a purge operation before the adversary executes. There exists
no state that is not scrubbed after an enclave exit, so the SoC appropriately isolates
enclaves; the adversary has no means to observe a trusted enclave's secret, so (4) is
covered.

4.4.3

Proof sketch: integrity

Consider also a hypothetical trusted embedded SoC enclave, which the adversary can
successfully modify. The adversary has the following pathways to accomplish this
goal.

1. The adversary can take advantage of a vulnerability in the enclave to modify it
after it had been measured.
2. The SoC fails to provide isolation, allowing an adversary to tamper with a
running enclave and modify it after it had been measured.

As stated earlier, the victim software is trusted to safeguard its integrity, meaning
(1) is covered.

Pre-compromise of the witness and enclave is blocked by memory

erasure and purge: all state not covered by measurement is in a public and constant
state before and after the witness runs. Furthermore, the adversary's tamper function
while a trusted enclave is running is restricted to forcing an enclave exit (reset); this
tamper operation is insufficient to modify a running enclave, so (2) is covered also.
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4.4.4

Proof sketch: measurement

Consider finally a hypothetical trusted embedded SoC enclave which the adversary
can successfully impersonate. The adversary has the following pathways to accomplish
this goal.
1. The first party accepts a bogus attestation by failing to authenticate the victim
or the platform or by failing to verify a broken digital signature.
2. Adversary has access to the victim's key (SKsw), and can use it to forge an
attestation.
3. Adversary has access to the platform key (SKD), and can use it to simulate a
trusted loader measuring a victim, and then to forge an attestation.
4. The trusted loader fails to differentiate adversary from victim, and endows the
adversary with the victim's measurement an keys.
5. The adversary compromises the trusted loader, causing it to deviate from protocol.
6. The adversary violates the integrity of an enclave and replaces it with the desired
program.
The first party is trusted to correctly implement a verifier, and is expected to
know both the trusted PKD and trusted Hsw, so (1) is covered. The confidentiality
proof sketch above covers (2). The root of trust is assumed to have a unique device
secret, and access to it is blocked by the trusted loader.

The device secret, the

SKD derived from it, and any side effects of computing it are confined to the stack,
which is guaranteed via static analysis not to exceed a certain size, and is erased by
the trusted loader. The adversary therefore has no means to exfiltrate SKD, and the
underlying cryptography is trusted to hold, meaning (3) is covered. The trusted loader
measures the enclave via a cryptographic hash of its executable binary; tampering
with the bytes of or size of the measured portion of the binary would change the
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Figure 4-6: A TRNG, as implemented on a Xilinx Zynq 7000 FPGA.

measurement. The entry point is the first instruction covered by the measurement,
meaning the entry point is unambiguous, and the enclave is trusted not to execute
any instructions not covered by measurement, so the entire text of its program is
covered by measurement. The measurement is included in the SKsw key seed, so
another enclave would receive distinct keys; (4) is therefore covered. The root of
trust implements the trusted loader, which is assumed to be correctly implemented
and to gracefully handle arbitrary input, via an immutable ROM, and scrub all initial
state via purge and memory erasure. The loader executes in a pristine environment
while the adversary's T is limited to resetting and re-running the trusted loader. The
trusted witness therefore has integrity (5). (6) is separately proven by Section 4.4.3.

4.5

True random number generator (TRNG) implementation case study

In order to implement remote attestation for enclaves in the presence of malicious
system software, a system requires private, trustworthy entropy. This is needed, at
a minimum, to complete a Diffie Hellman handshake to establish a secure communications channel with the trusted first party (Section 3.2). Enclaves that require nondeterministic behavior (such as enclaves that generate cryptographic keys) require
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additional entropy, but may rely on a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG, a
deterministic function generating a random-seeming series) seeded from the initial
word of entropy.
Here, we describe a TRNG, which produces a stream of random data words by
sampling free-running ring oscillators, designed for a common Xilinx FPGA fabric.
Clock jitter is assumed as the unpredictable physical process and, given that the

(100MHz, as a generous maximum) sampling frequency is far less than the natural
frequency of a short ring oscillator (in the gigahertz), we assume the relative jitter
of these processes is sufficient to treat subsequent samples as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Furthermore, we assume different (but
identically implemented) ring oscillators and sampling logic to be i.i.d. Section 4.6.3
tests these assumptions via a suite of statistical tests over the TRNG output.
While the bits sampled from the free-running ring oscillator do not have a fair
distribution (bias), an unfair coin flip can be "conditioned" toward fairness using a
von Neumann corrector by instead recording the parity of several unfair (but i.i.d.)
coin flips. To this end, the TRNG aggregates several (M) concurrently sampled ring
oscillators which are XOR-ed to produce a single bit of output. Software is able to
construct arbitrarily wide words of high-bandwidth entropy by repeatedly sampling
bits from the TRNG. To improve TRNG bandwidth and convenience, however, we
concatenate a parallel vector of N such that sets of M ring oscillators produce Nbit words of entropy.

This structure can easily be rolled into a lower-bandwidth

structure if the underlying process is i.i.d in such an implementation. This work does
not estimate the entropy collected from a single ring oscillator.
This structure, and the detail of placement and routing of one sampled ring oscillator in an FPGA fabric is shown in Figure 4-6. Section 4.6.3 demonstrates that
a cryptographically secure TRNG is achieved with M

=

7 or better on a series of

Xiinx Zynq 2000 FPGAs. To minimize bias, the ring oscillators and sampling circuit
are identically placed and routed, by manually implementing the structure via constrained FPGA resources, as shown in Figure 4-6. In order to resolve metastability,
each ring oscillator is doubly registered in the ring oscillator module. The output is
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Figure 4-7: TRNG samples entropy via imetastability, jitter, drift of a ring oscillator

and sampling clock.

aggregated with (M - 1) other ring oscillator samples (this circuit has no fanout),
and latched in the core pipeline; three registers are widely considered sufficient to
prevent metastable bits.
This allows enclaves to access TRNG output without notifying or relying on any
untrusted system software (this is not applicable in the embedded SoC, but relevant
to Chapter 5).

4.5.1

Evaluating the ring oscillator FPGA TRNG

The TRNG samples jitter between ring oscillator frequency and the sampling clock,
as illustrated in Figure 4-7. In order to evaluate the TRNG implemented on an FPGA
fabric, we sample a contiguous string of bytes from the TRNG (one sample per clock
cycle), store the stream in a large memory, and inspect the resulting binary with
a suite of statistical tests. The dieharder [109] suite of statistical tests is run on
a gigabyte of contiguous bytes read from the TRNG; the test suite is invoked with
default configuration (a true random string is expected to pass each test with 95%
probability). The ent [1511 test estimates bit bias (expected bit value) and entropy
per bit in the same binary blob. We report the size of each TRNG configuration
(measured by utilization of SLICEL resources), and a digest of the results of each test
suite. The TRNG was constrained to densely pack the required circuit on the Xilinx
Zynq 7000 FPGA fabric. A 4 inverter loop with two registers fits in one SLICEL
structure, with additional SLICELs for an XOR reduction for a TRNG with M > 1.
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M
1
3
5
7
9

Table 4.1: TRNG performance and cost.
size
expected entropy
dieharder
(SLICELs) bit value per bit tests passed
16
64
96
136
176

0.5134
0.5004
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0.9995
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

15/114
55/114
75/114
108/114
114/114

The TRNG is configured to output a 64-bit word per cycle, and this evaluation
considers a range (M) of inverters XOR-ed together to produce each TRNG bit.
Slight bias of individual bits translates into a reduced entropy - an effect mitigated
by increasing M - the number of unpredictable bits XOR-reduced to produce one bit
of entropy. Our evaluation (see Table 4.5.1) shows that a 64-bit TRNG produces a
cryptographically secure random stream for M as low as 7 at a modest cost of FPGA
resources (0.24% of the FPGA; for reference, a bare-bones in-order 32-bit processor
without the cache subsystem weighs in at approximately 600 slices).
The TRNG can be significantly reduced in size by adjusting its N parameter to
produce only a byte of entropy per sample. Furthermore, lesser parameterizations of
M produce a reasonably high-quality random stream.

4.6

Device identity case study

This section describes a provisioning and registration flow that endows an SoC with
a unique cryptographic identity, and is compatible with typical manufacturing. In a
typical device manufacturing flow, a "hardware security module" (HSM) appliance in
the factory uses a trusted random process to create a random identity for each chip,
computes a certificate for the chip, and injects both into one-time programmable
state (fuses) on the device during wafer test. The HSM then publishes a list of all
certificates issued, and is trusted to destroy the secret keys themselves.
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To reduce trust in the manufacturer, we propose a slight modification: instead of
placing trust in the HSM to safeguard individual keys, the SoC device secrets should
originate within the SoC. This would reduce the manufacturer from blindly trusted to
an honest-but-curious adversary: one that diligently follows the prescribed protocols,
but should not be trusted to safeguard or forget sensitive information. To this end,
the SoC implements a trusted loader that, if no device secret has been provisioned,
uses the TRNG to select a device secret (provisioning) and writes it into one-timeprogrammable state. During test-in-package, the device secret injected by the HSM
seeds a deterministic KDF and test code reveals the device's public key PKD. The
manufacturer then certifies the SoC's public key, and at that point certifies it with
the manufacturer's cryptographic identity, registering the PKD as corresponding to

one of the manufactured devices.
In either case, the device secret value, stored in OTP, must not be available outside
the trusted loader. This is easily implemented via a memory-mapped register which
resets to the value in OTP at every "reset" event. The trusted loader can block the
device secret by clearing this register, as shown in Listing 4.7.
Listing 4.7: Device secret interface via OTP.
i extern key seed t device
Mapped to a writeable
2 //

secret ;

MMIfO register initialized to a secret value at

+ reset

device_ secret

( keyseedt

out

device

4

void access

F

memcpy(

6

memset( &device-secret , OxOO , sizeof (devicesecret)

_once

out _ devicesecret , &device_ secret,

*

secret

) {

sizeof (devicesecret)

)

3

);

7 }

4.6.1

Deriving an ephemeral SKD for cloud-hosted FPGA designs

Here, we describe a root of trust in a setting where an honest but curious party
(the "manufacturer") has access to the processor at boot, and is available to sign the
processor's randomly generated public key (SKD) messages with their well-known key.
In other words, the "manufacturer" is able to locally attest the processor, obviating
the need for a persistent cryptographic root in the device. A practical example of this
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(manufacturer/operator signs
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Figure 4-8: Ephemeral SKD derivation from entropy.

setting is an FPGA secure processor deployed by a semi-trusted cloud provider: the
hardware platform hosting the secure processor is time-shared among many mutually
distrusting tenants, and the provider does not guarantee the processor is deployed on
a specific FPGA. In this scenario, the cloud operator is effectively a "manufacturer"
of an ephemeral secure processor; non-volatile keys are neither meaningful nor easy
to implement in this scenario.
The ephemeral SKD key derivation is illustrated in Figure 4-8. Here, device keys
(PKD, SKD) are derived from a randomly selected key seed sampled from the RNG.
Each invocation of the trusted loader yields a new cryptographic identity, which does
not persist after a reset. The processor must commit to (PKD) at boot, and expects
the manufacturer (machine that programs the cloud FPGA) to endorse it with its
well-known cryptographic key (PKM; Signm(PKD)). This signature conveys the first
party's trust in the "manufacturer's" integrity to PKD, allowing the first party to
eventually accept an attestation signed with SKD (Section 4.3), when presented with
Signm(PKDEV) as evidence. The SoC's commitment to PKD happens in response
to a reset event before any untrusted code executes. If an adversary attempts to forge
a commitment to a bogus PKD, the honest-but-curious "manufacturer" would detect
this, as the commitment would not be expected without a preceding reset.

4.6.2

Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) for device identity

While Section 4.6.1 describes a device provisioning flow where the device's root keys
originate within and never communicated outside of their intended context, the keys
must be stored in a non-volatile memory, and may become vulnerable to extraction
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Figure 4-9: A detailed block diagram of the LPN PUF.

via some invasive means. The device therefore cannot provide key secrecy in the
presence of an adversary with physical access. A physical unclonable function (PUF)
helps achieve a more elegant threat model, one where the device's identity (and root
keys) are not stored and never available outside their appropriate context. Instead, the
PUF samples unforgeable features of the device itself (such as its electrical properties,
which are affected by manufacturing variation) in order to derive a repeatable but
varied "identity".

By carefully designing the PUF to yield a wide distribution of

random IDs, the manufacturer can ensure this identity is randomly sampled from
an enormous group. In order to use a PUF for device key generation, the device's
semantics must restrict access to the PUF circuit, exposing it only in the appropriate
context (first-stage bootloader).
To achieve secure non-volatile keys with an honest-but-curious manufacturer, we
employ a trapdoor LPN PUF construction by Herder et al. [571. Our implementation
pushes the majority of this construction's complexity to trusted software in the root of
trust (made part of the trusted loader), as detailed in Section 4.6.2; the required hardware is an array of M identical ring oscillator pairs, as shown in Figure 4-9. Software
accesses this structure via memory-mapped registers: puf -disable, puf _select, and
puf _cycles, and puf _readout, with semantics as explained below.
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Each ring oscillator pair is endowed with counters to compute the relative frequency of the pair of ring oscillators: these j-bit counters are clocked by each ring
oscillator, and the difference in recorded counts is available as a j-bit readout. The
elements ' and ' vectors, as defined in Section 4.6.2 are the sign and absolute value
of each oscillator pair's magnitude, respectively. This magnitude is a loose proxy
for confidence: the likelihood that a readout from a given pair of ring oscillators
will change its sign when read repeatedly is correlated with the magnitude, as previously shown

[57].

The oscillator (and counter) circuits are identically implemented

to minimize bias due to differences in design among the ring oscillators - this circuit
measures bias from manufacturing variation. The ring oscillator is a series of delay
elements (buffers), feeding back into an inverting element (XOR) at the head. Each
ring oscillator consists of i delay elements in total. A controller circuit generates a
pulse of puf _cycles processor clock cycles at reset, simultaneously enabling all ring
oscillators. While enabled, the ring oscillates, and the resulting signal is used as a
clock input for the attached counter circuit. The specific parameterization of i and

j

depends on the implementation platform: the ring oscillators must not oscillate at

a higher frequency than the counter circuit can tolerate. Depending on the magnitude of manufacturing variation,

j can

be tweaked to increase the dynamic range of

counters. A more sophisticated future design may implement a saturating counter to
better address a platform where high dynamic range of counts is expected, or better
yet an up-down asynchronous counter driven by two competing ring oscillators.
The processor can adjust puf _cycles and trigger a soft reset in order to re-run
the PUF with a new duration, in case overflow or undesirably small magnitudes are
observed. The root of trust reads the sign and magnitude values via a mux, by
repeatedly setting puf _select and observing the value of puf _readout. Afterwards,
the root of trust disables the readout by setting puf _disable, which latches and forces
pufreadout to OxFF ... F until the SoC is reset. At reset, counters and disabling
latch are cleared, and the PUF is re-run, exposing a new vector of readouts.
We implement the LPN PUF hardware on a Xilinx Zynq 7000 FPGA by manually
specifying a portable (position-independent) ring oscillator and counter circuit, and
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instances.
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same
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column

as

aggressively constraining the relative placement of its components. These constraints
imply an unambiguous selection of routing nets, forcing all instances of the circuit to
be identically routed.
The FPGA is organized as an assortment of columns of identical elements: logic,
memory, I/O, and various fixed-function accelerators. In order to ensure all the ring
oscillator circuit instances are identically routed, we constrain the entire oscillator and
counter circuit to a single column. This forbids the compiler from spanning a ring
oscillator instance across a column of non-logic components such as RAM or I/O,
which would lower these ring oscillators' frequency and bias the PUF. The circuit
is implemented as a vertically contiguous segment of SLICEL blocks, as shown in

Figure 4-10.
The ring oscillator is a chain of buffers and a conditional inverter, all implemented
as LUT6 elements. Through trial and error, we determined that using the A6 input
for the ring oscillator (inputs Al-A5 drive a 5-input lookup table, and are not guaranteed glitch-free) yields the best results. The inverting element in the oscillator
is implemented as an XOR of the enable signal and the feedback (Al A6 LUT6 inputs, respectively). We constrain i delay elements of the ring oscillator to be laid
out contiguously in a single column to guarantee a compact, position-independent
implementation.
Adjacent to each ring oscillator is its counter circuit. As shown in Figure 4-10, we
exploit the CARRY4 circuit on the FPGA to implement a small ripple-carry counter
without the use of slow programmable logic. Like the ring oscillator, we constrain
the

j

bits of counter to be laid out contiguously in the same column.

Listing 4.8 lays out the software routines for provisioning and recovering an LPN
PUF-backed key; this program is explained in the following sections.
Listing 4.8: Device secret via LPN PUF (sketch).

4

defi ne PUFM ( ...
define PUFN (sizeof (keyseedt))

)

1
2

extern bool lpnA[PUF M][PUF N]; // A fixed random matrix
extern bool lpn-b[PUF M]; // Public helper data from PUF provisioning
extern bool puf provisioned;

//

flag indicating

-+ provisioned

84

the puf had been

platform
9

reboot()

void puf disable();

10

void Ax_mul(bool A[PUFMJ[PUFNJ , bool x[PUFNJ , bool out_b[PUFMJ)

i
.12

3

void sample
-+

i

N highconfidence

(bool

bits [PUF_M] , uint32

t

confidence

PUF_M[, bool out samples [PUFN]);

void pack-bits (bool

in[PUFNJ , uint8_t out[(PUF_N+7)/8])

void gauss eliminate
-+ out x[PUF_N]);

(bool lpn_A[PUFNJ [PUP N],

15
16

bool b[PUFN]

bool

17

t void pufprovision

() {

19

bool x[PUF_N];

20

for

21
23
2t
23$
25

b

x, candidate
A x mul( lpnA,
lpiW b =
puf_ provisioned = true:

22

}
if

2
29

device

access device secret once (key seed t * out
(!puf_ provisioned) f puf _provision(J; }

27

secret)

while (1) {
bool e[PUF M];
uint32_ t confidence [PUF_M; /7 Read (bits , confidence)
platform _puf readout( e, confidence

30
31
32

from PUF

)

as1

{

bool sampling [PUF NJ; // select N of M rows
sampleN_high_ confidence( e, confidence , sampling

36
37

bool

)

34:

_e PUF_N;

bool -b PUF NJ;
bool - A[PUF~N [PUF N];

39
40

for (sizet m=0; mcPUFM; rr+-) { // sample _e, _b, _A by selecting
n= 0;
// N of M rows of e, lpnb, lpnA.
if ( sampling [m] ) {
_e[n] = e[mj;
bn] = lpn b[m;
iemcpy ( _A[] , lpn_ A [im] , s i z e o f (lpnA [m])
n++;

41
42
43
15

)

46

17

4S}
49

50

x in
Ax = b
// Solve for
bool _x[PUF_NT;
gauss _eliminate( _A, _b, _x

5a
52

)

!)3
54

/ Verify candidate x by comparing lpnb against lpnA*_x
bool candidate b[PUF_M];
A_x_mul( lpnA, _x, candidate_b );

55
56
57
I5s

int errors = 0;
for (size _t m; n'PUF M; m++)
errors ±= (lpn b[mJ
candidate_b[im])

59
o

1i

? 1 :

0;

62
63
64

if

G5

//

( errors > (PUFM/2)

) { continue; } // no luck , try again

pack out _ devicesecret
pack bits(candidate-x, outdevice-secret);
break~

66
67

}

6A
69

puf _disable

70

7

}
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Initial key provisioning by the manufacturer with the PUF

After the secure processor is "manufactured" (the FPGA is programmed with the
design containing the secure processor), the root of trust provisions a secret 128-bit
' by sampling the RNG. From

the root of trust computes a public M-bit vector

where A is an M-by-128 matrix in GF(2). b and A are public "helper

data", which are used by future invocations of the root of trust to recover ',

and

'

b = A'+ ',

7,

is the semi-repeatable vector of sign values from the PUF circuit.
The key provisioning is illustrated in Figure 4-11. From ' (hashed), an ed25519
key derivation function computes (PKD, SKD). The root of trust program then runs
to completion, as shown in Figure 4-3, conveying (PKD, b, ... ) to the enclave - these
are public values - but not ' or SKD, which are erased by the root of trust as part of
its stack erasure. The manufacturer is able to learn PKD by booting their software,
which has access to this value, and certify this public key with their own well-known

cryptographic identity.
The root of trust employs the TRNG to source a 128-bit random value for

7,

and

use the same A (256-by-128 bit matrix) for all instances of the SoC, by including A as
part of the ROM. The manufacturer selects the matrix A at random at design time,
by generating a string of random bits of the requisite length, and storing this matrix

in the ROM.
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If the manufacturer is not to be trusted, they may repeatedly re-provision keys,
which may weaken the secrecy of ').

The root of trust may take advantage of a

fuse (one-time-programmable value) to require an irreversible state transition when
the device is provisioned, thereby only allowing provisioning once. Due to a quirk of
the FPGA platform we considered, the root of trust program does not write the fuse
itself. Instead, before selecting ', the program ensures a fuse (exposed as a readable
register) is not set, and stalls until its value changes (a fuse cannot be cleared after
being set, so provisioning proceeds exactly once). The manufacturer sets the fuse via
a management interface (JTAG). If the fuse is set initially, the root of trust does not
provision a new

', and instead attempts to recover it from helper data in untrusted

memory, as described below.
We note that the fuse can be avoided by making a less conservative assumption
on the hardness of a variant Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) problem [57].
Key recovery with the LPN PUF
At each reset, the root of trust reconstructsa 128-bit secret ' from public ( b, A), and
uses it to re-compute (PKD, PKD) as illustrated in Figure 4-12. The root of trust
reads the array of ring oscillator pairs to obtain e (a somewhat noisy view of the
bit vector used in provisioning

>), and the corresponding "confidence" information

E {Z}M. As described in the original construction [571, the root of trust discards
low-confidence bits of ' and corresponding rows of b and A, resulting in '', b' and
A', respectively. The bits of ' with high confidence values are assumed to be stable
across reboots with high probability, a design requirement for the ring oscillator pairs,
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as described in Section 4.6.2 and evaluated in Section 4.6.3.
If A' is invertible, the root of trust uses Gauss-Jordan elimination (in GF(2),
informed by [67]) to compute A'

1

. A different A' is chosen if A' is singular. A' is

a sampling of 128 128-bit rows from a larger random matrix, so we consider A' to
be a random 128-by-128 matrix in GF(2). The probability [154] of A' having a zero
-

determinant (and therefore singular) is given by P(n = 128, q = 2) = 1 - (1 - q- 1 )(1
128

q-2) ...

_ -n) = 1 -

j 1 - g2i

71.12%. The probability that A' is invertible is

i=1

therefore 28.88%, and the root of trust considers

-

3.5 matrices in expectation before

finding one that is invertible, in expectation. Given an invertible A', the root of trust
straightforwardly computes '' = A'- 1 ( ' -

b"

=

''), and verifies '' = ' by computing

A ' + e; a very high edit distance between b and b" signals an uncorrected

error, and requires retrying with a new '.

Section 4.6.3 examines the (very low)

expectation of bit errors among high-confidence elements of '.
After s is recovered, the root of trust computes (PKDEV, SKDEV) from a KDF

over its hash, as before. The root of trust disables the PUF ring oscillator readout
until the next reset, as described in Section 4.1.4 in order to prevent a malicious
payload from accessing the secret e.

4.6.3

Evaluating the LPN PUF for device identity

We examine the performance of the LPN PUF primitive in order to select an appropriate parameterization (M: number of ring oscillator pairs for N

=

128, i.e., a

128-bit secret value) such that the processor is able to tolerate bit errors in typical
conditions, and achieve negligible probability of failed key recovery at boot. All PUF
measurements were performed with a Xilinx Zynq 7000 device (via a ZC706 development platform) in a typical setting, reasonably isolated from sources of electric
interference, at 72 degrees F. We do not evaluate the repeatability of the ring oscillator pairs across temperature and power variations; prior work

[57]

demonstrates

automotive variation in environmental conditions increases the noise exhibited by the
PUF, and recommends a set of 450 ring oscillator pairs to obfuscate a 128-bit secret
value.
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Figure 4-13: Distribution of repeated frequency measurements for a population of

i-element ring oscillators on a Xilinx Zynq7000 for several i: 4,8,12,16,32.

Figure 4-13 shows a distribution of measured RO frequencies obtained from 1024
measurements spanning several hours and several power cycles of the FPGA platform. To measure this distribution, we implemented 1024 ring oscillators of various
lengths driving a 12-bit counter. We run the ring oscillators for 5.12 microseconds
(1024 200MHz processor cycles), and estimate ring oscillator frequency from recorded
counter values (extremely fast ring oscillators may introduce errors in counts due

to timing closure and overflow). We observe no significant counter glitches in the
recorded population.

The distribution of RO frequencies narrows significantly for

oscillators with a longer delay line. Short, fast oscillators exhibit a wide distribution
of frequencies, with some noise indicative of glitching.
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Table 4.5.1 details the distribution of ring oscillator frequencies for the 5 configurations considered, including the largest standard deviation in frequency of any
single ring oscillator observed across the 1024 repeated samples. From this table and
Figure 4-13, and based on trial and error, we note that an 8-gate ring oscillator is
well-suited for an LPN PUF circuit: with a wide distribution of frequencies, it does
not exceed the device's rated maximum, shows little evidence of glitching, and has
little variation in RO frequencies over time.
Table 4.2: Ring oscillator performance and cost.
maximum
deviation of
minimum expected maximum
delay
RO
frequency
frequency
frequency
frequency
elements
307 MHz
218 MHz
96 MHz
44 MHz
62 MHz

4
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Figure 4-14: Probability of one or more bit errors among a greedy sampling 512 ring
oscillator pairs, in order of decreasing confidence.
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Each PUF bit is a pair of ring oscillators and counters; the measurement of a
PUF bit is the difference of the two counts, which conveys the bit value (the sign of
the measurement), and confidence (the magnitude), as described in Section 4.6.2. To
characterize the PUF bit error rate, we implement 512 PUF bits with 12-bit counters
and 8-element ring oscillators. We enable the 512 PUF bits for a duration of 1024
processor cycles (5.12 microseconds), and read out the resulting magnitudes.

We

repeat this measurement 1024 times across several hours, occasionally power cycling
the platform.

The expected value of a PUF bit sampled from this population is

0. 4688. For each PUF bit, we define a "gold" value to be the mode (most frequent)
value across the 1024-sample population. Figure 4-14 shows the probability of one
or more bit errors (relative to gold values) in one entire PUF readout. Under typical
conditions, only about one percent of ring oscillator pairs we examined are unreliable.
Among the 90% of ring oscillator pairs with highest confidence value, no errors were
detected across 1024 readouts. Informally, we note that while this error rate is as high
as 10-15% for other ring oscillator configurations, the confidence information remains
a reliable means to select stable PUF bits.
We confirmed that 4 identical FPGA platforms produced different expected PUF
outputs. For a population of 512 PUF bits, we observed 51 with the same value across
all 4 platforms, in expectation, after 16 measurements. Under an i.i.d. assumption,
we expect to observe 64 identical bits across 4 devices.
Prior work [57, 67] characterizes their PUF implementation across the automotive
range of environmental conditions, and selects a much larger M (450) for the same
N = 128 in order to tolerate a higher error rate. Given the above evaluation, we
parameterize the LPN PUF with M = 256 for the P256 root of trust (a generous
margin of POK bits for a 128-bit key, given our observations under normal conditions),
and M = 512 for the P512 (informed by the reported increased noise in an automotive
environment, as shown in prior work). In practice, the larger M considered in this
case has little performance overhead, and requires only a few bytes of additional space
in the on-chip boot ROM, as shown in Section 4.7.
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4.7

Evaluating trusted bootloader implementations

For all roots of trust considered, we evaluate a simulated system (4 in-order 1GHz
RISC-V cores) booting a 128 KB payload. We model memory accesses via a simulated
cache hierarchy consisting of a shared 4-way 1 MB L2 cache with 32 byte lines and
a random replacement policy (3 cycle accesses), and private data and instruction
caches, each a set-associative 4-way 32 KB cache with 32 byte lines with a random
replacement policy (30 cycle access time). Our modeled system has 1 GB DRAM and
a 70 cycle access time.
We evaluate ten variations on the root of trust described in this chapter, each
given a short label as follows. "T" straightforwardly generates device keys at boot
from a secret constant, as described in Section 4.6. "P128", "P256" perform LPN
PUF key recovery as described in Section 4.6.2 for 128-bit and 256-bit key seeds, respectively. Seeing an opportunity to amortize key re-derivation at boot by encrypting
the device secret key with the PUF secret, we also evaluate "P12 8 AES", "P 2 5 6 AES",

which decrypt a key instead of performing a costly KDF. We also recognize the limits
on on-chip ROM real estate in some processors, and modify each of the five schemes
above to minimize the code and data stored in trusted ROM. These variations on
the trusted bootloader (specifically "HT", "HP128", "HP256", "HP128AES", and
"HP 2 56AES") load and authenticate the bulk of the bootloader from untrusted storage.
For each configuration, we report the root of trust size (required trusted ROM
size) in Figure 4-15. The minimal roots of trust (HT and similar) are small indeed, requiring only a 1.47 KB ROM, which includes only the code needed to copy a
root of trust binary from untrusted memory, hash it, and compare the result against
an expected constant. No significant variation in the size of the root of trust appeared with a varied size of the root of trust binary in untrusted memory, meaning
HT, HP256, HP256AES, HP512, HP512AEs all require a 1.5 KB ROM.

The corresponding latency of each root of trust considered is shown by Figure 415. As expected, the minimal root of trust ROM designs (HT, etc.) incur a small
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increase (approximately 0.3 milliseconds) in root of trust latency, but exhibit an
enormous reduction in boot ROM size.
This evaluation does not measure the time to provision the PUF (to generate a
secret key and compute the corresponding public helper data), as this is a one-time
operation, and is less complex than normal key recovery, which is included in the
measurements here. Increasing the number of PUF ring oscillators (M) from 256
to 512 did not significantly increase the root of trust latency, as the costly matrix
operations are performed on a 128 x 128 matrix in GF(2) in all scenarios, and only
the size of straightforward vector operations and linear scans are increased.
Storing AES-encrypted keys in untrusted memory is somewhat more efficient
than re-generating the keys from their seeds at each boot, although this difference is
dwarfed by the latency of erasing DRAM at boot, as discussed below.
The latency of sanitizing DRAM is excluded from these results, and is estimated to
be 2.35 seconds (on our modeled system), via a straightforward software loop, for the
1GB of DRAM in the systems considered, or slightly less, if booting a larger payload.
Given that the latency of sanitizing DRAM dominates the root of trust, all roots of
trust considered exhibit approximately the same latency at under 2.4 seconds, with
ample opportunity to accelerate the DRAM erasure via DMA operations. In a system
with transparent encryption of DRAM, cryptographic erasure is a reasonable option
(erase only the keys with which DRAM is encrypted, thereby making the encrypted
data unrecoverable).
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Chapter 5
Mutually Distrusting Software
Modules
Chapter 4 described a hardware system able to load, measure, and run individual
enclaves. In that environment, all software executing on the SoC is monolithically
trusted, and a "root of trust" system implements an isolation boundary between
subsequently loaded, mutually distrusting enclaves in addition to measurement and a
key ladder. The root of trust isolates these by interposing before the execution of each
new enclave, scrubbing all system state at every "reset" event. This chapter builds
on this root of trust to describe a complex software system that enables concurrently
scheduled and mutually distrusting enclaves to co-exist with a conventional (and
untrusted) software stack.
To map out the road ahead, the root of trust must implement "protection domains" (comprehensive isolation boundaries introduced in Section 2.1 and detailed
in Section 5.1), load a small privileged "security monitor" (SM) program tasked with
configuring the underlying hardware and enforcing enclave isolation, and endow it
with unique attestation keys. The SM is not a kernel, as it does not make resource
management decisions, instead only verifying the decisions made by system softwarel
to not violate the semantics of isolated enclaves before applying these decisions to
'This corresponds to the operating system and/or the hypervisor. This software is referenced
throughout this chapter as "OS" as shorthand, without loss of generality
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hardware-enforced policy enforcer (via the abovementioned CSRs). The SM maps
the high-level semantics of enclaves to low-level machine configuration of protection
domains to enforce isolation of machine resources along protection domain boundaries. To accomplish this, the SM checks and maintains that the untrusted system
software's allocation of machine resources to enclaves respects protection domain
boundaries and is exclusive. SM relies on the underlying hardware platform to implement meaningful isolation of the resources across protection domains. Addressing
side channel leakage in particular requires strong isolation by the hardware platform
either by flushing state between context switches or by ensuring that the resource is
not shared by different protection domains. The SM requires the underlying hardware
to guarantee several properties outlined below.
The SM also does not implement any cryptographic protocols computing on private information. Attestation signatures are produced by a designated "signing enclave" in order to avoid burdening the SM with a requirement of confidential computing: the SM does not perform any computation over secret data, and is not assumed
to be able to do so safely. Instances of this signing enclave have access to the SM's attestation keys, and the platform relies on the SRE properties of enclaves to safeguard
the platform's attestation keys. The SM implements a locally attested messaging
primitive in order to allow enclaves to communicate requests for attestation in a way
that prevents tampering by the untrusted OS. Should a specific implementation of
the SM be found vulnerable, it can be replaced, which would yield new attestation
keys, allowing the platform to remain trustworthy.

5.1

Protection domains: units of isolated execution

In order to allow mutually distrusting software to co-exist on a single processor system, these software modules must be able to execute with guarantees of integrity
and confidentiality. We advocate effectively "splitting" the machine into partitions
with mutual non-interference guarantees, as per the adversary's ability to tamper
with and observe (r, p) system state (Section 3.3.3). For example, a machine with
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Figure 5-1: Protection domains "split" a computer system into independent systems
executing mutually distrusting software. Trusted system software manages these
partitions.

two CPU cores should allow the cores to access disjoint memory, disjoint portions
of shared caches, disjoint allocations of network-on-chip and DRAM controller bandwidth in order to allow for non-interference between two simultaneously scheduled
software modules. Statically splitting a machine into smaller independent computers is not very flexible: some programs benefit from a large cache, while some have
coarse-grained parallelism and can make use of multiple CPU cores. Furthermore,
not all software workloads are mutually distrusting: processes often share memory
and communicate with other to collaborate and compose larger software. An efficient
system should therefore allow the partitions separating mutually distrusting software
to be configurable. We define the term "protection domains" to describe partitioned
machine resources: a protection domain is a grouping of all connected machine resources - resources across protection domains are guaranteed non-interference by the
SoC architecture for a specific (r, <p). This concept is illustrated in Figure 5-1.
Machine resources are not statically allocated to protection domains; trusted system software may move resources from one domain to another to implement resource
management across the entire processor. A protection domain should obviously not
include any adversary-influenced state, and re-allocated resources may be "dirty", requiring them to be "cleaned" (Section 5.5.2). The CPU purge operation, as defined
in Section 4.1.1 is one instance of this, a CPU core's microarchitectural state must
be cleaned when it is re-allocated to a distrusting piece of software. This discussion
will work above the abstraction of protection domains and machine resources as an
abstract type managed by platform interfaces. Chapter 6 will open this abstraction to
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examine several implementations of partitionable machine resources: caches, memory

subsystem bandwidth, and CPU microarchitecture.

5.2

Case study: the in-order single-issue multicore

This chapter is centered around a case study of a modern software system on a
relatively uncomplicated SoC. This platform allows mutually distrusting software
modules to co-exist and, in order to offer a practically usable system, runs a typical
(untrusted) operating system. Figure 5-2 shows a block diagram of the SoC used
throughout this chapter - something akin to a processor system found in a phone or
an office appliance. The platform assumes an array of identical instruction processor
cores. The exact configuration of the CPUs is largely beside the point, but for the
sake of simplicity, assume an in-order single-issue pipeline implementing, as a specific
example of a general concept, we consider the RISC-V RV64IMAC [155] instruction
set architecture.
Seeing as this system is expected to host a modern operating system, it must allow
for concurrent, communicating processes. As such, the SoC must implement coherent
memory (note that caches are not elaborated by this description of the SoC - the
discussion in this chapter assumes the underlying microarchitecture is correct and
invisible and a suitable purge operation is available to scrub CPU state) and atomic
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operations as required by Linux (the SM also assumes an atomic lock primitive on a
multiprocessor SoC).
As is a commonplace requirement for modern operating systems, the SoC implements hardware support for paged virtual memory via a hardware page table walker
(PTW) and an address translation cache (translation lookaside buffer. or TLB). Importantly, the TLB must always be used for translation - in the event of a page miss,
the PTW fills the TLB and re-executes the faulting instruction.
In a significant departure from common multicore SoCs, this case study requires
the processor system to implement protection domains. This case study is deliberately
simple in order to focus on the high-level concepts, so the notion of protection domains
here includes only CPU cores (with appropriately implemented purge operation) and
physical memory; the SoC has no discernable caches, and does not exhibit latency
variation due to arbitration in the network-on-chip or the RAM interface.

5.2.1

Adapting the embedded root of trust in a multiprocessor

As before, the SoC must guarantee first instruction integrity at reset, a trusted loader
via a trusted ROM, and a device secret inaccessible outside the loader to deterministically seed the SoC's trusted cryptographic identity. The SoC studied in this chapter,
however, has multiple cores, all of which execute starting at the same address after a
reset - an important departure from the simple setting of the embedded root of trust.
The trusted loader described in Section 4.2 must be modified to correctly function
in a multicore setting. The modified root of trust stalls all but one core while executing
the root of trust program (on Coreo). Because the contents of memory at boot are
undefined, synchronization via a lock in memory is not possible; instead, this work
relies on all but one core waiting on an interrupt.

Coreo

resumes all other cores

via an inter-processor interrupt at the completion of the root of trust program. All
cores sanitize core-local state (registers, configurations, etc.) in order to prevent an
adversary from leaking private information via soft reset into a malicious payload. For
the same reason, the root of trust must erase all uninitialized memory via a memset.
These changes are illustrated in Figure 5-3. As before, the hardware platform must
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also be able to restrict access by external actors, and the SM must be able to restrict
DMA by devices to memory owned by the SM or enclaves.
Another important concern to address while adopting the embedded root of trust
to this multiprocessor setting is the handling of trusted entropy. Section 4.1.3 required the entropy be made available to the CPU directly via a FIFO mapped to
a read-only user-mode CSRs. This dovetails neatly with enclaves managed by an
untrusted OS. The unprivileged enclaved software can freely read the RNG FIFO
without an untrusted system software intermediary. Importantly, if the RNG bandwidth is limited and divided among the cores, each core must receive a fixed share
of the RNG bandwidth. This requirement is stronger than round-robin scheduling of
the generated entropy among FIFOs - the RNG bandwidth must be statically partitioned among the cores in order to prevent an untrusted program from observing an
enclave's utilization 2 of the RNG.
In this case study, the root of trust no longer directly loads an enclave. Instead, it
loads and measures a trusted and privileged system (the SM) along with an untrusted
OS image. The untrusted OS is tasked with creating and scheduling untrusted processes as normal, but may also collaborate with the SM to manage isolated enclaves.

5.3

The elephant in the room: the case against a

trusted operating system
There exist a staggering number of software deployments relying on various operating system kernels to orchestrate machine resources. A process managed by an
OS is a very productive abstraction, and allows unrelated software modules to be
composed with little regard for details of a given system. However, as discussed in
Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1 processes are a porous abstraction and do not effectively resist modern adversaries able to take advantage of machine-specific behavior via its
microarchitecture.
2

In general, demand scheduling across protection domains is problematic, as it necessarily communicates one domain's utilization of a resource to another via the resource's availability (Section 5.3).
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It is certainly possible to employ a trusted operating system to orchestrate protection domains and strongly isolate itself and its most sensitive processes. Doing
so is conceptually simple: the OS kernel should reside in a dedicated protection domain and own all machine resources at boot. When launching a sensitive process
that requires isolation from other unprivileged software (effectively, this is an enclave
that unconditionally trusts the OS), the OS should block, clean, and grant resources
(Section 5.5.2) to the software comprising a newly created protection domain. The
OS would implement the same sequence of operations when resizing or terminating
the isolated process. This is precisely the tactic employed by our Dynamically Allocated Way Guards project [75], described in Section 6.1.3. Doing this is sufficient to
implement protection domain management in a modern software system.

Processes isolated via protection domains managed by an operating system do not
have an easily discernable threat model. Even if an OS is measured at boot (this is
relatively common in TPM-managed systems) and can credibly garner unconditional
trust in its binary (recall, a modern OS is incomprehensibly complex

[841),

the OS

implements several behaviors that frustrate our ability to define a threat model via
some (roS,

0

s) as defined in Chapter 3. By its very nature, an operating system

maps the virtual resources needed by processes to the limited physical resources of a
computer system via demand scheduling. A process has a large virtual address space,
but only a small share of it is physically mapped to DRAM during execution. Should
a program reference memory that is not presently mapped to DRAM, the page walker
would encounter an invalid page mapping and raise an exception, prompting the OS
to swap another page in DRAM with the required memory. The OS's page tables
data structure maintains metadata (usually in form of dirty and accessed bits for
each mapping), and the kernel implements sophisticated heuristics to decide which
pages to map in DRAM. Demand scheduling across protection domains necessarily
communicates one domain's utilization of a resource to another via that resource's
availability. This is precisely the behavior exploited by [159] to demonstrate that
Intel's SGX enclave isolation is incomplete.
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A modern OS is also optimized to make judicious use of limited memory, and relies
on aggressive read-only sharing throughout.

Some kernels de-duplicated identical

pages in unrelated processes, and most implement a "copy-on-write" technique: a
newly created process is a read-only copy of its creator; the process receives writable,
private, pages of memory only after it modifies these read only pages. As a result,
shared physical pages corresponding to libraries and the OS kernel itself are typically
mapped in each process's address space, rendering process isolation ineffective against
adversaries able to spy on the system's caches (Section 6.1). This sharing has been
demonstrated to be exploitable in sandboxes via a JavaScript attack that used a cache
state-based channel to automatically exfiltrate private information when loading a
web page [113]. In a more subtle violation of process isolation, the OS's handling of
system calls requires locks, allowing unprivileged processes to observe the utilization
of locked resources by other software.

Given the above discussion, any compelling definition of an adversary's 'pos relation for a precise threat model must consider these abundant leaks and recognize
that confidentiality is out of reach for anything but a very limited software adversary.
Spectre [79] has further demonstrated that a modern processor's implementation of
control flow speculation also allows unprivileged processes to violate the integrity (if
very temporarily) of other processes and the OS. A software adversary's

Tos

therefore

has an extensive toolkit with which to violate process isolation. Should the reader
be interested in utilizing protection domains to endow an existing software system
with microarchitectural isolation to circumvent existing modern attacks, this brief
discussion should serve as ample warning. The commodity OS kernel is not designed
with such an adversary in mind.
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5.4

Isolation of privileged system software from all
other software

Regardless of what system governs the isolation of software modules on the system
(this thesis advocates for minimizing this trusted code, thus excluding resource management from the SM), the privileged system software itself requires a guarantee of
integrity from other programs. In order to grant the privileged trusted software absolute authority, it has exclusive access to the physical address space, as implemented
by M-mode execution in RISC-V privileged architecture specification v1.10

[155].

All

other software executes at lower privilege modes and relies on virtual address translation to access memory. The SM guards its integrity via a TLB invariant: no page walk
may reference a physical address belonging to the SM, or violate protection domain
isolation. The exact implementation of this invariant is below the SM abstraction;
this section exemplifies its implementation as used by the MIT Sanctum and M16
processors, which achieve the invariant via "DRAM regions" - units of exclusive allocation of physical memory that remain isolated throughout the cache hierarchy via
page coloring 136].
The implementation of protection domains, including the TLB invariant, may
require a small set of hardware modifications over a baseline processor. The MIT
Sanctum and M16 processors, for example, implement several CSRs in each core that
restrict address translation as per a specified security policy consistent with protection
domains in main memory and the cache hierarchy (Section 6.2). The M16 processor
further augments a typical memory hierarchy that isolates coherence and DRAM
traffic from different cores.
Each core in these processors has a privileged register (exclusively modifiable
by the SM) mmrbm which sets a bitmap access control policy for the SoC's DRAM
regions. Each bit of mmrbm corresponds to a specific DRAM region, and specifies
a core's behavior if the region is accessed via any means (fetch, load, page walk,
including any speculative accesses): accessing a region with a 0 causes the SM to
receive a fault, interrupting the offending program. If this access is speculative (not
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possible in this chapter's case study), the exception is raised if and when the offending
memory access is determined to be non-speculative.
While the invariant must be enforced at each physical memory access, this does not
require interposing on each memory operation. If the system caches virtual address
translations, accesses that have passed the permission check above can be safely
repeated as long as the SoC's security policy remains unchanged. Further, DRAM
regions are larger than a page (4 KiB) and are naturally aligned, so all bytes accessible
via a cached translation of a 4 KiB page adhere to the protection domain access control
policy.

Larger pages (2 MiB, 1 GiB) may require special treatment by the page

table walker: the MIT Sanctum processor has 32 MiB DRAM regions, so gigapage
translations span 32 regions, and all corresponding mmrbm bits must be set in order
for the translation to succeed. Section 5.4.1 describes how the TLB is maintained to
ensure state transitions do not violate isolation.

5.4.1

Architectural (memory) isolation of protection domains

The SM, as described in this chapter, however, works above the abstraction of protection domains, and assumes their correct and complete implementation as needed
to address

(T,

o) for a privileged software adversary corresponding to a compromised

operating system. The SM orchestrates these protection domains as described in
Section 5.5.2.
The SM must also orchestrate the SoC to isolate enclaves from all other software.
To do this, the SM ensures that each enclave, including its private page tables and
fault handlers, is entirely contained within a dedicated protection domain. Recall
the TLB invariant introduced above: no page walk may reference a physical address
belonging to the SM, nor violate protection domain isolation. This invariant ensures
an enclave's private memory is only accessible by the SM or the enclave. The enclave
may, in some implementations, allow enclaves to access some untrusted shared memory, meaning the untrusted software is not isolated via a protection domain. For example, Intel SGX and Sanctum allow an enclave to access untrusted shared memory via
OS-controlled untrusted page tables. The M16 processor, however, only allows mes105

sage passing via the SM. For clarity, this chapter does not describe untrusted shared
memory, an optional but commonplace communication primitive adopted by enclave
architectures. The enclaves as defined in this thesis occupy a range of virtual memory (evrange), allowing derivative work to implement shared virtual pages outside
evrange without significant changes, although doing so may significantly complicate
the proof outline for enclave security.
The configuration of paged virtual memory (the page translations cached by the
TLB at each core) must respect memory region ownership: a core executing untrusted
code may not cache a virtual memory translation that names a physical address owned
by an enclave, for example, even if the translation was made before the enclave
was created.

Should the security policy of the system change, all cached address

translations that would violate the new policy must therefore be removed. The SM
ensures this by requiring all cores flush their caches of virtual memory translations
(TLBs) before a memory region can be assigned to a new owner. As an optimization,
the MIT Sanctum processor

[361

maintains a "version" counter in each core's metadata

(updated whenever the core's TLB is flushed), and a global "minimum version" value
updated whenever a memory region is blocked. By refusing to assign memory regions
to any new owner if any core's version counter is less than the global minimum version,
Sanctum's SM guarantees that no core's TLB contains a stale translation that violates
region owner permissions.
To support privileged programs that require physical addresses (the OS), the security monitor configures cores to trap on virtual memory management instructions
so the security monitor can swap in an identity page table when programs try to turn
off virtual memory. The Linux kernel, for example, expects to manage physical memory, and may be allowed to work with physical addresses in order to manage memory.
It must not, however, be allowed to violate an enclave's or the SM's protection domains. We allow Linux to co-exist with these protected software modules via the TVM
flag

[1551,

which causes the CPU to trap to M-mode (the SM) whenever the OS at-

tempts to modify its virtual memory settings or the page table root address. The SM
virtualizes these operations, implementing the kernel's access to physical memory by
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installing a set of identity page tables (an address translation function implemented
by va

-±

pa). The OS is then able to address physical pages, but cannot bypass

address translation, which upholds the TLB invariant.
Other notions of protection domains are compatible with the SM described in
this chapter via the SM's generic block, grant, and clean interfaces (Section 2.1) to
manage machine resources (Section 5.5.2). A system requiring exotic resources such
as cache ways or network bandwidth would require the OS to explicitly allocate these
resources in order for a core to successfully run enclaved code.

5.5

Implementing the security monitor

The SM does not itself perform any scheduling, but configures the hardware to implement schedules provided by the untrusted system software, having verified the
proposed schedules do not violate enclave semantics. The untrusted system software
is free to execute normally, hosting a variety of untrusted processes, but is also able
to collaborate with the SM to create, schedule, and destroy mutually distrusting enclaves. In order to prevent attempts by the OS or other software to supplant SM
execution and violate security invariants, SM must execute at a higher privilege level
than any untrusted software, and have exclusive unrestricted access to physical memory. The hardware must support such privilege, as described in Section 5.1. The SM
must also be able to interpose on hardware events such as faults and interrupts, as
these events may require a change in the protection domain on whose behalf a core
executes, and require machine resources be cleaned and re-allocated. For example,
the OS must not be able to execute its fault handler on a core with enclave permissions by sending a software interrupt. Instead, the SM must receive the interrupt,
perform an enclave exit on the core, and then delegate the interrupt to the OS.
SM is largely implemented in portable, modular C99 code for simplified verification, and is written with eventual formal verification in mind. The existing implementation for the MIT Sanctum processor consists of 2303 lines of code, largely
ANSI C but including 250 lines of assembly. A lot of this code is a cryptographic
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hash function, standard C library functions, and architecture-specific code required
to configure protection domains. Excluding these, the non platform-specific SM
code weighs in at 1621 LOC of ANSI C and 280 lines of RISC-V assembly.

5.5.1

Security monitor interface

SM implements an API for enclaves and untrusted system software to indirectly
manage system resources, as permitted by the SM's security state machine. SM's
API calls are also implemented via exceptional events - system calls via function call
semantics over specifically formatted illegal instruction traps received by the SM. Note
that the SM API handler itself is a common resource shared by all enclaves. In order
to sidestep any complexity due to the sharing of the SM API handler instructions, the
SM replicates its enclave API handler binary (compiled as a proposition-independent
binary blob as part of the SM binary image), granting each enclave its own private
copy of this code. The replicas are not modifiable by the enclave (are not mapped
by the enclave's page tables). This ensures that the SM code occasionally utilized by
an enclave during normal operation (timers, enclave events, emulated instructions,
enclave SM API calls) is not shared with untrusted software.

Exceptional events,

such as enclave exits and catastrophic errors are not private, and use globally shared
SM code and data.
As shown in Figure 5.5.1, the SM's enclave API handler forwards certain events to
the OS handler, but requires an Asynchronous Enclave Exit, or AEX to clean sensitive
processor state before delegating the event to the OS. Enclaves can implement their
own fault handlers, and receive some (but not all, to protect the OS) traps/faults
in order to implement paging or handle exceptions. The OS is always able to deschedule an enclave by interrupting it via an inter-processor interrupt (IPI), forcing
an AEX. The SM uses a private section of memory as stack space for its API handler
implementations.

As before (Section 4.2), we use static analysis to ensure these

handlers are non-recursive and compute a static bound on the maximum stack space
required.
The SM API is highly concurrent on a multicore processor, and requires transac108
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Figure 5-4: SM API is accessible via function call semantics over exceptional events,
much like OS system calls.

tion semantics for most API calls in order to any vulnerabilities via a race condition.
After authorizing the caller, the SM ties to acquire fine-grained locks for each machine
resource it manages, and immediately fails the transaction in case of an unavailable
lock, which would indicate concurrent calls. It is the responsibility of the OS to select
a schedule that allows the SM's APIs to succeed, and retry in case of an enclave's concurrent use of an SM's resources. The SM checks the API call against the machine's
current security policy (as given by the SM's global state enumerating the protection domain and respective owner of each machine resource) to ensure SM cannot be
asked to violate an enclave's isolation, nor allow a malicious enclave to compromise
the untrusted system.
3

Any SM API call by an enclave that locks resources shared with the OS is not private: it acts
on a resource shared with the OS.
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Figure 5-5: Generic resource state transitions enforced by the SM.

Tables 5.5.1 and 5.5.1 enumerate a subset of the SM's APIs available to untrusted

software and enclaves, respectively.

This subset is an incomplete but informative

listing., chosen to center this chapter's discussion on the main ideas.

5.5.2

Machine resources managed by the SM

A given enclave binary is assumed trustworthy, but is authenticated via a hash-based

measurement pu of its initial state computed by the SM (trust in the authenticated
binaries can be garnered through formal verification, rigorous testing, etc.). SM also

enforces invariants over the system software's allocation of isolated resources (cores,
physical memory, cache lines, etc.) to their respective protection domains (SM itself,
untrusted software, and each enclave). Protection domains must be non-overlapping
with respect to machine resources in order to guarantee isolation: sharing of resources
leaks their availability, and allows indirect observation of private information (as generously exemplified by the recent proliferation of cache timing attacks). Furthermore,
protection domains must not be allowed to modify resource allocations of other protection domains: a malicious OS would remove a portion of enclave's memory, and
learn private information if the enclave generates a catastrophic fault by accessing
the missing resource, leading to an OS-observable AES.
This does not mean enclaves are static - only that demand scheduling must not
be transparently implemented outside of enclave control. Instead, an enclave may explicitly collaborate with the OS and communicate its resource requests to implement
dynamic behaviors like re-allocation of resources or time-multiplexing of existing resources (e.g., demand paging). As shown in Figure 5.5.2, a protection domain can
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block (blockresource (type, rid)) a resource it owns, which the OS will be able to
reclaim or re-allocate to a new owner by cleaning it (clean-resource (type, rid)).
An existing domain can accept resources the OS offers, completing the transition of
the resource to a new protection domain.
The SM maintains a map of each resource to its respective owner along with
a lock via resource metadata. Metadata arrays for statically partitioned resources
(e.g., cores, static memory, cache partitions, etc.) are pre-allocated within the SM
memory image. The management of dynamic resources (e.g., enclaves, threads, and
intervals of physical memory, if applicable) is implementation-specific; the metadata
must wholly reside in memory belonging to the SM's protection domain, and be nonoverlapping with other structures. In the SM implementation for the MIT Sanctum
and M16 processors, the OS the allocation of this metadata by granting memory to
the SM and specifying the physical addresses of each structure; the SM asserts that
any such allocation is safe and consistent with its security policy. The management
of all mutable resources takes place indirectly via calls to SM's narrow API by the
resource owner or the untrusted system software, and in strict adherence to the SM's
security state machine.

SM also maintains some global static state, such as the

expected measurement (Section 5.6.1) of the signing enclave (Section 5.6.3), and the
SM's certificates and attestation keys.

5.5.3

Enclaves and enclave threads managed by the SM

The SM implements enclaves: strongly isolated processes with SRE guarantees (Section 3.3) via exclusive access to a set of machine resources. At a minimum enclaves
use private physical memory containing enclave private virtual pages and page tables,
with additional isolation (cache lines, etc.) if implemented by the hardware platform.
The SM maps enclave semantics (those of isolated processes composed of threads,
memory, and various metadata) onto protection domains (Section 5.1).
Enclaves are trusted to neither compromise their own integrity nor transmit private state to a potential adversary, e.g., by explicitly sending it across their protection
domain boundary. An enclave's interactions with other software, including the SM,
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may transmit information; the enclave is trusted not to perform these communications in ways dependent on private information. Any such communication leaks at a
minimum the fact of and timing of this communication, and may further leak information about microarchitectural state influenced by an enclave's private execution.
The text of the enclave binary is trusted to use communication judiciously, and block
or tolerate any leakage permitted by the hardware platform that is within the threat
model.

The hardware platform is trusted to respect the text of the enclave and

not spontaneously (e.g., speculatively) perform operations that transmit information
across protection domains.

SM's enclave metadata
Enclave metadata tracks various properties (the enclave's measurement, virtual range,
lifecycle state, lock), thread IDs (tid), and the machine resources owned by this
enclave. The metadata also contains mailboxes (Section 5.6.2) used for trusted interenclave communication.

While SM authenticates enclaves via their measurement

(Section 5.6.1), enclave IDs (eid) are used to refer to the enclave data structure
throughout the SM API. An eid is the physical address of the enclave's metadata
structure. The SM and untrusted software are identified via reserved constants.
Enclaves use private page tables for accesses within the enclave virtual range
(evrange), and manage their own private memory, as needed.

Accesses to memory

shared with the operating system (outside evrange) are implementation-dependent,
may leak timing information, and are out of scope in this chapter in order to maintain
a clean nomenclature of protection domains.

Enclave and enclave thread lifecycle
The lifecycle of an enclave is illustrated in Figure 5.5.3: untrusted system software
creates an enclave, via createenclave(eid,

evrange, resources ...), in a free

segment of SM-owned memory (SM enforces safety). After the enclave metadata is
created, the OS can grant memory and other resources to the newly created eid.
Further, the SM can initialize the enclave's physical and virtual memory by re-
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Figure 5-6: Enclave state transitions enforced by the SM.

serving space for enclave-private page tables, copy pages from untrusted nenory
to the enclave's virtual memory, and create threads (allocate-page-table(. . .),
load-page( ..), createthread( ... ), respectively (not detailed here for brevity).
In order to ensure measurement is well defined, the SM disallows aliasing (mapping
multiple virtual pages to a given physical page). Verifying this could be rather complex, but given the SM requires the enclave be initialized in a prescribed order (in
order to yield a well-defined measurement), this problem is trivialized by requiring
the enclave be loaded in a monotonically increasing physical address order.

This

precludes any aliasing, as any two virtual addresses must map to distinct physical
addresses in order to meet the monotonicity requirement. A initenclave(eid)
API call "seals" the enclave, preventing further modifications by untrusted software
via the API, finalizing the measurement, and allowing the enclave's threads to be
scheduled on a core (as described below). An enclave can block its own resources, or
accept new resources granted by the OS, leaking the timing of these operations. The
untrusted system software can destroy an enclave in its entirety, blocking all of its
owned resources (delete-enclave (eid)), provided none of its threads are scheduled.
SM will require all of the enclave's resources be cleaned (Section 5.5.2) before they
can be re-allocated.
Enclave threads scheduled onto processor cores (via enterenclave(tid)) will
execute uninterrupted until either the enclave exits (exit-enclaveC)), or an event
causes an asynchronous enclave exit (AEX), e.g., as a result of the OS de-scheduling
the enclave.

Upon an AEX, the SM saves the state of the enclave thread being

suspended into a reserved AEX state structure in the thread metadata, and sets a
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Figure 5-7: Enclave thread state transitions enforced by the SM.

flag indicating that an AEX had occurred. If the enclave re-enters, it will execute
from its entry point, but may respond to the presence of the AEX state to resume
execution, if implemented by the enclave. Before delegating execution to the OS, the
SM cleans the core's state (this is a re-allocation of the "core" resource to another
protection domain). The semantics of enterenclave are those of a system call: the
calling process will resume at the calling instruction when the enclave exists or is
interrupted. Any traps delegated to the OS are handled as if they are caused at the
instruction that invoked the enterenclave API.
Thread metadata structures are another first-class type recognized by the SM,
their lifecycle is illustrated in Figure 5.5.3. Like enclave metadata, the physical address of a thread's metadata is a thread ID (tid), and is used to refer to the thread
throughout the API. The thread metadata tracks the thread's owner enclave, lock,
the core it is scheduled on, the presence of an AEX state dump, and the address
to execute upon enterenclave, as well as the addresses of fault handlers. Thread
metadata also reserves space for core state in case of an AEX and, separately, in case
of a fault. After a thread is created, it is assigned to an enclave.

5.6

Enclave attestation

Without attestation, an enclave has no basis upon which to trust itself (its initial
state and interfaces may be entirely adversary-controlled), nor for any other party
to bootstrap trust the in enclave. As in previous chapters, the system implements
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remote attestation (Section 3.2) of initial enclave state in order to convince a first
party that the enclave is initialized to some expected initial state, and is hosted by a
trusted SoC and trusted SM. As before, we assume the first party knows and trusts
the SoC's public key PKD and enclave measurement. The first party also knows and
trusts the expected SM's measurement.
The SM provides a trusted message-passing interface for local attestation of enclaves, and trusts a specific "signing" enclave to produce certificates for remote attestation with the SM's secret key (SKsw). A trusted first party is expected to verify
this certificate to ascertain trust in the initial state of the enclave being attested to.

5.6.1

Measurement

SM measures enclaves via a cryptographic hash computed for each enclave as part
of initialization.

This measurement He = p(e) covers the enclave's configuration,

private virtual memory, and any global state necessary to convey trust (e.g., the
identity of the SM and capabilities of the hardware).

SM performs all operations

affecting the initial state of the enclave, and thus has sufficient authority to compute
the measurement.

Each operation performed by the SM on behalf of the OS as

part of enclave initialization (creating the enclave data structure, reserving space
for page tables, loading pages, loading threads) extends the enclave's hash with each
initializing operation to produce a final measurement He at initialization. This implies
a requirement that the enclave be initialized in a prescribed order - a small burden
on the untrusted software in practice.
Two equivalent enclaves initialized with identical virtual addresses will have equal
measurements; the physical addresses used when initializing the enclave are not covered by measurement.

In order to ensure that measurement is descriptive of the

enclave's initial state, the mapping between an enclave's virtual page numbers and
pages in physical memory must be injective (no aliasing). To simplify the SM's logic
needed to enforce this invariant, the SM requires that enclaves be loaded in ascending
(monotonically increasing) order of physical page numbers. The enclave's page tables
must be initialized before any data, and are at the base of its physical address space.
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Figure 5-8: Mailbox state transitions enforced by the SM.

The measurement of an enclave's initial state authenticates the enclave, provided
the enclave, the SM, and hardware platform maintain the enclave's integrity after
measurement. This authentication is a necessary part of attestation, which conveys
trust in a local or remote enclave to a party (conditional on trust in the hardware,
the SM, and enclave measurement).

5.6.2

Local attestation

In the case where the first party is itself an enclave co-located with the prover enclave
under the same SM, remote attestation is unnecessary (and very challenging, given
the adversary's ability to set the enclave's initial state), as the SM implements locally
authenticated messaging. SM guarantees integrity and sender identity for local messages without cryptographic proofs through its authority over all other software: by
implementing a trusted, authenticated message passing API, local enclaves can prove
their identity to other local enclaves via their mutual trust in the SM.
Listing 5.1: SM's mailbox data structure.
typedef struct sm mailboxt
2
measurementt sender;
Union {
3
4
hash t message;
signaturet attestation
r1
1

7} smmailbox

{

t;

Specifically, the SM endows each enclave metadata structure in SM's memory
with a buffer of one or more "mailboxes" (Listing 5.1) used by that enclave to
receive authenticated messages.

As shown in Figure 5.6.2, each mailbox can re-

ceive mail tagged with the measurement He of the sender by the SM via the SM's
sendmail(recipient-id, message), get.mail(out-msg*, out-sender*) APIs.
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In order to thwart denial of service by a malicious sender, the recipient must signal
their intent to receive messages from a specific sender via the accept-_mail(sender-id)
API. Note that the sender and recipient are specified via unauthenticated references,
and ought not be trusted without attestation, nor assumed to be the same enclave
across multiple invocations of the API.
Consider the example in Figure 5.6.2. Here, Enclave E2 attests enclave E1 , and
untrusted system software informs the participating enclaves of the relevant sender
IDs. E2 signals its intent to receive messages from
a message to E2 (

Ei

, which enables El to send

. The SM stores the message in E2 's mailbox for communication

with E1 . SM also records the sender's measurement. The recipient, E2 , fetches its
messages

, and can validate the sender's hash against an expected constant

® in

order to authenticate the message.

5.6.3

Remote attestation

Attestation without a trusted communication medium requires cryptography. In order to provide enclave attestations to a remote verifier, the SM relies on authenticated
key agreement (as introduced by Section 3.2) to establish a private channel, present a
certificate connecting the enclave to a root of trust, and sign a nonce provided by the
verifier. Specifically, a key agreement scheme derives a shared key for encrypted communication without trust in the system software or network. (If attestation succeeds,
the remote party relies on enclave isolation and their own correctness to safeguard
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Figure 5-10: A remote attestation of El by a trusted first party.

the shared key.) Recall that we assume the first party verifier has knowledge of the
trusted SoC's public key, and the trusted measurements of both the SM and the expected enclave. The root of trust (Chapter 4) endows the SM with an attestation key
pair (PKsw, SKsw). The first party is not assumed to know the SM's attestation
public key a priori, but does know and trust PKD, HsM, and HE through some
unspecified means. SM facilitates attestation (binding an enclave's message (at least
(gA, gB)) and measurement p(e) = HE) via these attestation keys, but does not itself
guarantee a confidential execution environment (note that the SM itself is a shared
resource).

In order to privately perform the signature with the SM's attestation

kays, the SM relies on a trusted "signing enclave", which does guarantee confidential
computing as part of SRE. The signing enclave's measurement is hard-coded in the
security monitor (it is after all logically a part of the SM), allowing it to retrieve
the key via a get-_key API, while local attestation (Section 5.6.2) allows the enclaves
seeking attestation to communicate with the signing enclave. The OS is responsible
for scheduling an attestation enclave and communicating relevant enclave IDs for the
mailbox APIs. Multiple instances of the signing enclave may be scheduled - all have
the same measurement, and all may access SKsw.
Consider an attestation of enclave E1 by a trusted remote first party exemplified
in Figure 5.6.2. The OS is responsible for scheduling the signing enclave Es, communicating relevant enclave IDs, and providing (untrusted) I/O to the trusted first
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party. After key agreement

Q,

sends to Es via a mailbox

®.

the remote party generates a nonce
Es fetches the SM's key

and E1 's measurement to produce an attestation
its mailbox

®,and

®. Ei

Q and

®,which

Ei

signs the nonce

receives its attestation via

assembles a message to the remote party: SM's certificate (Q

cryptographically connects the attestation to the trusted SoC's public key, which we
assume is known to the first party. The remote party must receive

®

and verify

®

the attestation in order to bootstrap trust in the encrypted channel created via key
agreement. Provided the attestation succeeds, the shared key authenticates all subsequent messages

(

sent by E1 . Verification of the attestation by the first party is

itemized below:

1. Look up the expected trusted SoC public key PKD.
2. Look up the expected SM measurement Hsw.
3. Read the SM's public attestation key PKsw from the attestation message.
4. Verify SignD(PKSW, Hsw) with PKD. If verification fails, reject the attesta-

tion - the prover failed to prove that at some point it had access to a trusted
SM on trusted hardware.
5. Look up the local key agreement message g^.
6. Read the remote key agreement message gB.
7. Look up the expected enclave measurement HE.
8. Verify Signsw(hash(gA, gB), HE) with PKsw. If verification fails, reject the
attestation - the prover failed to prove the trusted SM witnessed this key agreement, or that the prover is an enclave with the expected measurement.
9. Accept this attestation and trust the shared secret
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AB.

5.7

Security argument

The security monitor presented in this chapter enables enclave semantics for mutually
distrusting software modules with the assistance of isolated "protection domains"
guaranteed by the underlying hardware. The SM coexists with an untrusted software
stack (Linux, user processes, etc.), and allows this untrusted software to collaborate
with the SM to orchestrate the creation, initialization, scheduling, and destruction
of enclaves. Unlike the very limited software adversary of Chapter 4, the software
adversary we must consider here may apply their tamper and observation functions
concurrently with a trusted enclave (on different CPU cores), can perform privileged
operations (with the operating system's privilege), access arbitrary (virtual) memory,
invoke the SM's APIs, including creating and running arbitrary programs as enclaves.
With regard to confidentiality of enclave secrets, the adversary attempts to glean
a private value from a trusted enclave via their own interactions with the SoC. With
regard to integrity and measurement, the adversary attempts to impersonate an enclave trusted by the remote party via some functionally distinct "malicious" enclave,
or impersonate a trusted enclave via local attestation in order to impersonate another
enclave in a remote attestation.
The goal is to achieve SRE (Section 3.3) for any trusted enclave, meaning the
fundamental enclave properties hold: integrity, confidentiality, measurement.

The

trusted enclave is expected to manage its own keys, and to safeguard its own integrity
(for instance by never executing any untrusted instructions).

5.7.1

Outline for TAP refinement

The architecture described in this chapter is a large subset of the MIT Sanctum
processor

[36],

which was shown to refine the TAP [133]. While the proof that Sanc-

tum refines the TAP is not a contribution of this thesis, this section will outline the
refinement as presented in that work, redacting aspects of Sanctum that are not discussed in this chapter. To model a privileged software adversary TSM in form of a
compromised operating system, we abstract their actions while the trusted enclave
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isn't scheduled. The modelled adversary may (i) arbitrarily modify the register file
(ii) read and modify any memory for which the adversary has address mappings, (iii)
add any new address mappings that do not violate DRAM region permissions, and
(iv) invoke arbitrary SM API calls including launching arbitrary enclaves. An enclave's step function is a subset of the adversary's actions applied to enclave state E:
arbitrarily modifying register state, accessing any memory mapped by the enclave's
address map, arbitrarily modifying the I/0 states Ie, Oe, and exiting the enclave. The
observation function (psM) allows the adversary to see all architectural state not part
of Ee. Further,

TSM

reveals whether a memory access or fetch conflicts in a cache

model with any other datum or instruction.
The TAP models virtual memory as a partial map of virtual addresses to physical
addresses. The concrete architecture described here and utilized by the Sanctum and
M16 processors implements virtual memory via a walk through a multilevel set of page
tables. The refinement first proves that the multilevel page tables refine the abstract
address translation (all page tables implement a partial map). This simplifies the
simulation relation between Sanctum and TAP.
Every Sanctum state and every Sanctum operation, which includes both enclave
and adversary operations, can be mapped to a corresponding TAP state and operation. For this, (i) the proof constructs a simulation relation between Sanctum states
and corresponding TAP states, and (ii) constructs a Skolem function 11321 mapping
each Sanctum operation to the corresponding TAP operation. For every pair of states
in the simulation relation, every Sanctum operation can be mapped by the Skolem
function to a corresponding TAP operation such that the resultant states are also in
the simulation relation.

5.7.2

Proof sketch: confidentiality

Consider a hypothetical enclave from which an adversary is able to extract a secret.
It must follow that the secret is exfiltrated in one of the following pathways:
1. The enclave has a vulnerability in that it transmits the secret with no adversarial
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influence.
2. The enclave has a vulnerability, allowing the adversary to query the secret by
interacting with the enclave.
3. The SM fails to isolate the enclave, allowing the adversary to access the secret.
4. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave's protection domain, allowing the adversary
to access the secret.
However, as stated earlier, the enclave is trusted to safeguard its confidential information, meaning (1, 2) are covered. Proving (3) implies proving two lemmas: the
SM does allow the enclave's secret to be allocated to a resource within an adversarycontrolled protection domain - a property required by the trusted SM's correct implementation of enclave semantics (Section 5.5.3). The other lemma states that the
machine resources used to store, transport, and compute on the enclave's secret must
not be granted to an adversary's protection domain without being scrubbed to a public state. Section 5.5.2 describes the machine resource state machine, which ensures
this lemma holds true. As per Section 5.1, the SM trusts the platform to correctly implement protection domains, guaranteeing confidentiality across domain boundaries,
as required to address the adversary's observation function, so (4) is covered also.

5.7.3

Proof sketch: integrity

Consider also a hypothetical trusted enclave that is successfully modified by an adversary. The adversary has the following pathways to accomplish this goal.
1. The adversary can take advantage of a vulnerability in the enclave to modify it
after it had been measured.
2. The SM allows the attacker to influence some initial state of the enclave that is
not covered by measurement, thereby influencing its execution.
3. The SM fails to isolate the enclave, allowing the adversary to modify it after it
had been sealed.
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4. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave's protection domain, allowing the adversary
to modify its memory.
5. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave's protection domain, allowing the adversary
to influence its execution without modifying its memory.
As stated earlier, the victim software is trusted to safeguard its integrity, meaning
(1) is covered. The SM also either loads in well-defined way (Section 5.5.3) or grants
pristine machine resources (a resource may only be granted after it is cleaned, as
per Section 5.5.2); there exists no adversary-initialized state that is not covered by
measurement, so (2) is covered. The SM encapsulates all parts of the enclave in dedicated protection domain, and protection domains are isolated by the SoC, meaning
(3) is covered. As per Section 5.4.1, the SM trusts the platform to correctly imple-

ment protection domains, guaranteeing non-interference across domain boundaries
a guarantee that covers (5, 6).

5.7.4

Proof sketch: measurement

Consider also a hypothetical trusted enclave, which the adversary is able to successfully impersonate. The adversary has the following pathways to accomplish this goal.
1. The first party accepts a bogus attestation by failing to authenticate the victim
or the SM or the platform or by failing to verify a broken digital signature.
2. Adversary exfiltrates the SM's attestation key (SKsw) directly from the SM,
and can use it to forge an attestation.
3. Adversary has access to the platform key (SKD), and can use it to simulate a
trusted loader measuring a victim, and then to forge an attestation.
4. The trusted loader fails to differentiate a malicious SM from the trusted one,
and endows the adversary with the trusted SM's attestation keys.
5. The SM incorrectly implements local attestation, allowing the adversary to trick
the signing enclave into producing an attestation for a bogus enclave.
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6. The adversary exfiltrates SKsw from the signing enclave.

7. The adversary compromises the signing enclave's integrity, causing it to incorrectly issue an attestation.

8. The SoC fails to isolate protection domains isolation, allowing an adversary to
tamper with a running enclave and replace it with an enclave-provided one after
it had been measured and sealed.

The first party is trusted to correctly implement a verifier, and is expected to
know the trusted PKD, the trusted measurements of both the SM and the expected
enclave, so (1) is covered. To prove (2), one must first show the SM does not allow
direct access to its internal state by the adversary (Section 5.4), as the SM does not
compute with its key, and the stronger property of strict confidentiality for all SM
data is not required. The prover must also show that the enclaves able to obtain
SKsw from the SM via the get-key API (those with a measurement matching the
trusted signing enclave) are able to safeguard the key. If the adversary were able to
impersonate a signing enclave, they would serve as a counter-example to the larger
proof, meaning one of the other lemmas would not hold. These arguments combined
cover (2). The root of trust is assumed to have a unique device secret, access to it is
blocked by the trusted loader, and the datum itself does not persist after the trusted
loader terminates. As a result, (3) is covered. (4) is proven by the same logic as the
equivalent lemma in Section 4.4.4. Local attestation, as defined by Section 5.6.2 only
allows a running enclave to send a message via the sendmail API, and consistently
tags the sent messages with the sender's measurement. If the enclave were able to
spoof their enclave's measurement, another lemma in this theorem would have to be
false, else (5) holds. The signing enclave is trusted not to reveal its copy of SKsw,
and Section 5.7.2 outlined a proof that an enclave has confidentiality, so (6) is covered.
Section 5.7.3 outlines a proof of trusted enclave integrity. (7, 8) are covered by this
proof.
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5.8

Required support from untrusted software

The system presented in this chapter allows the available hardware resources (cores,
memory) to be exclusively granted to a set of "protection domains" (Section 5.1)
isolated partitions hosting mutually distrusting enclaves or the bulk of "untrusted
software" (Linux and the processes it manages). Untrusted system software schedules
machine resources by instructing the SM to block, scrub, and grant these resources to
specified protection domains. It follows then that the untrusted software must be able
not only to communicate with the SM to direct the allocation of machine resources,
but also to be able to co-exist with protection domains it has no access to.
The software described in this section is untrusted, but is required to correctly
orchestrate machine resources in order to create and schedule enclaves. Errors in
this software may deny service to any enclaves hosted by the system, since accessing
resources owned by another protection domain generates a fault, and can bring down
the entire system if the system software is not designed to correctly avoid or handle
it.

The required intervention to commodity system software (a Linux kernel) is confined to a single kernel module that 1) implements the system call interface by which
the SM communicates, 2) ensures Linux does not access resources assigned to other
protection domains, and 3) orchestrates enclave creation, loading, scheduling, etc.
Given that all required modifications to Linux can be packaged into a kernel module, we conclude that the SM and enclaves are able to co-exist with a commodity
operating system.

5.8.1

Allocating enclave memory

System software is designed to assume itself to be the master of all physical memory
(if a hypervisor is present, the hypervisor owns all of memory, while guest operating
systems are virtualized). Enclaves, however, have exclusive access to their physical
memory, meaning system software must be modified to respect enclave boundaries.
This modification is orthogonal to the SRE guarantees provided by the enclaves.
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Instead, the modification described here allows the untrusted software to co-exist
with enclaves without breaking down due to illegal memory accesses.
The enclave platform kernel module implements a facility to "reserve" and "release"
physical memory for enclave use. The module allocates physical memory within the
kernel (via kmalloc (size-t size, int flags)), and sets it aside for the lifetime of
an enclave. This memory is removed from the purview of other kernel components.
It is also unavailable for allocation to user processes. When an enclave is terminated,
and its physical resources are scrubbed and given back to the kernel, the kernel module
can free this physical memory for re-allocation by any software, as accessing it will
no longer cause a fault.
The MIT Sanctum processor and the MIT M16 processor, which rely on page
coloring to implement isolation in the cache (Section 6.1.2), require enclave memory
be allocated in contiguous physical "regions" of 32MiB. As of the time of this writing,
the built-in kernel allocator cannot allocate more than 4 MiB of physically contiguous
memory. One way to get around this involves launching the kernel with pre-reserved
buffers (via a memmap argument) for several enclaves, making this memory unavailable for any other software.

The buffer can then be referenced by the kernel via

request-mem-region.
Large contiguous physical buffers are, however, a relatively common requirement
for device I/O, and a widely used kernel module (CONFIGCMA, the contiguous memory allocator) implements large physically contiguous allocations allocation by aggressively tracking "movable" pages (those only referenced via virtual address translation).
When a large allocation is needed (via dma_alloc_ coherent), the kernel module finds
an appropriately sized region consisting of only free and "movable" pages, blocks the
region as unavailable for allocation, and migrates all non-free pages to other parts of
physical memory by copying the data and re-mapping all references in page tables.
Allocation is a costly procedure, but using CMA allows all memory in the system to
be used, regardless of currently scheduled enclaves.
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5.8.2

Untrusted enclave loader
-

Loading enclaves - a trusted procedure mediated by an untrusted system software

is somewhat more complex than merely reserving their physical memory. The enclave
specification is given by loadable binary memory image (ELF), from which the loader
can calculate the enclave's virtual address range as well as the amount of physical
memory required. After the system software instructs the SM to create an enclave
data structure (with the specified virtual address range), reserves an appropriate
amount of physical memory, and assigns it to a newly created enclave, the system
software must guide the SM through loading the enclave into the now-inaccessible
physical pages. Section 5.5.3 requires that enclaves must be loaded in monotonically
increasing physical address order to simplify the SM logic that guarantees measurement is non-ambiguous (by prohibiting page aliasing). This requirement also prescribes the "correct" order to loaded enclave pages that leads to the expected enclave
measurement.
The ELF unambiguously implies a set of page tables needed to implement translations of all virtual addresses used by the ELF segments (including ones marked with
a NOLOAD flag). The kernel module reserves the appropriate number of pages for the
enclave's page tables needed to implement this address map. The ELF also specifies
the enclave entry address, which is given as argument to the enclave thread(s), and
is covered by measurement.
To load the enclave's memory, the kernel module sorts the ELF's segments in
increasing order by their virtual base address.

For each segment (including ones

marked with a NOLOAD flag), its 4 KiB pages are mapped in the same order: the SM
populates the enclave's page table entry given the pages' virtual addresses, and the
physical address they are to be loaded into. Any incomplete pages are padded with
zero bytes, and NOLOAD pages are loaded as zero bytes.
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Table 5.1: A selection of the SM's APIs available to untrusted system software (e.g.
the OS or Hypervisor).
[SM API
API Description
createenclave
If eid is a suitable location for an enclave metadata
(eid, evrange,
structure, and if each resource is clean, initializes
resources O . . .)

the enclave metadata to a new enclave structure,

and grants the resources to this enclave.
Reserves space for one page of page tables, with

allocate-page-table
(eid,

...

)

some parameters.

load-page
(eid, indata*,
vaddr, paddr)
create-thread(tid,

Copies a page from untrusted memory into enclave
memory at paddr, and maps it in the enclave's page
tables at vaddr.
... )

initenclave (eid)
delete-thread(tid)
delete-enclave (eid)
enterenclave (tid)
blockresource
(type, rid)

cleanresource
(type, rid)
grant-resource
(type, rid, eid)
get-public_field

Creates an enclave thread with a given entry point.

Seals the enclave, finalizing its measurement, preventing further untrusted changes.
If the thread is blocked, delete it.
If the enclave has no currently scheduled threads,
delete it and block all of its resources and threads.
If the enclave is sealed, purge the current CPU and
transfer control to the enclave.
If the untrusted software owns this resource, mark
the resources as "blocked" and inaccessible, requiring it be cleaned before it is re-assigned to another
protection domain.
If the resource is blocked, clean it (erasing it to
a known public state), making it available to be
granted to another protection domain.
If the resource is clean, grant it to eid: the SM,
untrusted software, or an enclave.
Copies public values such as PKsw, Hsw, PKD.

(fieldjid, outbuffer*)
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Table 5.2: A selection of the SM's APIs available to enclaved programs.
[SM API
API Description
exit enclave ()
purge the current CPU, unlock the current enclave
threat, and return control to the untrusted process.
blockresource
If the enclave owns this resource, mark the resources
(type, rid)
as "blocked" and inaccessible, requiring it be cleaned
before it is re-assigned to another protection domain.
sendmail
if the recipient at eid has accepted mail from this
(eid, message)
enclave's eid (both pointers untrusted), then the
recipient's mailbox is populated with the message
and the measurement of the current enclave. The
mailbox is marked as full.
accept-mail(eid)
Mark the current enclave's mailbox as accepting
mail from the specified (and untrusted) eid. Marks
the mailbox as empty.
getmail
If the mailbox is full, copies the message and mea(out-msg*, outsender*)
surement of sender to the specified buffers. Marks
the mailbox as empty.
get-public_field
Copies public values such as PKsw, Hsw, PKD(fieldid, outbuffer*)

get-key(outbuffer*)

If this enclave's measurement matches the signing
enclave's measurement as trusted by the SM, copies
the attestation key SKsw to the buffer provided.
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Chapter 6
Protection Domains and PURGE in a
Modern Computer System
The previous chapters have deferred a deep interrogation of modern hardware architecture needed to implement a trustworthy CPU purge operation (Sections 4.1, 5.2)
and rigorously isolate protection domains (Section 5.1). This chapter confronts the
complexity of implementing isolation boundaries within a modern computer system
by considering isolation of the memory caches via both set (Section 6.1.2) and way
(Section 6.1.3) partitioning, as well as isolation of protection domains throughout
the memory hierarchy (including arbiters, queues, and the DRAM controller, as described in Section 6.2.2). We also consider control flow speculation (Section 6.2.4) to
discuss the enormously relevant Spectre [79, 60, 93] vulnerabilities, and find it to be
surprisingly straightforward to reason about. In sum, this chapter will examine the
nuance of implementing purge and resource cleaning operations for a complex modern processor. The processor architectures examined here account for approximately
a superset of concerns for simpler processor architectures.
This chapter calls out to specific enclave processors, namely the MIT Sanctum

[361

and M16 [25] processors, and describes a hypothetical case study simulating such a
complex architecture with an extended TAP (Chapter 3), sketching a proof of SRE
for a complex architecture. The reader is encouraged to recognize design patterns
explored here to design isolation mechanisms for similar structures, such as shared
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Figure 6-1: Conventional Set-Associative Cache.

bandwidth (compare to shared memory arbiter bandwidth, described in Section 6.2.2)
or persistent set associative structures throughout a modern processor (compare to
cache partitioning).

6.1

Protection domains in the caches

A conventional set-associative cache is shown in Figure 6-1. In the figure, we identify the data structures, which when observed by an adversary can leak information:
cache tag state and cache metadata corresponding to coherence information and replacement information. A review [17] of recent cache replacement and protection
policies includes valuable commentary on less-cited excellent papers which have left
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little room for improvement [120, 65, 66, 64, 118, 169]. The replacement policy selects
a cache line to evict (a "victim") when no invalid line is available on a fill with no
regard for protection domains - no notion of protection domains exists in this cache
architecture.
Caches are designed to transparently accelerate memory accesses by exploiting
temporal and spatial locality patterns, and do not affect (non-speculative) integrity
of processor execution. However, the caches are not invisible to software. Consider the
cache through the lens of a generalized schema for data exfiltration (Section 3.1.1):
the most well-studied channel modulation strategy (Section 3.1.2) corresponds to
the adversary presetting the cache tag state to a particular value, and then after the
victim runs, observing a difference in the cache tag state to learn something about the
victim process. A less common yet viable strategy corresponds to observing changes
in coherence [1621 or replacement metadata.

6.1.1

Attacks based on cache tag state

Attacks using cache tag state-based channels are known to retrieve cryptographic keys
from a growing body of cryptographic implementations: AES [114, 22], RSA [29],
Diffie-Hellman [80], and elliptic-curve cryptography [281, to name a few. Such attacks
can be mounted by unprivileged software sharing a computer with the victim software [18]. While early attacks required access to the victim's CPU core, more recent
sophisticated channel modulation schemes such as flush+reload [163] and variants
of prime+probe

[97]

target the last-level cache (LLC), which is shared by all cores

in a socket. The evict+reload variant of flush+reload uses cache contention rather
than flushing [97]. An attack in JavaScript that used a cache state-based channel was
demonstrated [113] to automatically exfiltrate private information upon a web page
visit.
These attacks apply in the context of mutually distrusting processes managed by a
trusted OS; cache lines shared between an adversary's program and the victim process
at various levels of the cache hierarchy.

Regardless of the specific mechanism for

inspecting shared tags, the underlying concepts are the same: two entities separated
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Figure 6-2: Leakage via a shared cache set, implemented via a shared tag TA directly
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(via a shared physical address), or indirectly via Tx, Ty
limited cache space forces interference via contention for a cache set).

by a trust boundary share a channel based on shared machine resources, specifically
cache sets in the memory hierarchy. Thus, entities can communicate across a trust
boundary (transmitting unwittingly, in the case of an attack) via the shared resource
by modulating the presence of a cache tag in a set. The receiver can detect the
transmitter's fills of tag TA either directly (by observing whether it had fetched a
shared line) or indirectly (by observing conflict misses on the receiver's own data
caused by the transmitter's accesses), as shown in Figure 6-2.
In a situation where two entities share a physical address, the receiver (or adversary) can both evict and fill the address in the cache, making communication
straightforward. As illustrated in Figure 6-2, the receiver forces the cache set to a
known state by flushing the address, yields for a time, and then measures the latency
of re-loading the address (in order to detect whether the transmitter re-filled it in the
cache). In a typical system, shared physical addresses are common due to the sharing
of common libraries and aggressive de-duplication of identical physical pages by the
system software to improve efficiency.
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Communication via cache tag state is also possible without a shared address. Although the receiver (adversary) can neither directly load, nor directly flush a transmitter's (victim's) cache line, a receiver can force the transmitter's address out of
the cache by filling the set with their own cache tags'. The receiver can then detect
the transmitter's re-fill by observing an eviction on one of the receiver's own tags, as
shown in Figure 6-2.

A cache metadata-based channel
Even without shared cache lines (as is the case in a way-partitioned cache), the
cache may be used as a channel by modulating the replacement metadata associated
with each set. Most replacement policies employ a replacement state bit vector that
encodes access history to the cache set in order to predict the ways least costly to
evict in case of a miss. If the cache does not explicitly partition replacement state
'Constructing a set of addresses that contend with the victim's address in the cache is not always
straightforward, but is itself a well-studied subject [164, 991.
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metadata across protection domains, some policies allow one protection domain's
accesses to affect victim selection in another partition. Figure 6-3 exemplifies this
with Tree-PLRU replacement (Section 6.1.4): a metadata update after an access to a
small partition overwrites metadata bits used to select the victim in a larger partition.
A securely way-partitioned cache must ensure that replacement metadata does not
allow information flow across the cache partition(s). This means defenses against
cache channel-based attacks have to take into account the cache replacement policy;
hardware modifications to a conventional cache structure may be necessary to close
this channel and hence ensure isolation.

6.1.2

Cache partitioning via page coloring

The MIT Sanctum [36] and M16

[25]

processors addressed the serious set of problems

discussed above by employing cache set partitioning at page granularity. This very
simple cache partitioning scheme [92] is based on page coloring [140, 73], which has
proven to have reasonable overheads. By exclusively allocating all physical addresses
with a given "DRAM region index", as shown in Figure 6-4, no other addresses exist
to compete for the cache sets these addresses use in a physically indexed cache. As a
result, the recipient of this allocation does not share cache sets - neither tag state nor
replacement metadata - with any potential adversary. The SM may implement protection domains in the shared cache by interposing on address translation to require
protection domains have exclusive access to the entire "color" of DRAM (all physical
addresses with the given DRAM index). The MIT Sanctum processor does this via
an enforcement circuit: Sanctum's page table walker state machine raises a fault if
the page walk crosses a protection domain boundary.
Page coloring binds together the allocation of physical address space and last level
cache lines to a protection domain. This is convenient for ease of management (reducing the SM complexity required to orchestrate machine resources), but is extremely
inefficient due to internal fragmentation of machine resources.
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6.1.3

Cache partitioning via way partitioning

To address the inefficiency of page coloring, Dynamically Allocated Way Guard
(DAWG) [751 studies the application of way partitioning in the last level cache
(loosely implemented for quality of service by commercial architectures) to a secure
processor implementing protection domains in the cache. Consider a conventional setassociative cache, a structure comprised of several ways, each of which is essentially
a direct-mapped cache, as well as a controller mechanism.

In order to implement

way partitioning along protection domain boundaries, we allocate groups of ways to
protection domains, restricting both cache hits and line replacements to only the ways
allocated to the protection domain from which the cache request was issued. On top of
that, the metadataassociated with the cache, e.g., replacement policy state, must also
be allocated to protection domains in a well-defined way, and securely partitioned.
These allocations will force strong isolation between the domains' interactions with
one another via the cache structure.
This scheme's protection domains are disjoint across ways and across metadata
partitions, except that protection domains may be nested to allow trusted privileged
software access to all ways and metadata allocated to the protection domains in its
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purview. Figure 6-5 shows the hardware structure corresponding to a way-partitioned
cache, with the additional hardware required by this scheme over a conventional setassociative cache shown highlighted. In this construction, the additional hardware
state for each core is 24 bits per hardware thread - one register with three 8-bit
active domain selectors. Each cache additionally needs up to 256 bits to describe
the allowed hit and fill ways for each active domain (e.g., 16x intervals for a typical
current 16-way cache).

Isolation policies in a way-partitioned cache
The protection domains in a way-partitioned cache are a high-level property orchestrated by software, and implemented via a table of policy configurations, used by the
cache to enforce isolation; these are stored at the cache and configured via in MSRs
(model-specific registers). System software can write to these policy MSRs (the Intel
equivalent of a CSR, as the DAWG project examined a modern x86 platform) for
each domainid to configure the protection domains as enforced by the cache.
Each access to a conventional cache structure is accompanied with request metadata, such as a Core ID, as in Figure 6-5. The way partitioned cache extends this
metadata to reference a policy specifying the protection domain (domain-id) as context for the cache access. For a last-level memory cache the domainid field is required to allow system software to propagate the domain on whose behalf the access
occurs, much like a capability. The hardware needed to endow each cache access with
appropriate domainid is described below.
Each policy consists of a pair of bit fields, all accessible via the abovementioned
MSRs:

" A policyjf illmap: a bit vector masking fills and victim selection, as described
in Section 6.1.3.
* A policy-hitmap: a bit vector masking way hits in the cache, as described in
Section 6.1.3.
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The way partitioned cache stores a table of these policy configurations, managed
by system software, and selected by the cache request metadata at each cache access.
Specifically, this table maps global domainid identifiers to that domain's policy
configuration in a partitioned cache. The privileged software is tasked with managing
protection domains, i.e., to create, modify, and destroy way allocations for protection
domains, and to associate processes with protection domains. While DAWG did not
explicitly engage with the notion of enclaved computation, this discussion deliberately
evokes the role of the SM (Section 5.5) in isolating enclaves.

Required modifications to the CPU

Each (logical) core must also correctly

tag its memory accesses with the intended domainid. To this end, we endow each
hardware thread (logical core) with an MSR specifying the domainid fields for each
of the three types of accesses recognized by the DAWG way partitioning scheme:
instruction fetches via the instruction cache, read-only accesses (loads, flushes, etc),
and modifying accesses (anything that can cause a cache line to enter the modified
state, e.g., stores or atomic accesses). We will refer to these three types of accesses as
ifetches, loads, and stores. Normally, all three types of accesses are associated with
the same protection domain, but this is not the case during OS handling of memory
during communication across domains (for example when servicing a system call).
The categorization of accesses is important to allow system software to implement
message passing, and the indirection through domain selectors allows domain resizing,
as described in DAWG [75], and briefly detailed in Section 6.1.5.
The bit width of the domainid identifier caps the number of protection domains
that can be simultaneously scheduled to execute across the system. In practice, a
single bit (differentiating, say, the kernel and user-mode accesses) is a useful minimum,
and a reasonable maximum is the number of sockets multiplied by the largest number
of ways implemented by any cache in the system (e.g., 16 or 20) - the number of ways
in the cache system-wide. An 8-bit identifier is sufficient to enumerate the maximum
active domains even across 8-sockets with 20-way caches.
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Importantly, the routines that configure the cache's protection domains must not
allow speculation. Failing to do so would permit speculative disabling of DAWG's
protection mechanism, leading to Spectre-style vulnerabilities. The M16 processor
sidesteps this challenge by disabling control flow speculation in the SM entirely (Section 6.2.4).

System software must take care when implementing data movement

across protection domains, as this software has unchecked access and may speculatively violate the protection domain boundary (Section 6.1.5). This measure should
be diligently employed by the SM, which would be tasked with configuring a waypartitioned cache, and with implementing data transfer across protection domains.

Isolation of evictions and fills

In a simple example of way-partitioning the last

level cache (LLC), protection domain 0 (e.g., the kernel) is statically allocated half
of the cache's ways, with the other half allocated to unprivileged software (relegated
to protection domain 1). While the cache structure is shared among all software on
the system, no access should affect observable cache state across protection domains,
considering both the cache data and the metadata. We discuss the handling of cache
replacement metadata in Section 6.1.4 for a variety of replacement policies.
Consider a read access with address A

==>

(TA, SA),

where TA and SA are the set

index and tag derived from the bits of A, respectively. A conventional set associative
cache scans set

SA

in all ways W and compares the stored tags SA.Tw, against TA. If

no match is found, this access is a cache miss, and will require a cache fill (whereby
the desired cache line is brought in), and possibly an eviction, where an existing cache
line is flushed out of the cache to make room for the incoming fill. Without strict way
partitioning, one domain's accesses may cause evictions in another, as the cache does
not respect domain boundaries.
Straightforwardly, cache misses in the cache must not cause fills or evictions outside the requesting protection domain's ways in order to enforce protection domain
isolation. Much like Intel's cache allocation technology (CAT) [58, 62], the way partitioning mechanism proposed by DAWG's design ensures that only the ways that
a process has been allocated (via its protection domain's policy-f ilmap policy
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MSRs) are candidates for eviction; but we also restrict CLFLUSH instructions. Hardware instrumentation needed to accomplish this is highlighted in Figure 6-5.

Isolation of cache set metadata

The cache set metadata structure in Figure 6-5

stores per-line helper data including replacement policy and cache coherence state.
The metadata update logic uses tag comparisons (hit information) from all ways to
modify set replacement state. The scheme discussed here does not leak via the coherence metadata, as coherence traffic is tagged with the requester's protection domain
and does not modify lines in other domains (the details of cache lines shared across
cache domains are not relevant to a discussion of enclaves, and are fully examined in

DAWG [75]).
The replacement metadata isolation requirement, at a high level, is a non-interference
property: victim selection in a protection domain should not be affected by the accesses performed against any other protection domain(s). Furthermore, the cache's
replacement policy must allow system software to sanitize the replacement data of a
way in order to implement safe protection domain resizing. Details of implementing
several partitionable cache replacement policies are explored in Section 6.1.4.

Isolation of cache hits

Cache hits in away partitioned cache must also be isolated,

requiring a change to the critical path of the cache structure:

a cache access must

not hit in ways it was not allocated - a possibility if physical tags are shared across
protection domains. If domains share physical addresses, this may lead to duplication
of lines within a cache set - a tricky corollary addressed in Section 6.1.5.
Consider a read access with address A
in a conventional set associative cache.
indicates a cache hit

(3 i | Twi ==

TA

==>

(TA, SA)

(tag and set, respectively)

A match on any of the way comparisons
==

hit); the associated cache line data is

returned to the requesting core, and the replacement policy metadata is updated to
make note of the access. This allows a receiver (adversary) to communicate via the
cache state by probing the cache tag or metadata state as described in Section 6.1.
Tag comparisons must be masked with a policy (policy-hitmap) that white-lists
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ways allocated to the requester's protection domain (3 i I policyhitmap[i] & (Tw,
== TA) => hit); by configuring policyhitmap, system software can ensure cache

hits are not visible across protection domains. While the additional required hardware
in a DAWG cache adds a gate delay to hit patch of each cache access, we note that
modern Li caches are usually pipelined. We expect hardware designers will be able
to introduce the additional low-fanout gate without reducing clock frequency.

6.1.4

Replacement policies in a way-partitioned cache

In addition to masking hits, the cache set metadata update must use this policymasked hit information to modify any replacement policy state safely, preventing
information leakage across protection domains via the replacement policy state, as
described in Section 6.1.1.
In this section, we will exemplify the implementation of several common replacement policies compatible with the requirement to isolate cache set metadata when
implementing way-partitioning for protection domains in the cache. We focus here
on several commonplace replacement policies, given that cache replacement policies
are diverse. The optimal policy for a workload depends on the effective associativity and may even be software-selected, e.g., ARM A72 [13] allows pseudo-random or
pseudo-LRU cache-replacement.
Regardless of replacement policy, we must take care to erase a domain's replacement metadata as part of the purge (if the cache is dedicated to a core, requiring all
cache sets to be cleaned), or as part of the clean operation of a blocked resource (Section 5.5.2), which may scrub some but not all cache lines, and a subset of replacement
metadata bits, as described below.
Victim selection among the ways of a cache can be seen as a decision tree, so a
convenient means to partition a replacement policy of a cache is to allocate ways at
sub-tree granularity. Without indirection between the policy bitmap and the ways of
the cache, this imposes some restrictions on way partitioning: processes can be given
one or more ways as long as these ways are consecutive, the number of allocated ways
is a naturally aligned power-of-two. An example: in the case of an 8-way cache, when
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Consider a cache access that misses in its protection domain:
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Figure 6-6: Victim selection with a way-partitioned random policy.

allocating 2 ways to a process, the process may receive [0,1J,{2,3j,j4,5],{6,7], but not

[1,2]. When partitioning a 4-way cache, [0:1], or [2:3] are the only allowed allocations.
We assume that a system where this is unacceptable would add a level of indirection
between the policy bitmap and the cache ways, as this is not on the critical path.

Random replacement policy

In a typical cache with a random replacement pol-

icy, a word of log2 (ways) bits of entropy (for example, from an LFSR) decides a walk
through a decision tree to select a victim way (where "1" signals "select left subtree").
A partitioned replacement policy forces a prefix of these decisions, as directed by
policyif illmap. A cache with a random replacement policy derives two new quantities from its policyjf illmap: random-mask and random-policy. To simplify this
discussion, assume protection domains are allocated at subtree granularity.

If the

system employs an indirection to virtualize the mapping of policy bits to cache ways,
as motivated in Section 6.1.3, this constraint can be relaxed.
The cache derives randommask from policy-f illmap, by clearing the ith bit of
the policy if and only if any entire left subtree of 2 (i+1) leaves is allocated by the
policy.f illmap. For example, if a protection domain is allocated ways W2 , W 3 of 8
ways, as shown in Figure 6-6, then randommask=ObllO.
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Figure 6-7: Victim selection and metadata update with a way-partitioned Tree-PLRU
policy.

Similarly, the ith bit of random-policy is set if any left subtree of 2i leaves is
entirely allocated by policy-f illmap. In the example above, random-policy=ObOlx
(ObO11, with the low-order bit ignored as per randommask).
This logic is concurrent with metadata and way lookups on cache accesses, and is
not critical. To generalize:
random mask[i]

=

,',of

random policy[i]= V=auyties

(2 i.1>(2of (2

1 policy_f

2i+'2 1

illmap[j + k])

policy_ f illmap[j + k])

When changing the policy, no special consideration is required in a cache with
a random replacement policy, as no metadata persists across accesses, and therefore
across policy changes.

In this construction, purge is a no-op with regard to the

replacement state.

Tree-PLRU: pseudo least recently used

Tree-PLRU approximates LRU with

a only small set of bits stored per cache line. The victim selection is a (complete)
decision tree informed by metadata bits: 1 signals "go left", whereas 0 signals "go
right" to reach the PLRU element, as shown in Figure 6-7.
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In this construction,

Table 6.1: The mapping of policyjf illmap to pirujmask and piru-policy for an
8-way cache with a partitionable Tree-PLRU replacement policy.
plru-mask[i] =

A4 policy_ f illmap[j],
where j is:

i

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

V

plru-policy[i] =
policy_ f illmap[j],
where j is:

1
2,3
3
4,5,6,7
5
6,7
6

0,1
0,1,2,3
2,3
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
4,5
4,5,6,7
6,7

the cache derives piru-mask and piru-policy from policyjf illmap. These fields
augment a decision tree over the ways of the cache; a bit of piru-mask is 0 if and only
if its corresponding subtree in policyjf illmap has no zeroes (if the subtree of the
decision tree is entirely allocated to the protection domain). Similarly, piru-policy
bits are set if their corresponding left subtrees contain one or more ways allocated to
the protection domain. For example, if a protection domain is allocated ways Wo, W1
of 8 ways, then piru_mask=0b11111110, and pirupolicy=0bxxx0x0x (ObOO00001,
to be precise, with x marking masked and unused bits), as enumerated by Table 6.1.4.
At each access, set-metadata is updated by changing each bit on the branch
leading to the hitting way to be the opposite of the direction taken, i.e., "away" from
the most recently used way.

For example, when accessing W5, metadata bits are

updated by bo -+ 0, b2 -+ 1, b 5

-

0. These updates are masked to avoid modifying

PLRU bits above the allocated subtree - doing so would cross a protection domain
boundary.

W3 ,

bo

and

For example, when {W 2 , W3 } are allocated to the process, and it hits
bi

remain unmodified to avoid leaking information via the metadata

updates. Furthermore, we must mask setmetadata bits that are made irrelevant by
the allocation. For example, when {W 2 , W3 } are allocated to the process, the victim
selection should always reach the b4 node when searching for the pseudo-LRU way.
To do this, ignore {bo, bi} in the metadata table, and use values 0 and 1, respectively.
Observe that both masks are straightforwardly implemented via pirumask and
This forces a subset of decision tree bits, as specified by the pol-

icy: victim selection logic uses ( (setmetadata & ~plru-mask)
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Figure 6-8: Victim selection and metadata update with a way-partitioned NRU policy.

plru-policy) ).

This ensures that system software is able to restrict victim selec-

tion to a subtree over the cache ways. Metadata updates are partitioned also, by
constraining updates to setmetadata & ~plrumask. When system software alters
the cache's policies, and re-assigns a way to a different protection domain, it must
take care to force the way's metadata to a known value in order to avoid private
information leakage.

SRRIP and NRU: Not recently used

An NRU policy requires one bit of nieta-

data per way be stored with each set. On a cache hit, the accessed way's NRU bit is
set to "0". On a cache miss, the victim is the first (according to some pre-determined
order, such as left-to-right) line with a "1" NRU bit. If none exists, the first line
is victimized, and all NRU bits of the set are set to "1". Enforcing isolation across
protection domains for an NRU policy is a simple matter, as shown in Figure 6-8.
As before, metadata updates are restricted to the ways white-listed by nrumask =
policyjf illmap. In order to victimize only among ways white-listed by the policy,
mask the NRU bits of all other ways via setmetadata & nrumask at the input to
the NRU replacement logic. Instead of victimizing the first cache line if no "1" bits
are found, the victim way must fall into the current protection domain. To implement
this, the default victim is specified via nru_victim, which selects the leftmost way
with a corresponding "1" bit of nrumask, whereas the unmodified NRU is hard-wired
to evict a specific way.
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The SRRIP [66] replacement policy is similar, but expands the state space of
each line from two to four (or more) states by adding a counter to track ways less
favored to be victimized. Much like NRU, SRRIP victimizes the first (up to some predetermined order) line with the largest counter during a fill that requires eviction. To
partition SRRIP, the same nrumask = policyjf illmap is used, where each line's
metadata is masked with the way's bit of nrumask to ensure other domains' lines
are considered "recently used" and not candidates for eviction.

Other replacement policies

A true LRU (least recently used) policy has an in-

teresting property: it does not leak private information across protection domains,
despite requiring metadata updates across statically defined protection domains (the
LRU rank of all lines in a set must be modified as part of each update). This is
because software lacks a means to detect the LRU rank of the ways in its protection
domains, as this information is only exposed via victim selection on a cache miss.
Therefore, only the relative rank of lines in a protection domain may be observed.
By way of an analogy, consider a deck of cards. If a subset of cards is marked
(granted to a protection domain), and an unmarked card is drawn and placed at the
top of the deck, the relative order of the marked cards has not changed. Equivalently,
updating the LRU metadata of a line in a given protection domain cannot cause the
relative order of lines in another protection domain to change. The LRU policy is
therefore partitionable by design: one would not modify its implementation in a way
partitioned cache (but would need to restrict victim selection to the allocated sets
only, and sanitize LRU rank of any ways re-allocated to another domain).
Complex cache replacement policies such as DRRIP

[661

are more challenging to

partition securely. DRRIP employs dueling sets, dedicating a small group of cache
sets to each of its candidate replacement policies, occasionally switching the policy of
the remaining sets (follower sets) to employ the "winning" policy. The performance
counters associated with dueling sets must be securely partitioned among protection
domains, which frustrated by the dynamic nature of DAWG's policies. A detailed
explanation of a partitioned DRRIP policy is out of the scope in this manuscript.
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Figure 6-9: Data movement across protection boundaries in a way-partitioned cache
with DAWG.

6.1.5

Sharing across protection domains and copy-on-write

In a way-partitioned cache, movement of data across protection domains is not
straightforward, but is necessary for enclave I/O. At a minimum, the SM must be
able to move data across protection domain boundaries to load enclaves and implement local attestation (Section 5.6.2). Consider a simple example of memcopy(&dest,
&src, size) - a short program that reads bytes from src and immediately stores
them in dest. If the two pointers reference memory in different protection domains,
the system must take care to cache the bytes of src and the instructions of memcpy
in the appropriate protection domains. A reasonable system may write cache lines in
the recipient's domain, and read them from the donating domain's cache lines (which
may be dirty). Doing so is performant, as it does not require main memory accesses
for cached data. If the SM performs the memcpy, its instructions should be cached by
the SM's protection domain. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 6-9.
A set-partitioned cache unambiguously maps a physical address to a cache set, so
physical memory isolation of protection domains ensures an SM's memcpy correctly
interacts with protection domains in the cache as described above. A way-partitioned
cache, however, requires some help: the SM's program must be able to hit on bytes
of src cached in another protection domain, and perform stores on behalf of yet
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another protection domain (that of dest). The way-partitioned cache described in
Section 6.1.3 and further explored in DAWG

[75] allows

for such movement of data by

manipulating policy-hitmap and policy-f illmap for the core's loads, stores, and
fetches independently: fetch (the instructions of memcpy) should hit and fill in the
SM's domain, whereas loads and stores should hit in the donating domain (src) and
fill in the receiving one (dest), respectively.
Unlike this thesis, DAWG addresses process isolation in the context of a trusted
operating system, and is therefore very concerned with efficient data movement across
domains, a common occurrence in a software system with pervasive sharing of physical pages. Read-only sharing in particular is common: shared libraries, de-duplicated
physical pages (e.g., Transparent Page Sharing [1501)2. Read-only sharing is especially
important in implementing a copy-on-write pattern, on which modern operating systems rely heavily. When forking a process, the OS marks all of its pages read-only,
and maps the read-only pages into both copies of the newly forked process. Once
either process attempts to write its pages, a page fault instructs the OS to memcpy
the page in question to a new (and writable) page and update the faulting process's
page map. The forked process only receives a private copy of pages after writing
them, thus the term "copy-on-write".
In order to enable this common pattern, DAWG tackles the complexity of mapping
read-only pages across protection domains while preserving cache way isolation. At
a low level, this is a simple matter of manipulating the hit and fill maps as described
above, but may lead to a given cache line being replicated in multiple ways of the
same cache in violation of the cache coherence protocol. DAWG therefore requires
the OS take care to prevent this from ever happening. In the context of the security
monitor, however, read-only-sharing is not required (protection domains exclusively
own non-overlapping regions of memory).
Correct speculative behavior of any code that works across protection domains is
also crucial for security: these code segments must disable isolation of cache ways,
and mis-speculated accesses across cache isolation boundaries may then inadvertently
2

VM page sharing is typically disabled due to concerns raised by shared cache tag attacks [631
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communicate sensitive information. DAWG argues that such code segments are limited to a few well-audited routines such as copy-fromuser and mmap, and proposes
carefully serializing their execution via fences. The code segments would not be entirely safe from a motivated attacker, but this approach limits the surface area for
Spectre-style attacks to a very narrow interface. This thesis takes a more conservative approach, requiring that all security monitor memory accesses be serialized,
effectively disabling speculative loads, as described in Section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6-10: The modern high-performance SoC case study.

6.2

Case study: M16, the speculative out-of-order
multiprocessor

Much like the multiprocessor SoC discussed in Chapter 5, this case study considers
a multiprocessor with familiar devices connected by a coherent MMIO on-chip network. Each core receives private entropy from an RNG, and executes the contents of
a ROM after each reset event. While the SoC described previously served to ground
a discussion of architecturalisolation and illustrated the high-level concepts employed
by the SM, this case study looks below the abstraction of protection domains and
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CPU purge. This SoC therefore includes many modern microarchitectural optimizations: coherent caches, an aggressively speculative out-of-order processor (based on
RiscyOO), and a DRAM controller. Figure 6-10 shows a block diagram of the SoC
used throughout this chapter - a processor system approaching that of a tablet or
high-end phone, and not dissimilar from high-end processors.

6.2.1

Baseline processor architecture: RiscyOO

M16 extends and modifies the open-source RiscyOO [170]: an aggressively speculative out-of-order processor system. RiscyOO is an implementation of the RISC-V
instruction set architecutre (RV64IMAC, specifically), and implements most features
of modern microprocessors: register renaming, branch prediction, non-blocking caches
and TLBs, and superscalar and speculative execution. RiscyOO can issue loads speculatively, while prior instructions have unresolved branches or memory addresses.
RiscyOO also has a coherent shared L2 (LLC, the last level cache) cache implementing a directory and the MSI coherence protocol. This LLC is inclusive with the private
Li caches of each core. Each cache uses a set of state machines (MSHRs) to track
concurrent memory accesses The RiscyOO cores also implement a concurrent hardware page table walker able to perform several address translations simultaneously,
and a corresponding cache (TLB).
RiscyOO implements a wealth of relevant pathways by which mutually distrusting
programs can interfere and implement communication channels or speculative data
taps such as demonstrated by Spectre. As such, RiscyOO is a compelling baseline
for a case study of protection domains necessary to implement enclaves with SRE
(Section 3.3.7) in a modern high-performance processor system.

6.2.2

Protection domains throughout MI6s memory hierarchy

Architectural isolation of memory, as described by Chapter 5 ensures protection domains use disjoint physical address spaces. Unfortunately, having disjoint address
spaces between programs is not enough to achieve non-interference between protec152

tion domains. In addition to interference through the cache, which is addressed by
Section 6.1, any implementation with protection domains through the memory hierarchy must also partition all other aspects of the memory subsystem: in the concrete
case of the baseline RiscyOO subsystem, these are arbiters, queues, cache access state
machines (MSHRs), and the DRAM controller. Further, the shared cache implements
an MSI cache coherence protocol for each core's inclusive instruction and data caches
- all complex mechanisms where accesses from different protection domains may interact and interfere.
In order to isolate protection domains throughout the memory hierarchy, M16
must ensure that accesses from different domains do not interfere in the many subsystems within the memory hierarchy. This extends beyond simple partitioning of the
last level cache, and must address limited arbiter bandwidth, head-of-line blocking in
various queues, and allocation of limited bandwidth. This section examines the parts
of the M16 memory subsystem where, on the RiscyOO baseline, mutually distrusting
programs could observe interference and therefore break SRE. For each, we discuss
how M16 implements a guarantee of non-interference. Another processor system may
require different considerations to implement protection domains in the memory hierarchy; this discussion should serve as an example rather than a prescription for
isolating this complex structure.

Cache partitions in the LLC
M16 partitions the last level cache via page coloring, a simple scheme that takes
advantage of cache set selection in a set associative cache: a bitfield within the physical
address specifies the address's set in the cache. By allocating all addresses with a
given cache set index to a given protection domain, the allocated cache lines are
isolated with regards to cache tag state and replacement metadata: an adversary has
no physical addresses with which to observe interference via these channels in the
cache. M16 applies this technique at page granularity (as described in Section 6.1.2)
in conjunction with the SM's TLB invariant (Section 5.4) to implement protection
domains in LLC sets as a direct effect of physical memory partitioning, without
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requiring modifications to the cache to isolate domains in the LLC (modifications
are, however, required to partition cache and coherence bandwidth). The RiscyOO
page table walker structure, and M16's modifications to it (in red) are shown in
Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-11: An invariant-checking circuit (in red) added to the page table walker
(PTW) interposes on every page walk in M16, ensuring that every virtual address
translation abides by protection domain boundaries via the core's DRAM region
access policy (set by the memrbm CSR).

DRAM controller bandwidth partitioning
DRAM is organized as a small hierarchy over a set of memories: banks, rows, and
columns. When accessing a DRAM module, a controller issues a series of commands
to specify which part of the address space it will operate on before issuing short
bursts of reads or writes. Due to the physics of DRAM, its rows must occasionally
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be "refreshed", making some or all of the DRAM module unavailable for memory
accesses for a short while. A modern DRAM controller is quite intelligent in its use of
the memory interfaces, re-using opened address spaces, and even rearranging memory
accesses to remove address operations. In order to optimize for throughput, a modern
controller considers the sequence of outstanding memory accesses via a priority queue
and looks for opportunities to remove unnecessary commands. As a result, memory
access latency may vary with the activity and locality of other accesses.

Consider programs pi and
P2

P2

where pi accesses addresses in DRAM bank 0, and

is accessing addresses in DRAM banks 1, 2, and 3. The two programs issue re-

quests concurrently, meaning the DRAM controller receives some interleaving of these
requests. If a series of P2's requests touch the same bank repeatedly, the controller
would pack them into subsequent operations with no address space commands, which
would be detectable by pi via variation of its own latency of DRAM accesses. The
latency of accesses observed by pi is therefore not independent of

P2,

which would

preclude a proof of SRE in the presence of an adversary able to detect this variation.

To correct this, the DRAM controller must exhibit latency independent of activity
in other domains. A complex scheme may opt to implement independent queues for
each active domain (there are at most as many as the number of CPU cores on M16),
and statically allocate bandwidth among them. Recall that a round robin scheme
here would not be suitable, as it is a form of demand scheduling, and would leak
a measure of activity in other domains. A DRAM controller is, however, able to
freely engage in behaviors independent of CPU memory accesses, such as row refresh.
The DRAM controller used for the M16 prototype models DRAM accesses as a constant latency, which meets the abovementioned requirements (the memory subsystem
statically partitions arbiter bandwidth among active protection domains). We leave
the exploration of variable latency DRAM controllers that are timing independent to
future work.
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Figure 6-12: Internal microarchitecture of LLC in RiscyOO.
Partitioning the cache coherence protocol
M16 implements a directory-based MSI cache coherence protocol in a way that is
intimately tangled with the LLC architecture. This is a consequence of its implementation as a set of Bluespec System Verilog (BSV) [151 rules, but is representative of
other complex cache state machines. This discussion attempts to divorce the implementation of protection domains in the cache coherence protocol from other forms of
isolation in the inemory hierarchy. As a result. this discussion sacrifices some precision
for clarity.
The LLC uses dedicated links to communicate cache coherence messages to Li
caches within each processor core. Each link consists of a triplet of FIFOs relaying
(1) upgrade requests from the L1, (2) downgrade responses from the L1, and (3)
upgrade responses and downgrade requests from the LLC, respectively [147]. The
LLC is connected to the DRAM controller using a pair of FIFOs servicing requests
and responses (the DRAM controller only sends responses for reads).
The LLC tracks concurrent memory accesses via miss status handling registers
(MSHRs) and a pipeline implementing access to the cache RAMs.

The pipeline

services Li upgrade requests, Li downgrade responses, and DRAM responses. In
addition to fetching the tag and data via the pipeline, an upgrade request from Li
must also reserve an MSHR entry before entering the pipeline.
After the cache pipeline, an Li upgrade request is relayed to its core via the UQ
FIFO in Figure 6-12, and the response data is buffered in the MSHR entry. If a cache
miss or replacement occurs, the Li upgrade request forces a DRAM access. In this
case, M16 buffers the writeback data in the MSHR entry. Finally, any MSHR entry
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that downgrades any Li sends the downgrade request as soon as the corresponding
FIFO is available.
M16 enclaves reside in dedicated physical memory, and are cached in dedicated
LLC sets.

Given that a core executes exactly one protection domain, the cache

coherence traffic sent to a core does not cross a protection domain boundary. The
LLC effectively executes in a way similar to fine-grained multithreaded pipeline: clock
cycles are statically allotted to a given core. Any requests from that core must wait
in the core's queue until the requisite clock cycle, and LLC bandwidth is wasted
whenever no requests are waiting in a core's queue. In sum, cache coherence messages
from different protection domains do not interfere in the LLC or at the cores.
The SM is a notable exception, and has unchecked physical access. The SM does
not mis-speculate memory accesses (Section 6.2.4), and API calls that cause the SM
to access state across protection domain boundaries are not considered private. These
APIs implement an explicit message passing protocol or events that cause enclaves
to be created, initialized, or destroyed; these functions do not have to be rigorously
isolated, so M16 tolerates their interference across domains via cache coherence messages.

Partitioning the memory subsystem queues, arbiters, and state machines
The L2 cache in RiscyOO can only handle a fixed number of requests at any given
time, and employs MSHRs to track the state of requests in progress. If there are no
free MSHRs, then the L2 cannot take any more requests and causes multiple cycles
of backpressure for the child Li caches trying to send requests.
Consider programs pi and P2 where pi exhibits frequently requests fills via the
L2's MSHRs. If

P2

then causes a cache miss, and MSHR is presently available, the

request must wait. This delay is observable by software and reveals activity in other
protection domains, precluding SRE for any adversary able to observe this latency
variability.
To avoid this problematic behavior, M16 exclusively associates MSHRs with protection domains in the LLC. While MSHRs could be allocated as a separate machine
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resource for considerable flexibility (one can imagine a workload requiring little cache
or physical memory, but exhibiting high demand for memory bandwidth), doing so
complicates partitions of various arbiters and queues in the network on chip. M16 employs a simpler tactic of statically allocating MHSRs to cores. This means that M16
isolates memory bandwidth between cores, not protection domains - a conservative
design decision in service of clarity.
M16 carefully eliminates backpressure throughout the memory hierarchy in order
to allow its bandwidth to be statically partitioned. For example, since each MSHR
may issue two memory accesses (a writeback and a fill), M16 implements only as many
MSHRs as required to fill the DRAM request queue in the worst case. Likewise,
M16 ensures that the depth of UQ at least equals the number of MSHRs, making
backpressure through this queue impossible.
Arbiters throughout the memory hierarchy must be designed to not introduce
arbitration delay across protection domain boundaries (Figure 6-13). Round robin
arbitration is a form of demand scheduling, so the arbiters employed by M16 statically partition bandwidth, and waste cycles whenever no work is present on an input's
designated clock cycle. Each domain (core, in M16) must effectively have a dedicated
channel to lower levels of the hierarchy. This is a tall order, and may be relaxed if
we can argue that software cannot practically observe single-cycle delays due to arbitration. All of the above requires the memory subsystem employ protection domain
origin tags throughout. This is conservatively achieved via the origin core ID in M16,
as its cores are not simultaneously shared by multiple domains.
A purge or clean operation must block until the domain's MSHRs free up, signaling the absence of outstanding memory access. At this point, the microarchitectural
state corresponding to the domain can be scrubbed safely. Section 6.1.3 calls out that
cache replacement metadata corresponding to a protection domain must be erased
when the corresponding cache lines are allocated to another domain. Naturally, the
cache lines being re-allocated must be invalidated as well.
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Figure 6-13: Microarchitecture of LLC in The M16 processor [251 to achieve microarchitectural isolation.
6.2.3

PURGE-ing core microarchitectural state

This section examines in detail the implementation of a purge operation in the
context of a complex out-of-order and aggressively speculative processor core: the
RiscyOO [170]. What follows is a detailed walkthrough of the stateful elements of
the RiscyOO core, enumerating all state that must be scrubbed as part of purge
as implemented by the M16 [25] processor. While architecture-specific, this section
illustrates the concepts that must be applied to any architecture when implementing
purge.
In-flight instructions: The out-of-order core consists of many modules containing
bookkeeping state for in-flight instructions: the register renaming table, register free
list, reorder buffer, issue queues, scoreboard, speculation tag manager, load store
queue (with corresponding MSHRs), store buffers, and various FIFOs, and smaller
modules. When a core is re-allocated to another protection domain, however (at
a context switch such as an enclave exit), all of these stateful elements must be
made to unambiguously represent the "no instruction is currently in the processor
pipeline" state belonging to one protection domain in order to ensure no information
crosses the protection domain boundary via microarchitectural state during the context switch. Normally this is straightforwardly true: the baseline RiscyOO processor
correctly flushes these states on privilege change to handle read after write hazards
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when changing the privilege level, so no intervention is necessary on this system in
this regard: RiscyOO does not implement simultaneous multithreading, so the core
.

does not ever belong to multiple domains concurrently 3

A complication arises due to the fact that a multitude of states throughout the
modules of the out-of-order core equivalently describe an empty pipeline. For example, a complete register free list indicates an empty pipeline, but there exist multiple
permutations of the free list. Interestingly, this does not require special consideration
so long as these equivalent "free" states are not distinguishable by any software: no
variation in timing nor any difference in execution trace are observable, as any register
assignment is equivalent to any other in RiscyOO. A similar situation pertains to the
issue queue, where instructions are held pending issue. The RiscyOO processor implements its issue queue as a circular buffer with associated head and tail pointers, and
any configuration where head and tail pointers are equal equivalently represents an
empty state, indistinguishable by software. While not applicable in RiscyOO, a priority queue would require additional care to correctly flush program-dependent state.
The MIPS R10000 [165], for example, favors issuing instructions from low-numbered
slots in the queue, so different physical register assignments are not equivalent to a
software adversary.
The above examples underscore the necessity of careful evaluation of microarchitectural state throughout the core.

M16 [25] considers each pipeline module of

RiscyOO in prescribing the mechanism for the flushing of microarchitectural state
of the processor pipeline.

Should such analysis become unreasonably complex, a

comprehensive reset of all pipeline state is also convincing, if at all practical.
Branch predictor structures: Branch predictors were demonstrated as a viable
surface for hijacking speculative execution as part of Spectre [79, 60, 77]. In addition
to influencing the (speculative) path of execution, these structures are deeply stateful
and can be modulated to transmit information: branch predictions observed after a
context switch reveal evidence of prior control flow. To purge the branch predictor
3

There is no problem with sharing within a protection domain, such as in the case of a context
switch from an untrusted process to the untrusted OS.
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state, the predictor must reach a well-defined public state, for example via a reset
to its initial state. In order to reduce the overhead of cold branch prediction after
each context switch, the processor may opt to implement primitives for saving and
restoring predictor state, if practical.
Li Caches, TLBs, and translation caches:

Attacks exploiting shared cache

tag state to observe secret-dependent changes in memory access latency are a wellexplored field, offering increasingly practical examples of private state leakage via
the cache.

Any attack that relies on interference in the cache may use not only

the shared L2 cache (which M16 partitions to address this class of vulnerability as
per Section 6.1.2), but also the Li caches, which are time-shared by the programs
scheduled onto the same core. In order to obviate these attack surfaces, Li caches,
along with TLBs (both Li and L2) and translation caches, must be flushed on context switches. (TLBs and translation caches are all private to the core.) In addition
to the tag state, the cache lines' replacement policy state must also be scrubbed
(Section 6.1.4); RiscyOO fortunately employs a pseudo-random replacement policy
(Section 6.1.4) with no replacement state. The TLBs (both Li and L2) and translation caches likewise use set associative structures with LRU replacement policies.
RiscyOO's implementation of the LRU policy is self-cleaning: when no line's data is
present in a set, new lines are filled in a pre-defined order; the act of filling an LRU
cache to prime it for eviction scrubs private information in the replacement state.
A noteworthy observation: L2 cache lines are not scrubbed as part of a CPU core
purge in MJ6 - these lines need only be scrubbed when re-allocating corresponding physical memory. Protection domains use disjoint regions of physical memory,
which correspond to disjoint sets in the L2 via set coloring. L2 lines belonging to
a de-scheduled protection domain are inaccessible and can remain in the L2 until
the domain is scheduled. MI6 does not allow for memory shared between arbitrary
protection domains, which greatly simplifies isolation in the memory hierarchy (the
complex behavior described in Section 6.1.5 is not required in M16); all communication between domains is mediated by a security monitor, as described in Section 5.4.1.
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Tolerating control flow speculation by the CPU
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Figure 6-14: The enclave eo (on coreo) has restricted access to physical memory,
and can thus speculate freely: no access made by coreo would violate eo's protection
domain boundary.

RiscyOO is an aggressively out-of-order execution processor: speculative instruction fetches, speculative loads, and speculative page table walks cause physical menory accesses even when the processor speculates control flow decisions incorrectly. As
a consequence, a core's memory access trace, as observed in the memory hierarchy,
is not strictly a function of the text of a program, but also of microarchitectural
state, such as the state of various predictors. In order to achieve non-interference, a
core's memory accesses (including speculative accesses) must respect protection domain boundaries. While it is easy to write a program that only performs loads and
stores on certain addresses, guaranteeing this on a core capable of control flow speculation is far more difficult: the program must never emit speculative accesses or page
walks that touch physical memory outside its designated protection domain.
Achieving these strong guarantees for generic software in the presence of speculation is extremely challenging (Section 6.1.5) and demands precise knowledge of
the speculative behavior a core implements. For M16 enclaves, however, we find reasoning about speculative execution to be quite straightforward. Unlike Sanctum, in
The M16 processor an enclave does not share virtual address space with untrusted
software, as explained in Section 5.4.1, and uses private page tables located entirely
within its protection domain. Furthermore, M16 does not share any physical memory
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across enclave boundaries, so the TLB invariant (Section 5.4) ensures no protection
domain may access the memory of another, including during a page walk, even speculatively. In sum, a core executing an enclave is entirely unable to originate a memory
access operation outside the enclave's protection domain at any point, as illustrated
by Figure 6-14.
untrusted

SM

LLC

RAM

Figure 6-15: The SM has unchecked access to all physical memory. The SM must not
mis-speculate accesses to any memory outside its protection domain.
The above statement has a notable complication: the security monitor has unchecked
access to physical memory, and its memory accesses may thus violate protection domain boundaries freely. The SM therefore must not speculatively load addresses, nor
should it speculatively fetch outside of the security monitor's own binary (Figure 615). Given that the SM does not interpose on steady-state execution, and is not a
significant performance bottleneck, we disable speculation within the SM. We achieve
this in M16 by restricting instruction fetch to a range of addresses corresponding to
the security monitor, and by throttling register renaming in machine-mode execution
(exclusively used by the security monitor), effectively serializing execution. Mispredictions may still allow incorrectly fetched instructions, causing instruction cache
fills, but cannot cross the SM's protection domain boundary. Restricting instruction
fetch prevents the security monitor from leaking information via the shared cache
by jumping/branching to a data-dependent address visible to an adversary. Further,
we replicate the security monitor's code within each enclave (Section 5.5.1), so invoking an enclave's communication primitive does not leave unintended side effects
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in another domain: the monitor's text is not shared by protection domains, and
data accesses are non-speculative (see above) and touch only the memory the SM
explicitly intends to access. A more sophisticated implementation may allow for safe
speculation within the security monitor while guaranteeing isolation, and allow for
finer-grained communication between protection domains, and is deferred to future
work.

6.3

Toward enclave SRE on a modern computer system

The M16 processor does not refine the TAP (Section 3.3) because the abstract platform
does not model arbitration in the memory hierarchy, cache coherence, control flow
prediction, or speculative execution. It is nevertheless instructive to suggest how the
TAP can be adapted to simulate M16 and confer SRE to this modern processor.
Augmenting the TAP to model a complex modern memory hierarchy is straightforward: in addition to modelling virtual memory translation as a partial map from
virtual to physical addresses, the TAP must model memory accesses as utilizing a
shared infrastructure of channels and state machines (MHSRs and network channels).
Since the only aspect of these structures the TAP has to consider is their "owner"
for a given memory access (a specific enclave or untrusted software), the TAP can
simply model the allocation of these resources to cores via a partial map. This TAP
would augment its memory access semantics to take as input an unused value from
the core's partial map, and return not only the datum and a cache hit flag, but also
a memory hierarchy "interference" flag signaling that two memory accesses had the
same label.
Modelling speculative execution in the TAP is a more complex problem, and is
the subject of ongoing research. One could model it by reproducing parameterized
control and data flow speculation mechanisms adopted by modern processors, or to
simply allow arbitrary speculative execution of any fetch or load operations the core
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is not explicitly disallowed from making, alongside sequential execution of a program.
This would effectively describe arbitrary mispredictions that do not cross domain
boundaries.

No matter the model, a modified TAP must prove that its form of

speculative execution respects protection domain at all times - a challenging proof
that is far out of scope for this thesis. With any modification to the TAP, it's SRE
property must be re-proven before it can confer this property to a real processor
system such as M16 via refinement.

6.3.1

Proof sketch: confidentiality

Consider a hypothetical enclave from which an adversary is able to extract a secret.
It must follow that the secret is exfiltrated in one of the following pathways:
1. The enclave has a vulnerability in that it transmits the secret with no adversarial
influence.
2. The enclave has a vulnerability, allowing the adversary to query the secret by
interacting with the enclave.
3. The SM fails to isolate the enclave, allowing the adversary to access the secret.
4. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave's protection domain, allowing the adversary
to access the secret.
The proof outlined in Section 5.7.2 is a strict subset of this proof and covers (1),
(2), and (3). The proof must also consider the SoC's implementation of protection
domains, and any possible interference via the caches, NoC arbitration, cache coherence, and speculative execution. Each enclave executes in a dedicated protection
domain, and Section 6.2 makes the somewhat involved argument for M16's comprehensive isolation of its protection domains by painstakingly visiting each shareable
facet of the architecture and describing the isolation mechanism employed. Accepting
the argument in Section 6.2 covers (4).
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6.3.2

Proof sketch: integrity

Consider also a hypothetical trusted enclave that is successfully modified by an adversary. The adversary has the following pathways to accomplish this goal.

1. The adversary can take advantage of a vulnerability in the enclave to modify it
after it had been measured.
2. The SM allows the attacker to influence some initial state of the enclave that is
not covered by measurement, thereby influencing its execution.
3. The SM fails to isolate the enclave, allowing the adversary to modify it after it
had been sealed.
4. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave's protection domain, allowing the adversary
to modify its memory.
5. The SoC fails to isolate the enclave's protection domain, allowing the adversary
to influence its execution without modifying its memory.

As above, Section 5.7.3 covers (1) and (3).

The SoC's memory hierarchy and

speculative behavior are assumed correct, so the architectural isolation of enclaves, as
managed by the SM, is also correct. The SM ensures the enclave's initial architectural
state is well-defined and described by the measurement. This this does not, however,
preclude variance in the enclave's microarchitectural state due to speculative behavior
of untrusted software, or mis-speculations within the SM itself due to influence from
untrusted software. Recall, however, that the SM does not issue speculative loads,
and the enclave's initial microarchitectural state is scrubbed via a purge operation
(Section 6.2.3), so (2) is covered. Speculative stores are not a feature of M16, so (4) is
covered by the argument of Section 5.7.3 as well. Protection domain isolation covers
(5) as in Section 6.3.1.
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6.3.3

Proof sketch: measurement

Consider also a hypothetical trusted enclave, which the adversary is able to successfully impersonate. The adversary has the following pathways to accomplish this goal.
1. The first party accepts a bogus attestation by failing to authenticate the victim
or the SM or the platform or by failing to verify a broken digital signature.
2. Adversary exfiltrates the SM's attestation key (SKsw) directly from the SM,
and can use it to forge an attestation.
3. Adversary has access to the platform key (SKD), and can use it to simulate a
trusted loader measuring a victim, and then to forge an attestation.
4. The trusted loader fails to differentiate a malicious SM from the trusted one,
and endows the adversary with the trusted SM's attestation keys.
5. The SM incorrectly implements local attestation, allowing the adversary to trick
the signing enclave into producing an attestation for a bogus enclave.
6. The adversary exfiltrates SKsw from the signing enclave.
7. The adversary compromises the signing enclave's integrity, causing it to incorrectly issue an attestation.
8. The SoC fails to isolate protection domains isolation, allowing an adversary to
tamper with a running enclave and replace it with an enclave-provided one after
it had been measured and sealed.
Measurement is largely covered by Section 5.7.4 and the SoC's functional correctness, with the exception of (2) and (6). A correctly implemented SM reveals SKsw
only to a trustworthy signing enclave, which must not reveal the key or information
about it directly or via observable metadata (output values or timing). While this
is difficult to argue for an arbitrary program with complex semantics, the signing
enclave is very simple: it only outputs the bytes of a digital signature, and can implement this operation in a constant number of clock cycles time padding its execution
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and waiting on the mtime CSR (a free-running cycle counter readable by enclaved
software). Coupled with the argument of isolated protection domains made in Section 6.3.1, (6) is covered. The SM runs in a dedicated protection domain, does not
issue speculative loads, and does not compute on the value of SKsw, so the same
argument in Section 6.3.1 covers (2) as well.
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Chapter 7
Enclaved Software
Chapters 5 and 5 outlined an execution model for isolated processes (enclaves), but did
not propose any specific programming model nor framework for enclaved applications.
Enclaves are low-level primitives that are similar to but are rather less flexible than
conventional processes Enclaves are instead closer cousins to embedded software than
a typical modern software stack, as they receive no services from the OS and are
expected to manage their own resources, implement event handlers (if applicable),
and be otherwise self-reliant.
This chapter examines an assortment of small enclaved applications to illustrate
the flexibility and limitations of enclaved programs and to demonstrate a set of good
practices for reasoning about the trusted functions they implement. We also construct
a simple RPC framework (Section 7.3) as an example of a productive abstraction
implementing a common design pattern. The thesis does not advocate for any specific programming model other than to caution the reader against including undue
complexity in the trusted computing base. Including an entire runtime library for
a modern programming language, for example, would be a very poor attempt at a
trustworthy implementation. In practice, we expect enclaves to be at their most useful when they are least complex (and therefore easiest to prove correct). For example,
a trusted function implemented via an enclave requires no dynamic memory management, nor paging; its page tables can be static and pre-configured. Underpinning the
correct use of all enclaves is a strict adherence to the attestation protocol.
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Enclave attestation

7.1

Recall that the SM implements enclave attestation via a dedicated "signing enclave"
(Section 5.6). This enclave receives requests for attestation (signature of a datum
and enclave measurement with the SM's attestation key (SKsw)).
Listing 7.1 details an implementation of a rudimentary attestation enclave as
described in Section 5.6.3 at a high level. This enclave is structured as a trusted
service implementing two APIs: expect(eid) and attest(eid): untrusted APIs
that instruct the signing enclave to prepare and read its mailboxes, respectively (Sec-

tion 5.6.2)
Listing 7.1: Simple implementation of a signing enclave trusted by the SM to retrieve
and use the platform's attestation keys.
typedef struct attestation io t {
enum incommand { Expect , Attest }:
enclave t * in_ requesting_ enclave;
} attestation_ io_ t

iiut

ruisted

bool is enclave initalized
public _Ieyt attestation pk;
secret keyt attestation-sk;
attestation
4 ;

_io__t

io __attribute__

((section

untrusted

shared _with

init enclave () {
platform_ get_ field (&attestation_ pk , PLATFORMASTTESTATONPK);

void

/ Only succeeds for an enclave whose measurement
enclave

c

platform
is

_

get

enclave

--

attestation

the

field(&attestation_ sk , PLATFORMASITESTATIONSK)

i iitalized = true;

}
void enclave_ enter
attestation io t

(){

memcpy( &_1o, kio,
if

( !is

io;

sizeof(_io)

_enclave _initalized

);

) { init enclave (); }

)

switch (io->in command) {
case Expect:
platform_ expect-mail( _io. in requesting enclave
break;
case Attest
hash t sender; // measurement of the sender enclave
hash t message;
if (-platform_ get _mail(&message, &sender) ) {
signature t attestation;
hash t atTestation message;
hash contextt hashcontext;

)

hash init( &hash context );
hash extend( &hash context, sender, sizeof(sender)
hash extend( &hash_context, message, sizeof(message
hash finalize ( &hashcontext, &attestation _message
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);
;

41

sign ( &attestation message
sizeof ( attestation message),

.1
44

attestation

pk

, ,

42

attestation sk
&attestaton

45

1
5o

}

51

}

}

platform_ send

mail(

attestation

,

_io.in_ requesting_ enclave

)

)

46
47

52

io.out

io. out

s
56
57

ce}

pk = pk;

attestation = attestation

memcpy( &io, &_io, sizeof(_io)
enclaveexit ()

)

s

Recall that we make no attempt to guarantee service, and nothing about the design

of this attestation enclave makes an attempt to circumvent or tolerate a deviation
from the prescribed protocol by untrusted software. Arbitrary enclaves may request

an attestation, and the OS may lie about the recipient of the attestation signature
itself (by sending an incorrect io. inrequestingenclave argument). The signature
is not private and is of no value to any enclave other than the requesting one).

In order collaborate with the signing enclave, the requesting enclave must know
the eid (enclave ID, Section 5.5.3) of an instance of the signing enclave. This is an
untrusted pointer provided by system software, so the attestation request ought not
contain any private information (only a commitment to private information). Let M
denote the attestation message: a public key, commitment to a secret, or a verifierprovided nonce, for example. Section 7.2 Once the attestation enclave mails a completed attestation, the requesting enclave can use (get-mail(&out.buf f er)) to fetch
the signature needs to convince complete a convincing attestation: SignsM(M, HE),
where HE is the requesting enclave's measurement. The other components of a compelling attestation: PKD, PKsw, Hsw, etc. are public and do not rely on any complex
protocol.
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A minimal enclaved application

7.2

Consider a concrete implementation of a simplistic enclaved program and corresponding verifier. This enclave, as shown by Listing 7.2, implements a proof of elapsed time
(PoET [33], a power-efficient proof of cost paid using trusted hardware) primitive.
The PoET logic is trivial, and amounts to a random-length delay via a sequence of
No-Ops (precisely, a no-op loop of random length). The bulk of the enclaved code
implements untrusted I/O and negotiates an attestation.
Listing 7.2: Simple enclaved proof-of-elapsed-time primitive (PoET).

I

typedef struct poet io t {
enui in command { RequestAttestation
enclave t * in attestation_ enclave ;
4I
hash t in nonce;
signture~t out -attest ation
5

,

2

AttestationReady };
untrusted

S} poetio-t;
7

bool

is

enclave

initalized

o noncet-nonce;
10

ii poetio

t io

__attribute_-

("sliared

((section

with i

ntrusteI)))

12

void init enclave (nonce t * innonce) {
is encfave initalized = true;
(nonce_
meiCpy(&nonce , in nonce

1i

}

t

)

14
15

13

17

1 void wait random duration() {
size t duration;
19
platformget random bytes(
20

(duration),

&duration

21

t i=0; i<duration;

for (size

22

count = count+1;

23

//

i++)
the

make sure

loop

isn 't

a no-op

24.}
25
27
2
29)

void enclave enter () {
io;
poet io t
memcpy( &_io, &io, sizeof(_io)
if

30

!is

_enclave

initalized

) { init

enclave(&_io.nonce);

switch (io->in command) {
case RequesfAttestation:
platformexpectmail( _io. in _attestation_ enclave
platform send mail(
hash(&_io.nonce, sizeof(nonce_t)),
attestation enclave
io. in
break ;

32
33

34
35
36

}

)

37

3.s

case AttestationReady:

3s

platform _get_ mail( & io. out_attestation
wait randomduration); // elapse a random amount of time

)

10

I

break;

12

}

43
44

memcpy( &io, &_io, sizeof(_io)
enclave-exit()

45

46
4

(

);

)

2G

);

//

}
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Deliver

the PoET to untrusted SW

The enclave participates in a local attestation protocol (Section 5.6.2) to request
and receive a signature covering a in-nonce
The PoET enclave implements a random delay, in response to a verifier-provided
nonce (in-nonce). When invoked with a RequestAttestation command (the initial
invocation), the PoET enclave primes its mailbox to receive an attestation (via an
accept-mail(eid) SM call), and sends a request for attestation (send-mail(eid,
innonce)).

At this point, the enclave can spin on its local mailbox or yield to

untrusted software (enclave-exit() to be rescheduled after the signing enclave
had a chance to run. The untrusted software is responsible for orchestrating the
local attestation protocol, instructing the signing enclave to accept mail from the
requesting enclave, and invoking it after it has a request for attestation. Once the
PoET enclave is invoked with an AttestationReady command, the enclave fetches
its attestation (signature covering the nonce and the PoET enclave's measurement).
In order to verify that a random delay took place, the verifier needs to verify the
PoET enclave's measurement and nonce (check the signature), and verify the enclave
platform itself (PKD, PKsw, Hsw).

7.3

An RPC framework for a trusted state machine

A common design pattern that emerged as part of this thesis work is a trusted state
machine. At first invocation, the enclave assumes a well-defined "initial" state, and
implements state transitions at every invocation of enclaveenter.

These state

transitions specify an APL From the perspective of untrusted software, the enclave
implements remote procedure call (RPC) semantics. This section briefly describes a
framework for implementing generic instances of such enclaves.
To simplify attestation and key agreement, the RPC framework does not perform
individual attestations with a nonce, as was the case in Section 7.2. Instead, this
framework takes advantage of offline key agreement with ECDH [211 to establish
a public "identity" a public key for key agreement with the enclave. The enclaved
RPC framework produces an attestation covering the enclave's measurement and this
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public identity. This attestation is public, and can be made available as needed by
the untrusted software. Any remote party permitted to connect to the enclave can
encrypt and HMAC secret inputs for the enclave after accepting the attestation, and
can trust any output sent over the same encrypted channel.
While the enclaved application could implement sophisticated resource management including managing its own page tables, this is generally unnecessary for trusted
services. The enclave may easily implement useful portions of a standard library:
memcpy, memcmp, memset, etc. The enclave may even implement a rudimentary heap
by adopting a memory manager designed for embedded platforms (this implementation of malloc expects an environment with no operating system, and implements its
own free tree over a large fixed buffer).

7.4

Tamper-evident log service

By way of example, we extend the RPC enclave above (Section 7.3) to implement a
tamper-evident log: a trusted service that commits to a sequence of messages in a
tamper-evident way.
The log data structure is a chain of log entries, where the ith entry is of the form
(previ, commits, signature). The
logger "extends": prev

1

previ

commits to a "previous" log entry, which the

= hash((previ, commiti, signature)). The first log entry

is special, and includes the logger's public key PKL in place of

prevo

in order to

unambiguously root the log in the identity of a specific logger instance (conveniently,
a SHA-256 hash and an ED25519 public key are of equal length). The logger stores
the latest "previous" hash in its private memory. The remainder of the log is stored
in untrusted memory, as the logger only offers tamper evidence. Each log entry is a
commitment commiti = hash(Mi) to an untrusted message Mi. A zero commitment

indicates an empty message.
The logger implements a state machine of three states: (1) the initial state: uninitialized, (2) live, (3) stopped. In its first invocation, the logger generates a random key
pair (PKL, SKL), and sends an attestation request covering PKL in addition to the
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RPC framework's public key agreement identity. An uninitialized logger implements
an empty API, and does nothing but expect an attestation from the signing enclave.
Once the logger gets an attestation from the signing enclave, it transitions to
the live state, and implements two methods: log(M), which is explained below, and
stop() (which quite simply transitions the logger to the stopped state). In response
to log(M), the logger remains in the live state, computes and outputs a log entry as
described above, and updates its internal "previous" hash. A stopped logger is at the
end of its useful life and is unresponsive.
All API calls are blocking, and the logger has no notion of concurrency. With
each call to log, the logger effectively commits to the entire sequence of messages:
forking the log would require knowing the log key SKL. Any adversary wishing to
conceal an incriminating log entries must truncate the log. In order to offer a degree
of freshness, it is reasonable to demand the untrusted software to periodically log
entries by logging empty messages.
As is the case with every other enclave, the logger should not resist denial of service
because enclaves are unable to provide such a guarantee and are trivially destroyed
by untrusted software. Here, the untrusted software is expected to keep the logger
available in a serviceable state ("untrusted" does not imply "malicious").
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Chapter 8
Future Directions
This thesis presents a framework and vocabulary to implement and reason about
fully isolated software modules with process semantics: enclaves. The thesis is augmented by a system implementation

[871

that applies the topics described throughout

the manuscript to implement a concrete enclave-capable system via a modified MIT
Riscy processor system and a corresponding security monitor (Chapter 5). Chapter 7 detailed a few worked examples of enclaved software, but these were few and
rather simplistic. A green field of future work remains: the platform described in
this manuscript offers a new cost function for enclaved programs, one that is often at
odds with established wisdom for performance engineering and good design practices.
Enclaves also offer a powerful primitive with which to design trusted systems: a piece
of firm ground upon which trustworthy systems can be rigorously built with existing
techniques.

8.1

Suggested projects

This concluding chapter offers a set of suggested projects as challenging exercises to
the reader; each of these would be well worthy of a senior undergraduate or Master's
thesis.
At a high level, enclaves demand more developer-friendly programming models.
The RPC framework described in Section 7.3 is a productive start, but other frame177

works will simplify common design patterns for secure enclaves: trusted stateless function in the vein of the serverless web, trusted streaming processors, trusted control
systems, and trusted publisher-subscriber frameworks, to name a few. Frameworks
such as Asylo

[551

approach much-needed vendor independence and allow for easier

knowledge transfer between variously capable enclave platforms.

Much additional

work remains.

8.1.1

Sandboxed and enclaved programs

Enclaved applications must be correct: a vulnerability in the enclaved code negates
the SRE guarantees (Section 3.3.7) provided by the enclave container. A rigorously
implemented sandbox (NativeClient [167], for example) within an enclave would allow
enclaved applications to rely on a notion of control flow integrity, and to adhere to an
API. This would allow enclaves to accept more risk when interacting with untrusted
inputs, and would allow imperfect enclaves to fare better in the wild.

8.1.2

Trusted storage and ORAM

Enclaves operate with a fixed allocation of limited resources. While an enclave is free
to store portions of its data set in untrusted storage (by asking untrusted software
to implement and service a block storage API), this does not offer the enclave any
secrecy, integrity, nor freshness for the blocks stored in this manner.
One can straightforwardly apply well-known cryptographic techniques to implement encrypted storage with integrity and freshness (via a Merkle tree), using the
enclave's private memory as trusted state. If adversarial knowledge of the access pattern is problematic, the enclave may further protect itself by implement an ORAM.
Exploring the tradeoffs of complexity, performance, and threat model with regard to
trusted storage via untrusted system software is an excellent Master's thesis.
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8.1.3

Enclave platform attestation without
strict confidentiality

Existing enclave platforms offer a weak version of confidentiality. Intel SGX [35], for
example, explicitly excludes observations via shared resources such as the cache tag
state from its threat model. Unfortunately, both SGX and the enclave platform presented in this thesis rely on a strong guarantee of confidentiality in order to implement
remote attestation (Section 5.6.3). An incomplete guarantee of enclave confidentiality
may allow the platform's attestation keys to be observed, even gradually, allowing to
an adversary to forge attestations. This is precisely the reality SGX is facing with
the publication of Foreshadow [30], which is made worse by SGX's group signature
scheme and extreme cost of revoking stolen keys.
Implementing an enclave attestation scheme that can tolerate "leaky" enclaves
would be hugely valuable: the integrity guarantee upheld by enclaves is enormously
practical today, given the wide deployment of SGX and similar systems, but is of no
use without trustworthy attestation. Applying leak-resistant root of trust such as a
TPM, or concepts such as key sharing to attestation may prove fruitful.

8.2

Looking toward the future

We are beginning to see real, enormous damage wrought by years of negligent implementation of inexpensive and vulnerable systems in trusted settings (Chapter 1).
While extremely problematic, this unfortunate reality drives significant investment
into research [121, 91] and suggests that our collective priorities have begun to shift
away from performance and cost toward correctness and well-quantified trust. We
are encouraged and thrilled to see the beginning of widespread demand for the niche
knowledge to which this thesis aims to contribute.
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Appendix A
Related Work
The related prior art referenced below is grouped by categories comprising the major
sub-projects of the secure enclaved execution project presented in the thesis.

A.1

Secure bootloading

In order to establish a trusted environment for program execution, the host system
must first have booted into a verifiable state. If a step in the boot process is not
included in the attestation to the client then its state cannot be guaranteed and
it could potentially compromise the privacy or integrity of any subsequently loaded
programs. A trusted bootloader is typically the first component in this process and is
considered the root of trust for the boot process. It is the first code to run upon system
initialization and is responsible for checking the measurements and/or signatures of
subsequent components either locally or by utilizing a piece of trusted hardware such
as a TPM.
The primary distinctions between different secure boot processes used in practice are how they obtain their attestation root key, whether the root of trust for
measurement /verification differs from the root of trust for attestation, and whether
components are verified using a signature from the manufacturer or by a measurement
of their code.
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Heads [61] implements a measured boot process supported by a TPM where the
root of trust for the boot process is a write protected ROM and the root of trust
for authentication and attestation is the TPM. ARM's TrustZone does not provide a
canonical mechanism for remote attestation, but software in its secure world is able
to implement its own attestation. Intel's Secure Boot has both measured and verified
modes. For both modes microcode on the CPU is the root of trust for the boot process
[124]. In the measured mode a TPM is responsible for storing and attesting to the
measurements while in verified mode each component is signed by the manufacturer
and these signatures are verified prior to loading the component. In contrast, SGX
is not concerned with the boot process of the system in general and focuses only on
providing attestation and authentication for enclaves post boot using keys stored on
the processor [100, 111.
In all three cases, the TPM manufacturer and potentially the CPU manufacturer
are directly responsible for provisioning platform attestation/ authentication keys.

A.2

Trusted key derivation

Silicon physical unclonable functions (PUFs) were introduced in [681, and over the
past several years there have been several proposals for candidate silicon PUF architectures, which include delay PUFs [138] and SRAM PUFs

[59],

and several variants.

Silicon POK key generation was first introduced using Hamming codes in
more details were presented in [135].
theoretic.

[521

and

The security argument used is information-

Specifically, if one requires a k-bit secret from n bits generated by the

POK, then at most (n - k) bits could be exposed. The number of correctable errors
is quite limited in this approach. Fuzzy extractors

[45]

convert noisy biometric data

(either human or silicon) into reproducible uniform random strings, which can then
serve as secret keys in cryptographic applications. In the fuzzy extractor framework,
it is possible to extract near-full-entropy keys from a POK source while maintaining
information-theoretic security. The information-theoretic security, however, comes at
a high cost in terms of the raw entropy required and the maximum tolerable error
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rate. Even in cases where entropy remains after error correction (e.g.,

[98]),

there

may not be enough entropy remaining to accumulate the necessary bits for a 128-bit
key. Herder et al. [57] recognized that certain kinds of silicon biometric sources have
dynamically regenerated confidence information that does not require persistent storage memory and can in fact serve as a trapdoor. This results in an efficient extractor
in terms of the amount of helper data and the entropy requirement on the POK,
though the computational requirements of error correction may be higher than in
information-theoretic schemes. However, in the secure processor application of this
paper, error correction can be done in software making Herder et al.'s scheme attractive; the additional hardware that is required is a set of ring oscillators corresponding
to the POK. This is the flavor of PUF explored for a device secret (Section 4.6.2 in
this thesis).
Commercial secure processors such as Intel Skylake (which includes SGX) and
ARM's secure processor offerings (based on TrustZone) appear to use some form of
non-volatile memory to store a secret key. SGX patents disclose the use of a PUF
to generate a device-specific key from a fused key obfuscated in the design

[35].

The

Aegis processor was introduced in [136], and [139] described an implementation that
used a PUF to generate a symmetric key for use in attestation. The error correction
scheme used predated fuzzy extractors and was fairly limited in its capability

A.3

[52].

Remote attestation

Attestation by hardware components of a platform allows remote clients to verify
details of the system state. In particular, clients need to verify both the authenticity of the system performing the attestation and the integrity of their own remote
application. Platform authenticity is typically verified via its membership in a manufacturer managed group of all non-revoked platforms. During the manufacturing
process platforms are provisioned with public key pairs where the secret key is permanently bound to the platform. Group membership can be determined by verifying
signatures produced by the platform as only platforms with valid secret keys are able
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to generate signatures that can be verified by one of the public keys for the group.
These schemes can also be anonymous and unlinkable where the verifier learns only
the platform's membership in a specified group, but not which platform specifically
produced the signature or whether any pair of signatures was produced by the same
platform[26].
These platforms can then be responsible for signing the hash of a program's state
to demonstrate to a client that it was loaded as expected. The client's trust in this
process is rooted in the provisioning of the platform's secret key. Often, keys are
generated and provisioned explicitly by the manufacturer, but it is also possible to
generate keys on platform using a TRNG or PUF in such a way that the manufacturer
does not acquire knowledge of the platform's secret key.
Intel SGX, TXT, and TPMs are all able to provide attestations to remote clients
about platform state using keys directly provisioned by the device manufacturer.
TPM's use Direct Anonymous Attestations (DAA) where the signatures do not reveal
the identity of the signer unless the secret key used to generate the signature is
subsequently revealed [7].

A.4

Isolated execution

Many different approaches for providing trusted execution environments within semitrusted systems have been proposed [136, 32, 12, 51]. Differences are primarily found
in which components are trusted and whether any measurement or formal verification of these components is provided, whether isolation is provided by hardware or
software, and the different adversarial models that are considered.

A.4.1

Hardware support for isolated execution

Aegis [136], Bastion [32], SGX [100], Sanctum [36] and Komodo [51] all utilize hardware support to provide isolation for trusted execution environments.
Komodo and the work described in this manuscript both require isolated memory
regions, a protected execution environment for the monitor code, a root of trust for
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attestations, and a secure source of randomness. Bastion requires more significant
changes, including new registers, protected disk regions, and cache modifications, to
support its isolation guarantees [321. SeL4 [78] and the work of Andronick et al. [12],
which is based on seL4, do not require specialized hardware and instead rely on the
kernel to enforce isolation.

A.4.2
Komodo

Formal verification and trusted containers

[51],

seL4

[781,

and Andronick et al. [12] all provide formal verification for

their isolation models. SGX is neither verified nor easy to inspect as it is primarily implemented as undocumented processor microcode. SeL4

[78]

does not provide

enclave-like guarantees in terms of isolation, but it does demonstrate an example of
large, formally verified software implemented with security as a primary goal. While
the security monitor produced as part of this doctoral work is not itself formally verified, its design is based on a formally verified specification for enclaves as described
in [133].

A.4.3
Komodo

Side channel and hardware adversaries

[51]

supports protection against physical attacks on memory while Bastion

[51] provides defense against physical attacks on memory, buses, and disks. Neither
defends against memory access pattern attacks; provable defense against these types
of attacks requires Oblivious Random Access Memory (ORAM) as in the Ascend
processor [1221. Neither Komodo nor Bastion provide any defense against side channel
adversaries conducting attacks on shared caches, TLB, etc. SGX and Bastion are also
vulnerable to controlled channel attacks in which a malicious OS abuses its control
over paging to learn enclave access patterns. Neither seL4 [78] nor Andronick et al.

[12] explicitly consider side channel adversaries, but Andronick et al. mention flushing
shared resources before context switches as necessary to enforce isolation.
Sanctum

[36]

and the current implementation of the security monitor (Chapter 5)

defend against a large class of side channel attacks but do not consider hardware
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adversaries.

Hardening against an adversary capable of tampering with memory

requires the use of the memory controller of the Ascend processor [122] in Sanctum.
Excalibur [125] Policy Sealed Data: A New Abstraction for Building Trusted
Cloud Services Excalibur uses attribute based encryption to enforce customer defines
data access policies for cloud nodes. Nodes utilize Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs)
to measure their state and are only able to access encrypted data if this state meets
the policy requirements.

The idea of restricting data access under a set policy is

similar to that of enclaves implemented by the doctoral work summarized in this
proposal, however Excalibur does not impose any restrictions on computation post
decryption and defining a policy that would also prevent mismanagement or leakage
of the decrypted data would be difficult.
"Towards proving security in the presence of large untrusted components"[12] extends seL4 to enforce a security policy that provides isolation for large untrusted
components. In particular, they utilize taint tracking to identify whether a system
component has touched private state and ensure that any 'tainted' component is
flushed before it can be used by untrusted code. They intend to have this limit
the need for formal verification to only the much smaller set of trusted components.
This goal aligns closely with that of Sanctum and M16. Sanctum's elimination of the
OS from the set of components requiring formal verification reduces the overhead of
this task and provides more options for future modifications without requiring the
verification process to be redone.
Bolted[104] uses a TPM to measure a bare-metal system's software and firmware
state during its boot process. These measurements can be verified before any security
sensitive code or data is loaded onto the machine, preventing known malware from
gaining access. The sensitive state is cleared from the system or encrypted with a
key derived using the TPM's measurement to prevent it lingering between different
contexts. However, Bolted assumes all code running on the system is trusted once it
clears the boot process and doesn't consider processes with higher security requirements such as enclaves. The systems described in the thesis similarly derive keys from
measurements taken during the boot process, but focuses primarily on the context of
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enclaved computations post boot rather than seeking to identify malformed firmware
or OS code during the boot process.
SeL4 also demonstrates that a reduced TCB, comparable in size to the security
monitor discussed in Chapter 5 (few thousand lines of C) can be formally verified
despite this process being expensive. In the precise case of the L4 micro-kernel, the
effort was estimated to 11 "person years". This also strengthens the idea that verifying
large code base like the Linux kernel (several million lines of code) would take an
excessively amount of time, making it impossible to keep up with the evolution of
the platform. Therefore, the TCB, and by extension this section of formally verified
code should be kept as small as possible. This idea important in the design of the
Sanctum platform.

Micro-architectural side channel attacks
Attacks that exploit micro-architectural side channels to leak information come in
many varieties. Attacks using cache tag state-based channels are known to retrieve
cryptographic keys from a growing body of cryptographic implementations: AES[114,
22], RSA [29], Diffie-Hellman [80], and elliptic-curve cryptography [28], to name a few.
Such attacks can be mounted by unprivileged software sharing a computer with the
victim software [18].
Sophisticated channel modulation schemes such as flush +reload [163] and variants
of prime+probe

[97]

target the last-level cache (LLC), which is shared by all cores in

a socket. The evict+reload variant of flush+reload uses cache contention rather than
flushing [97]. A less common yet viable strategy corresponds to observing changes in
coherence [162] or replacement metadata [76].
Recently, multiple security researchers (e.g., [79, 60, 93]) have found ways for
an attacker to exploit speculative execution to create a transmitter in victim code
and leak secrets. Spectre and Meltdown have exploited the fact that code executing
speculatively has full access to any secret, and a host of variants have been proposed.
These attacks have motivated the design of the secure system discussed in the thesis,
specifically the high performance speculative processor system.
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A.4.4

Defending against side channel attacks

Set partitioning, i.e., not allowing occupancy of any cache set by data from different
protection domains, can disrupt cache state-based channels. It has the advantage of
working with existing hardware when allocating groups of sets at page granularity [92,
171] via page coloring [140, 73]. The work described in the thesis primarily relies on
set partitioning to defend against cache timing attacks.
Intel's Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [58, 62] and its variants (e.g., CATalyst [94]) provide a mechanism to configure each logical process with a class of service,
and allocates Last Level Cache (LLC) cache ways to logical processes. CAT-style partitioning is unfortunately insufficient for blocking all cache state-based channels: an
attacker sharing a page with the victim may observe the victim's use of shared addresses (by measuring whether a load to a shared address results in a cache hit).
DAWG [75] endows a set associative structure with a notion of protection domains
to provide strong isolation. Unlike CAT, DAWG disallows hits across protection domains. This affects hit paths and cache coherence [115], and requires modifications
to modern operating systems.
Since Spectre attacks are outside of the threat model anticipated by prior work,
many prior defenses that alter replacement policies are ineffective (e.g., SHARP [160],
RIC [72, 46]).
A alternative strategy to protect against cache timing attacks separate from partitioning is to randomize interference in the cache (e.g., RPcache [152, 82], Random
Fill Cache [95], Newcache [96], CEASER [119]). In the designs discussed in the thesis,
we do not allow adaptivity of cache area allocated to an enclave to protect against
cache occupancy attacks (e.g., [131]) and therefore we cannot use these techniques.
Recently, encryption of LLC cache addresses [119] was proposed to defeat cache timing attacks. Unfortunately, the security analysis assumes quadratic complexity for
finding eviction sets, when linear complexity schemes are available [148].
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Appendix B
Security Monitor Source Code
This chapter lists and annotates a representative subset of the security monitor (SM)
in an attempt to effectively communicates its relative simplicity, especially in contrast
with a typical trusted modern software stack.
The entire SM is published online 1871 under a permissive license, and will serve
as a foundation for several future projects. At the time of this writing, the business
logic of the SM consists of 1,901 LOC of largely ANSI C, but including 280 lines of
RISC-V assembly. A few hundred lines of cryptographic code and platform-specific
routines are omitted from this statistic.

B.1

Memory layout of the SM

The SM is lightly parameterized to accommodate architectures with different boot
addresses, differently sized supporting platform code, etc. The SM consists of two
separate units of compilation: the union of (shared state, (initialization code, and
the untrusted events handler)) resides at (SM_.STATEADDR, SMADDR) respectively, as
shown by the linker script in Listing B.1.
The enclave event handler is different, as each enclave receives its own copy of this
code. The enclave event handler has no internal state (instead accessing the shared
state at SMSTATEADDR, and the SM stack, as set up by the initialization routine),
and consists only of instructions and constants. The memory layout of the enclave
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event handler binary is given by Listing B.4. All addresses used within the enclave
-

event handler binary are pc-relative, with the notable exception of SMSTATEADDR

the parameterized physical address at which the SM global state structure is placed.
This piece of the SM is built separately and then statically linked into the main SM
binary (Listing B.3).
The enclave event handler binary is a contiguous, position-independent (in that its
base address is not known; this code does not rely on a global offset table) binary which
is included in the main SM image's .rodata segment. Normal enclave initialization
requires the caller invoke enclaveloadhandler SM API to copy this binary into
each enclave on the platform, within that enclave's own protection domain.

Listing B.1: Memory layout of the Security Monitor.
SECTIONS
. =ORIGIN (SM STATE)
.sm state : {
PROVIDE(

sm

state=

*(.sm. state)
} > SMSTATE =0x0

{

= ORIGIN(SM);
.text : {
PROVIDE( sm entry
KEEP( *(.text.entry)

)

SECTIONS

*.text.*
* .text)*

} > SM =0x0

{
.rodata ALIGN(64)
* .rodata)
/* read-only data */
* .rodata.*

} > SM =0x0

.dat a ALIGN(64)
{
* .data)
/* initialized
*

data */

.data.*)

} > SM =0x0
. bss ALIGN(64)

/* uninitializ ed data */
.bss)
bss.*)
>
>SM
=OxO
*
*

I
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Listing B.2: Memiory layout of the SM enclave event handler binary.
SECTIONS
2

{

1

ORIGIN(ENCLAVEHANDLER)
.text : {
PROVIDE( enclave handler
1K P( *(.text.entry)

entry

=

)

5

(.text.*)

7

}

*(.text)

> ENCLAVEHANDLER =OxO

10

n

.

12
13

}

4

15

rodata ALIGN(64) : {
/* read only data
*(.rodata)
*(.rodata.*)

> ENCLAVEHANDLER =0x0

}

Listing B.3: Security monitor embeds a separately built enclave event handler binary.
. section

. rodata. enclave_ handler

2

3

4

globl enclave
enclave

handler

handler _start,

enclavehandlerend

start:

incbTn ENCLAVE HANDLERFILE
eiid:

o enclavehandler

B.2

Platform abstraction employed by the SM

The SM is written to be somewhat platform-agnostic in order to help adoption
across the varied implementations of protection domains considered during this thesis project. The SM therefore relies on a "platform" abstraction for tasks such as
manipulating locks, configuring protection domains, and implementing fail states.
SM, as described in Section 5.4.1, also implements a set of (read-only) identity
page tables, mapping all of the 39-bit physical address space via identity gigapages
with unrestricted permissions, with the exception of the range from 0x80000000 to
OxFFFFFFFF (System memory), which is covered by megapages with unrestricted permissions, ensuring no page ever spans a protection domain boundary.
tables occupy 12 4KB pages in the SM's

.rodata

the platform abstraction.
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The page

segment, and are handled below

Listing B.4: Platform abstraction used by the SM.
i//
2

Locks

//

3 typedef struct {
4
uint64 t lock flag;
5
uint64 t _padT7];
} platformlock_ t
7

s bool platform lock _acquire (platform_ lock_ t * lock)
9 void platformlock_ release (platform_ lock_ t * lock)
W bool platform_ lock_ state (platform _lock _t * lock);
13
15
17

i
19
20
21
22
23

24

//

77

Inter-processor

void
void

/7

/7

platform_ interrupt othercores
platform _wait -for -interrupt (

void platform_ clean_ core (void); //
void platform purge core (void) ;

//

/7

(vol
id);

Core state
arch state only
uarch state oily

Platform control and utilities

25
263

uint64_t platform

27

Initialization

2s

//
/7

29

void

30

Interrupts

platform_ init
void platform_ core

get

core

id

init (void);

7/

Protection domains
//
34 void platform_ protectenclavesmhandler(uintptr
32

33

t physaddr,

-4 sizeT handler);
3 void platform_ protect_ memory _enter_ enclave(enclavemetadata_t
" enclavemetadata);

uint64_t
*

12

(

11

36

/7 SM Exits

39

void platform_ delegate to untrusted ( uint64_t virtualpc , uint64_t
i _ _ attribute__ (( noreturn));
void platformjumptountrusted ( region map t * region map, uint64_t
c
virtualpc , uint64_ t virtualsp ) __attribute__ (Tnoreturn));
void platform _jump_ to _enclave ( enclave_ id t enclave id , uint64_t
uint64_t ) __attribute__ (noreturn));
c12 virtualpc ,

4o
41

)

'3

/

44

/

42
43

47

Failure

void platformpanic

B.3

(uint64_t

error-code)

__attribute__ ((noreturn))

SM Types

The security monitor defines a rich toolkit of types with which to describe the machine
resources (memory and cores), the workloads mapped onto them (metadata regions,
enclaves, threads, mailboxes). Listing B.5 enumerates the major types relied upon
throughout the SM.
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Listing B.5: Major types defined by the SM.
sm_ state_t

{

1

typedef struct

2

sm keys t keys;
sm core-t cores [NUM CORES];
sm region t regions FNUM_REGIONS];
hasTi t signing enclave measurement;
region map t untrusted~ regions;
mailbox t untrusted mailboxes [NUM UNTRUSTEDMA]LBOXES];
platforilockt unt usted _state_ lock;
} smstate-t;

3
4

5
6
7

S

o

10

n typedef struct enclave_ metadata_t {
12

//

Initialization

7/

Parameters
t evbase;

14
15
16
17

uintptr
uintptr

is

19

t ev mask:

uintptr-t eptbr;
int64 t num mailboxes;

20
21
22
23

bool -debug;

24

/

25

hasht measurement

26
28

29
30
31}
.32

34
35
36

Measurement

7/ State
int64 t num

27

33

state

enclave_ init state t init state
uintptr t last phys addr ~loaded;
hash_ coiitext_ t hash _context;

13

threads;

region-map_t regions;
mailboxt mailboxes [];
enclave_ metadata_t

{

typedef struct thread_ metadatat
// Owner
enclave id t owner;

38

// Parameters
uintptrt entrypc;

3o

uintptrt

37

entrysp;

1o

.41

State

bool isscheduled;

42
43

//

i
45

Untrusted core

state at enclaveenter

uintptr t untrusted
platforifi_ core_ state

40
47

pc;
t untrusted

state;

/7 Untrusted fault sp and pc

4

uintptr t untrusted fault pc;
uintptr-t untrusted-faultsp;

49

50
51

7/ Enclave state buffer in the event of a trap/interrupt/fault
uintptr t faultpc;
uintptr t fault sp

52

sa
54

platform_ core_ state_ t fault

5

_state;

56

asynchronous

enclave exit state

57

//AEX -

5s
59

bool aex present;
platform_ core_ state_ t aex

oo}

thread _metadata_t;

state;

61
62
63

64

typedef uint8_t page_ t [PAGESIZE];
typedef uint8

t pagemap_t[NUM REGIONPAGES];

65

vo typedef
67
6s
69

union metadata

regiont

{

pagemapt page info;
paget pages [NUMREGION PAGES];

} metadata_regiont;
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70

-

-1)

get metadata startpage()
/ PAGESIZE )

72
73
74

typedef struct smcore_t
enclave id t owner;
platform_ lock_ t lock;

77

7s

{

thread;

thread _lid_

75
76

( 1 + ( (sizeof(pagemapt)+PAGE_SIZE

)

71 #define

} sm_core-t;

79

so typedef struct sm region
id

enclave

s3

region type t type;
region statet state

s4
S6
S7

t

{

t owner;

Si

platform_ lock _t lock;

} smregion-_t;

ks typedef struct mailboxt {
enclave mailbox state t state;
90
92
enclaveid t expected sender;
92
hash t ~seniler measurement;
uintg_ t mess age [MAILBOXSIZE:
9s
} mailbox_t;
95

,o typedef str i i regionnapt
97
bool flags [NUMREGIONS I
} regionmapt;

B.4

{

SM system state

The SM organizes its state into two distinct structures: each core has a dedicated
stack used by the SM initialization routine (Section B.4.1), and the two event handler
programs (Sections B.4.2 and B.4.3).

The SM stacks resides in the SM's

.data

segment. The SM also implements a global state structure at a well-known physical
address SMSTATEADDR. Listing B.6 describes all of the above.
Listing B.6: Stateful structures used internally by the SM.
1 static inline sm state t * get sm stateptr (void) {
return (sm_state

2

t *TSM SATE_ADDR;

3}

s sm state t
6
7

8

//

9

//

6

attribute-

((section

from stacks.S
.data.stacks

. ali g n PAGESHIFT

14.
15
17

...

section

10
11
12
1.3

sm-state

(".sm.state")))

//A linker script maps .sm.state to SMSTAIEADDR

globl

stack

base , stack_ ptr

. sk i p (STACKSIZE*NUM_CORES)
stackptr:
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M

B.4.1

SM initialization

At boot, the SM expects a "keys" structure (the first field of smstatet) to be
populated by a first-stage bootloader, as per the trusted bootloader construction
explored in Chapter 4. During initialization, the SM sets up its global state, grants
all resources to untrusted software, and initializes the platform's protection domain
mechanisms. The SM also marks itself the owner of the region(s) it resides in and
installs its event handler before transferring control to untrusted software (at a lower
privilege mode). All of the above is detailed in Listing B.7, which describes the SM
initialization routine in its entirety.
Listing B.7: SM initialization routine.
i #i f11 d e f SIGNING ENCLAVE MEASUREMENT
2

OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, 0
#define SIGNING ENCLAVE MEASUREMENT
+ xOO, OXOOjxOO, Ox00, OxOO, OxO
OxO
0xOO, OxOO , OxO , OxO0
-+ xOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO ' OxOO, OxOO , OxO , OxOO
OxO
OxOO, Ox00, Ox00 , Ox00
Ox00
+ xOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO
4 x00, Ox00, Ox00, OxOO, OxOO, OxOO Ox00, Ox00, OxO , Ox00 Ox00
OxO
OxOO, OxOO, OxO , OxOO
-+ xOO, Ox00, Ox00, Ox00, Ox00, Ox00
x00,

Ox00,

OxOO,

0
0
0
0

0

Ox00}

-#endil
void sm
6
7

init(void)

// IMPORTANT:
10
11
12
13
1O
17
10

{

smstate_t * sm = get

smstate_ptr()

this will be run by *all* cores

if (platform _get_ core_id () -- 0) {
// Initialize core metadata
for ( inmt i=0; i<NUM_CORES; iH ) {
sm->cores [i .owner-= OWNERUNmUSID;
sm->cores i . thread = ENCLAVE THREAD NONE;
unlockcore i) // Ensure cores aren't locked

}
Initialize region metadata : untrusted SW owns all regions t hat
do not include SM code.
for ( int i=0; i<NUMREGIONS; i++ ) {
bool region includes sm = (uint64_t)region idtoaddr(i) >
-4 SM ADDR+SM LEN);
sm->regions[ i ]. owner = region_ includes _sm ? OWNER_UNITRUSIED
+4OWNERM SM;
sm->r e g io ns i. t y pe = REGION TYPE UNTRUSTED;
sm->regions ii. state = REGION' STATE OWNED;
unlock region i); // Ensure cores aren 't locked. the SM must be
+ initiaTized in a vaccum, with only one thread running, so th is is
+ not dangerous.
//

20
21
22
23
24

25
26

}

27

// Initialize signing enclave measurement

29

eclave measurement [64] =
const uint8 t signn
"~ SIGNING ENGLAVE_-NAUEET
memcpy( sm->signing_ enclave _ measurement . bytes,
-+ signing_ enclave _measurement , size of (signing_ enclave _measurement)

30
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)

19

(

-+

//

Initialize untrusted metadata
all regions.
for ( int i=O; i<NUM REGIONS; i++

:1

-4
32

regions. flags

sm->untrusted

33

Ii]

untrusted SW is allowed access to

) {
true;

31

}

a36
s37
33X-

all are empty and unused.
Initialize untrusted mailboxes
/
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<NUM UNTRUSTED MAILBOXES; i++ ) {
sm->unt r us t e d _ m ailIoxe s [i. s ta t e = ENCLAVEMAILBOXSTATEUNUSED;

39

}

35

401

the SM untrust cI

Unlock

1

st at ie

unlock _untrusted _state ()

42
43

44

/7

T5

platform

shared

Initialize

platform

stfte

init () ;

46

// Resume other co)res

47

platform

} else {

50s

//

52

}

53
54
51

All

-

interrupt _ other

cores hut c(re ()

platformwait
Initialize

5oC

_

for

_

cores ()

l1(e)
interrupt

platforn

core

;

un11til

shar"c(d

state

is in itia lizd

state

platform_ core _ init () ;

57

// payload must set its own stack poiiit(r.
platform jump to untrusted ( &sm->untrusted regions , UNTRUSTEDENTRY,

0

}
..

froi

section

ii t .S

. text

.

entry

// Scrub the core to
csrw mscratch , zero

pristine

state

li x1, 0
li x2, 0
platform_ clean_ core
platform purge core

/7 set stack pointer
la sp, stack ptr
li to, STACK SIZE
mhaitid
csrr t1
mul to, to, ti
sp = stackptr
sub sp, sp, to

-

call
call

(mhartid*STACKSIZE)

/7 Run SM's high-level initialization routine; safe for all cores to run

//

call into sminit()
call sminit
// sm init should not return -- > panic if it does
li aO, Ox987329872 // magic number denoting this specific
call platformpanic

B.4.2

error

SM handler for untrusted events

After initialization, the SM intervenes only when invoked via an API (implemented by
the RISC-V ecall), or in the event of an event: fault, trap, or interrupt. Most events
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originating in untrusted software are safe to immediately delegate to untrusted software, but some encode API calls, and some may require software emulation of unimplemented instructions (such as misaligned loads). Events requiring SM intervention
cause the untrusted software's context (registers) to be spilled onto the SM stack
before the SM can examine the situation and take appropriate action. Listing B.8
presents the entirety of the SM event handler installed at initialization.
Listing B.8: SM handler for events originating in untrusted software.
i void

4

6
7

9
10

11
12
13
14:

is

161
17

I";
19
20

2]
22

switch(code)
// Enclaves

uintptr

.

t

mepc

regs[17];
regs 10;
regs 11;
regs 12
regs 13
regs 14;
regs 15

{

case SM ENCLAVE CREAIE:
retvaT = smenclave create( argO,
break;
case SM ENCLAVE DELEIE:
retval = sm_enclave delete( argO
break;
'cas
e

2.5

arg3,

arg1, arg2,

(bool)arg4

);

SM ENCLAVE ENTER:

retvaT = sm_nclave
break;

24

enter( argO

,

arg1

,

regs

a s e SM ENCLAVE INIT:

27

retvaT = smeiiclave

2i

break;

29
30
31

t mcause

uint64_t retval;

23

26

code
argO
arg1 =
arg2 =
arg3 =
arg4 =
arg5

uintptr

*regs

)

a

t

)

2

ecallfroms-trap(uintptr

" ) {
uintptr t
uint64 t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t

init( argO );

case SM ENCLAVE LOAD HANDLER:
retval = sm_enclave_loadhandler(

argO,

arg1 );

break;

32

'33
34
35

36

case SM ENCLAVE LOAD PAGE TABLE:
retvaT = sm enclave loacT_ page _table( argO , arg1
4 arg3, arg4 );
break

,

arg2,

(uint64_t)

arg1, arg2,

arg3,

arg4 );

37
3)
40

41
42

case SM ENCLAVE LOAD PAGE:
ret vaT = smenclave_ load _page( argO,
break;
case

44
45

16
47
48
49

SM ENCLAVE METADATAPAGES:

retvaT = smenclavemetadata_ pages(
break;

43

argO

);

7/

Fields
case SM GET PUBLIC FIELD:
retvaT = sim_ get public field( argO , (uintptr
break;

50
i

(int64_t)

// Mail

197

t) arg1

)

38

case SM MAIL ACCEPT:
retvaT = smmailaccept ( (mailbox_id_t)

52
5 .13

54

argO,

(enclaveid_t)

arg1

break;
retval =

57

idt)

(mailbox

sm_ mail_ receive(

argO

(uintptrt)

arg1,

(

ca se SM MAIL RECEIVE:

56

a uintptr_t) arg2)

ss

break ;

F59

e a se SM MAIL SEND:

60

retval = sm_mailsend

6]

Suintptr_t) arg2
break ;

62
63

// Regioun

04

case SM REGION ASSIGN:
retval = sm regionas sign ( (region

65
66

id

t)

argO

(enclave

id

t)

break

67
68
70
71
72
74
76
77
78
79
80

case SM REGION FLUSH:
retval
sin region- flush
break ;

;

case SM REGION FREE:
retvaT = smregionfree(
break;

argO

)

case SM REGION BLOCK:
retvaT = sm region_ block ( argO
break ;

69

case SM REGION MEITADATA CREATE:
retvaT = sm-region_ metadata_ create( argO );
break;

)'2

case SM REGION METADATA PAGES:
retvaT = sm region_ metadata_ pages () ;
break;

86
87

case SM REGION METADATASTART:
retvaT = sm-region metadata
break;

S9
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
9S
99
10(1

case SM REG[ON OWNER:
retvaT = sm regionowner(
break ;

argO );

case SM REGION STATE:
retval = sm region state(
break;

(region

case SM THREAD DELETE:
retvaT = sm ~threaddelete(
break;

101.
102
103
104

case SM THREAD LOAD:
retvaT = smthreadload(
break;

105
to6
107
103
109
1011

start() ;

id

argO );

argO,

arg1 , arg2,

c as e SM THREAD METADATA PAGES:
retvaT = sm_ thread_meadatapages();
break;

I10
inl
112

// All other calls are unsupported

113

default:
retval = MONiTOR_UNSUPPORTED;
break ;

1.14
115
116

t) argO

)

85

117
11S

(mailboxid _t) arg1

t) argO,

id

(enclave

);

}
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arg3,

arg4,

arg5 );

arg1

119

//

120

regs[101 = retval;

}
/7 ...

121
122

7/

value

fromuntrusted.S

from entry

/

.12
124

Populate return

125

Trap vector (table)

for events

in untrusted software

originating

126
127
121S
129

section . rodata . trap table
align 6 // Align to a cache
trap table:
t

130

line

(64B) boundary

root:

tab

7/ NOTE: only TO are saved at this
.word (.delegate_ tos -. t_ tabroot)

131
132

-+

point

address

133

.word (.pmp

134

fault
. illegal
.word

trap-.t_tabroot)

+

root)

insn_ trap -. t_tab

136
137
13

SAMaddr

1
10
141
142
i4

o
.1.s

146
149

0:

misaligned

/7

1:

instruction

/

2:
3:

illegal

/
. delegate to s -. t_ tab_ roof)
.word
. misaligned _oad_ trap -. t _tabroot
.word
" ad r
/7
.word (.pmptrap-.t_tab _root)
.misaligned_ store_ trap -. t_tab_root)
.word

135

147
148

//

/

/7
/

/

/7
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

inst riuet iOn

misaligned

store/AMO access fault
ECALL from U-mode
ECALL from S-mode
(reserved)
ECALL from M-mode
instruction page fault
load page fault
(reserved)
store /AMO page f itu

.pmptrap-.t_tab _root)
.delegate to s -. t tab root)
.ecallfromstrap-.t_tab root)
.bad event-.t tab root)
. bad event -. ttab root)
.delegate_ to_ s-.t_ tabroot)
.delegate to s-.t tab root)
.bad eveit-.t tab roof)
. delegate to- s-.t tabroot)

NOTE:

mcause > 15 would be problematic here, make sure the

/7

/7

/7

let

that

happen

. align 6 // Align to a cache
interrupt table:

line

(64B) boundary

152
153

. i

* architecture

won't

loin1

load access fault
6: misaligned store

.word
.word
.word
.word
. word
.word
.word
.word
. word

/
/
/
/7

access

breakpoint
4:

5:

instruction

150

151

114

rot:

tab

7/

NOTE: only TO are saved at

.word
.word

155
is

c

.bad

iso
161

.word

.bad

is
159

event -. i -tab

. delegate_ to_ s -. i

root)

/

event-.i

tab

/7

.word

(.bad

166
167

.word

(.delegatetos -. i

16s

/7

170

/7

tab

interrupt

event-.i

tab

root)
root)

tab

architecture

Handler

won't

let

that

for events originating

/

175
176

/7

//
/7

2: (reserved)
3: machine

software

section . text . trap from untrusted
globl trap vector Trom Untrusted
trapvector from untrusted:
.

199

interrupt

4: user timer interrupt
5: supervisor timer interrupt
6:

(reserved)

root)

/7

7: machine timer

8: user external interrupt
9: supervisor external
10:

(reserved)

11: machine

external

here , make sure the

in untrusted software

172
174

0: user software interrupt
1: supervisor software

happen

171

173

/7

NOTE: mcause > 11 would be problematic
"

169

/
/7

root)

165

c

/

delegate_ tos -. itabroot
. delegate to s -. i tab root

164

163

/7

tab_ root)

.handlemtimer-interrupt-.i
.word
4 interrupt
word (.delegate_ tos-.i tab root)
.word (.badevent-.i_tab root)

162

/7

interrupt

.word
.word
.word
word

157

this point

(. delegate_ to_ s -. i_ tab_root)
(.delegate to s-.itabroot)

interrupt

S// 1.

Prepare to route the event:

set up an M-mode stack , make ao,

usable.

->

sp <-> mscratch

178

csrrw sp , mscratch , sp //

rm
1.791

s,rcsive
beq
nrse
rm -untrusted
rp from
. recursiv _trap_
eqz sp,

181

(save SP,

aI

restore M-rmode SP1

"MuI"
SP. loaid
for'mer SP
tO and folIllel
Hnn I>
i~-e
Save ra,
the traip
tin p
1011(1 the
to
ra
sp)
1*REGBYTFS( sp
ra, 1*REGBYTES
sd ra,
sp)
5*BEGBY'JFS( sp
tO,, 5*REGBYTES
sd
sd t0
tO , mscratch
mscratch
csrr t0
1iJlIu11('J
han1(1d
j)i in teIV
s( 1);parately'
2*REXI~BY'rES(sp)
tO, 2*REGBYTE(sp)
sd t0,
sd
liiji liniinll(i
ii
iiisiile
we 1111
indite
iiiiliente we
Zero
mscratch, zero
csrw mscratch
csrw
esrr t0
tO , mcause
csrr

7/

ist8/

182
183
184

,

,

iss5

186

,

187

,

188
189

iiitei'iiipt)
1111
eVelit
interrupt
an
Iss this event
trap
. route
route_trap
Yes! Interrupt
/
a ra, interrupt_table
route_ all_ eveiits
jj ..route-all-events

~geztO
gez t,

190
191
192

193
194

// - - No, this i.
route trap:
la ra, traptable

195

19w
197

an

OS tWrlp

198

199route all events:
Look up the handler
200
202

handler address
//
s11 tO, t0, 2

203

adt

201

205
206

the

relevant

e venIIt tabl

+ (mcau se «< 2))

'/ load *offset*

of handler from ev ent

t0

77

Jump to the event handler
jr ra // route event

207
20s

//

209
210

//

(no

return)

Reursive trap handler

/

2n
212
213

In

event-table_ptr

a,t

0 0)
dt0
add ra, ra,

204

address

214
215

Oh no! This trap came from within machine mode!
trap_ from untrusted:
csrr sp , mscratch
j . badevent

/

.recursive_

216
217
218
219

7/

Calling convention

helpers

/

220
221
222

. ecall_ from s-trap
from s_ trap:
calF .save regs and set
call ecall from_ strap

. globl
.ecall

223
224

call .restore_ regs
j . performmret

225

229

230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

241
242
243
244
245

7/

Generic event handlers

/

226
227
228

args

pmptrap:
csrr a0, mcause
j platformpanic
insn trap:
csrr aO, mEause
j platformpanic

.illegal

. misalignedload_trap:
csrr aO, mcause

j platformpanic

misaligned_ store _trap:
csrr a0, mcause

200

table ,sign

extend

I

j platform

7/

panic

We set the S timer

interrupt , causing the SM to immediately catch

that event , and delegated

-+

the S timer

interrupt

to S

handle mtimer interrupt
Ii to MIP MTIP
csrc mie TO
li to , MIP STIP
csrs mip, tO
j perform-mret
delegate

/7
7/

to_ s:

delegate

trap/interrup t

to

S

1mo(e

Set sIE to 0
sd t1 , 6*REGBYTES( sp)
sd t2 , 7*REGBYTES( sp)
// Get MSTATUS
csrr to , mstatus
Ox00000100
7/ MSTATUS SPP:
0x00000020
/7 MSTATUS SPIE:
0x00000002
// MSTATUS_SIE:
()xO0() 1800
/ ISTATUS _MP:
// sPIE <-- sIE
andi t1 , to , Ox2
s1l t2, t1, 4
// sPP <- mPP10]
srl t1, tO, 3
andi t1 , ti , Ox100
or t2, t2, t1
/7 mPP <-- Ox1
li ti, 0x0800
or t2, t2, t1
/7 Set sIE to 0, add sPP, sPIE
1i t1, OxFFFFFFFFFFFFE6DD
and to, to, t1
or tO, to , t2
csrw mstatus , to
// sepc <- mepc
csrr to , mepc
csrw sepc , to

// scause <-- mcause
csrr to , mcause
csrw scause , to
// sbadaddr <- mbadaddr
csrr tO, mbadaddr
csrw sbadaddr , to
7/ Set lM-mode return address to S-mode handler
7/ mepc <- stvec
csrr to , stvec
csrw mepc, to
// Restore dirty registers and stack pointer
ld t1 , 6*REGBYTES sp
ld t2, 7*REGBYTES sp)
.bad event:
csir aO, mcause
call platform-panic;

B.4.3

SM enclave handler

The SM handler for events originating in an enclave is nearly identical to the handler
in Section B.4.2. Listing B.9 details the event vector table and API routing logic
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only, which describe the differences between the two handlers.
The handler binary includes all sources needed to compile the entire handler program including all possible control flow paths, meaning some duplication of common

SM APIs.
Listing B.9: SM handler for events originating in an enclave.
trap(uintptr_t

void ecall_ from_ enclave
"

uintptrt mepc)

2

uintptr_ t code
uint64_ t argO

14

uint64_ t

)

uint64_t arg2

*regs , uintptrt mcause,

{

regs[17];
regs 101;

arg1

regs
=

11;

regs 112;

(5

uint64_t

7

switch(code) {
// Enclaves
case SM ENCLAVE EXIT:
retvaT = sme nclave
break;

9
10
11
12
13
14

exit (regs)

// Fields

15

case SM GET ATESTATION KEY:
retvaT = sm_getattestationkey (arg0);
break;

1.6
17
18
19

c

20)
21
22
23

ase SM GET PUBLIC FIELD:
retval = sm _get public field (argO
break:

// Mail
case SM MAIL ACCEPT:
mail accept ((mailbox
retvaT = si
break ;

24
25
26
27
28
29

(uintptr_t)

arg1);

id_ t) argO , (enclave

case SM MAIL RECEIVE:
retval
sm _ mail receive((mailboxidt)
uintptr t) arg2);
-

30

id

t)

arg1

argO, (uintptrt)

arg1,

(mailboxidt)

arg1,

break;

31
32
'33

case SM MAIL SEND:
retvaT = sm -mail send((enclave

34

Suintptr_t)
break;

35
36

id-t) argO,

arg2);

// Regions

37
38

case SM REGION BLOCK:
retvaT = sm _regionblock ((regionid_t)
break ;

39)
40
41

argO);

case SM REGION CHECK OWNED:
retval = sm region checkowned((regionidt)
break;

42
43
44
45

// All other calls are unsupported

46

default:
retval = MONITOR_UNSUPPORTED;
break;

47
4S
49

}

50
51
52
53

54

retval

}

// Populate return value
regs[10] = retval;

55
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argO);

-1

ss //

...
from entry from enclave S
57 /7
s section .rodata. trap table
6 // Align to a cache line
59 . align

.t

63

tab root:
NOIE: only TO are saved at this point
.word (.badevent-.t_tab _root)

77

.word
"

(.bad
fault

.word
.word
.word
.word
.word

6S

66
67

os
69

"

event-.t

tab root)

7s
76

.word

.bad

event-.t

tab

.word

.bad

event-.t

tab root

n

.word
.word

.bad event-.t tab
.bad-event-.t-tab

3

7

7,'
79

so . align 6 //

si enclave
2

.i

/7

/7

/7
7/

ad r

.bad event-.t tab root)
.ecalTfrom_ e_trap-.ttab
.bad event-.t tab root
.bad event -. t tab root
.bad event -. t t ab root

71
72

/7

.badevent-.t_tabroot
.badevent-.t_tabroot
.badevent-.t tabroot
.bad event-.t tab root
.bad event-.t tab root

.word
.word
.word
.word
. word

70

0: misaligned

Align

interrupt

to a

//

77

root)

77
/7

7/

7/
7/
7/
7/

root
root
root

chilie

liie

(64B)

sS5

(.bad

event-.i

tab

root)

tab

root)

c
interrupt
sword (.bad_ event -. i
sword (.bad event -. i
interrupt

tab root)
tabroot)

2

.word
.word
.word

tab
tab
tab

93

.word

9o

91

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

breakpoint
misaligned load addr
load access fault
misaligned store/AMO0

7:
8:
10:
9:
11:
12:

illegal

inst ru ct ion

store/AMO access

instruction

page

13: load page fault
14: (reserved)
15:

fault

ECALL from U- mode
(reserved)
ECALL from S --nod
ECALL from M-mode

store/AMO page

fault

fault

tab ~ioot:

.word

x7

instruction

holundary

7/

interrupt
word (.bad event-.i

se.5

access

1:

table

NOTE: only TO are saved at this poilit
.word (.badevent-.i tabroot)
.word (.bad event-.iVtab root)

s3

instruction

address

c

o4

boundary

-

61
62

(64B)

traptable:

wo enclave

.bad
.bad
.bad

event-.i
event-.i
event-.i

0: user software interrupt
1: supervisor software
(reserved)
3: machine software
2:

4 user timer interrupt
5: supervisor timer

//

root
root
root

/
/7

/

(.bad event-.Vitabroot
interrupt
.word (.bad event-.i tab_ root)

6: (reserved)
7: machine timer interrupt
8: user external interrupt
9: supervisor external

c

94

word (.bad

9o5

96
98
99

100

//

7
/

c

tab

10: (reserved)

11: machine external

root)

interrupt

Handler
...

event-.i

for events originating

handler continues;

from an enclave

is nearly identical

handler
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to the untrusted event

SM API

B.4.4

The SM implements a narrow API through which untrusted software may set up and
schedule enclaves for execution, and manages the allocation of machine resources.
Enclaves likewise use their subset of the SM API to perform SM-assisted tasks such
as local attestation (mailboxes) and exit. Listing B.10 describes the SM API exhaustively.
Listing B.10: SM API.
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

//

1 aII I)11)ve ,S leltaI(Lltl >t ti11lre

~
-einclav-e

1.2

call,

APIs: SM Enclave-related
CreI'l tc(S

10
11

phys ptr t;
t enclave id t;
t thread id t;
region itT t;
mailboi_iT_ t;

uint64_t
phys ptr
phys ptr
uint64 t
uint6.4 t

"

uiu1st bec the phyi, cal

Id

sequence

a d

ss of the fir1st

page

inll

of

13

7/

free pages in the same DRAM metadata region stripe . It becomes the

14

//

ID used for subsequent API calls . The required number of free

is

//

can be obtained by calling

16

17

77
/7

4 enclave 's

"

'ev

metadata pages

base' and

'ev

"

addresses. The

"

and must

mask'

'enclavemetadata _pages'.

indicate the range of enclave

virtual

is

/7 addresses this range get translated using the enclave page tables

1)

/7 point into enclave memory.

22

23
24
25

26

27
26
29

30
31
32
33
34
35

37
3s

so
40

41
:12

77
/7
//
/7
77
/7
7/
/7
77

'num mailboxes' is the number of mailboxes that the enclave will have
S. -Valid
mailbox IDs for this enclave will range from 0 to nummailboxes - 1.
'debug' is set for debug enclaves. A security monitor that supports
enclave debugging implements copydebugenclave _page, which can only
"

be used

on debug enclaves.

All arguments become a part of the enclave's measurement.
api result t sm enclave create
eiclave Td t e-iclave d
uintptrt ev base,
uintptr t ev mask
uint64 t num_ mailboxes,
bool debug);

(

21

,

20

//
/7

Frees up all DRAM regions

and the metadata associated with an enclave

77 This can only be called when there is no thread metadata associated
" with the
77 enclave.
apiresult_t
t

smenclavedelete

(enclaveidt

enclave

id)

77 Starts executing enclave code on the current hardware thread.
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The application
-+ until

as /7

thread performing

47

exit

or

.

is

interrupted

by ai

/

//
so //
si 7/

will be suspended

this system call

the enclave code executes an enclave
asynchronous enclave exit

//

.6

." "A

.

-J

52

ani

identify

has

that

ciilave

heen

initiialized

crealt((d

/

49

id ' must

'enclave

48

'thread_ id' must identify

a hairdwar

th11read

that

was

not
executing on any corn(.

Is

bult

c

id

apiresult t sm enclave _enter (enclave
thread_id , uintptrt *regs)

t enclave

id , threadidt

53

/7

7,

Ends the

currently

55

apiresult

and

retiirns

coitrol

the

to

()
ani
ze
/Id1

ini ti

ready

to

/7

77

ex(e(11 te.

'enclave id ' must identify an enclave that has not vet
+ initiailized
apiresultt smenclaveinit (enclaveidt enclave id)

heein

.

so

smenclaveexit

Marks the given enclave as

57

58

_t

thread

enclave

running

+ OS.

60
62

63

7Copies
7

the SM trap handler code

into a newly created

enclave

'enclave id ' must identify an enclave that has not yet been
" initialized , and one that has not yet had any other load opeartion

64/7

"
performed.
rs apiresult t sm enclave_ load_ handler

(enclave _idt enclave_id,

uintptrt

phys-addr);

/

Allocates a page in the enclave's main DRAM region for page tables.

6!

/7

'enclaveid ' must be an enclave that has not yet been initialized

70

.

67

/

-+

'phys

71

addr' must be higher than the last

physical

address passed to a

72

/ load enclave_ function , must be page-aligned , and must point into a

73

/

74

77

76

/7

/

7s

+ DRAM
region owned by the enclave.

7/

79

/

80

address mapped by the newly

/

78

/

77

'virtual addr ' is the lowest virtual
'creafed
page table.

/

'virtual addr
measurement

7/

'

'level ' and

api result t sm enclave load
eficlave Td t eiclave ia
physpti t'phys addr~
se
uintptr _t virtualaddr,
S7
uint64 t level
8

uintptrt

9s

/7
//
7/
/7
/7
77

96

//

92

9:
9,

97

/7

acl);

Allocates and initializes

a page in the enclave's main DRAM region.

'enclaveid ' must be an enclave that has not yet been initialized

.

s8
9)

page table

,

8
85

91

'acl ' become a part of the enclave's

(

82

(e.g. , in x86, 0 for PT, 1 for

.

s

'level' indicates the page table level
" PD, 2
for PDPT, 3 for PML).

'phys addr' must be higher than the last physical address passed to a
load enclave_ function , must be page-aligned , and must point into a
-+ DRAM
region owned by the enclave.
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'virtual addr
" become a

s//

//

and the contents

'acl'7

',

103

part of the enclave 's measurement
result t sm enclave load page
eficlave Td t eiclave Pd,
uintptr-t phys addr,~
uintptr t virtual addr

1014

uintptr

105

uintptr-t acl)

0

of the page

at

'os addr'

api

100
101
102

t os

addr

106

Returns

107 //

the nuimber

of pagcs

used

by

11n 11clIve nIdata st ru1ctur 1e.

ios uint64_t sm_ enclave_ metadata_ pages (uint64

t num

_

mailboxes)

109

APIs:

no

for SM values

Getters

112

//

11

//

us

will only succeed

This API call

if the calling enclave

is the

special

n6

/7 enclave designated by the security monitor to be the signing enclave

117

//

//

ns

'phys

must point into a buffer large enough to store the

addr'

* attestation

77

key. The entire buffer must be contained in a single DRAM region thbat
belongs to the enclave
apiresultt sm_get _attestation_ key (physptrt physaddr);

no
121
122

.

//

12

Reads the monitor's requested public

123

field.

124

/

ns //
//

126

/7

127

No special

permissions are required

'phys addr'
"

/

must point into a buffer large enough to store the

requested

field . The buffer must be contained in a single DRAM region that
to the enclave.
Uo apiresult t sm get public_field (public fieldt field , physptr_t
physaddr);
12s

belongs
/12/

131
132

APIs: SM Mail-related

//

133

calls

/

134
1:35

/ Prepares a mailbox to receive a message from another enclave.

136

7/

/

13s
139
140

The mailbox will discard any message that it might contain.
api result t sm mail accept
mailbox Td t miiailbox id,

(

137

enclave

141
1,42

145

146
147
14s

1no

expecte<sender)

Attempts to read a message received

143
144

idt

/7

/
7
/
7
'7t/

If

in a mailbox.

the read succeeds , the mailbox will transition

into the free state

'phys addr' must point into a buffer large enough to store a
mailbox_ identity_ t structure . The entire buffer must be contained
- a
single DRAM region that belongs to the enclave.
apiresult _ t smmailreceive (mailboxidt mailbox id, physptr_t
-+ out-message, physptr_t outsendermeasurement);

in

151
152

154

15
156
157

/ Sends a message to another enclave's mailbox.
// 'enclaveid'
//

77
7/

and 'mailboxid'

identify

the destination

mailbox.

'phys addr' must point into a buffer large enough to store a
mailbox identityt structure. The entire buffer must be contained
-+ a

206

in

siIgIc
159

io

//
//

hat e)('lonlg- to t11e (Iave.

contains

The structure

ol

exp

enclave

destination

the

iden11 t ity.

9- The

//

161

will refuse to deliver
t sm mail send
eficlave Td t e-nclav- id

api

162
163

region I

IAN

monitor
result

mailbox

164

phys

the message

id t mailbox id,
t phys

ptr

addr7;

AP~ls: SAI Region -related

ll

/

169

/

172

/

170
171

/
/

173
74

or

to an enclave

Assigns a free DRAM region

to the OS.

'newowner' is the enclave ID of the enclave that will own t be DlRAM
4 region.
0 means that the 1RAM region will be assigned to the OS.

175

17

179
180

/
77
/

183

/7
7/

184

is,
18

137

1

id , enclaveidt

(region_id_t

that was previously

owned by the

new_ owner)

caller

/
7/

After this call completes , the caller should not expect to be able to
access
the memory inside the blocked DRAM region. The memory might still be
accessible via stale TLB entries , but these entries will be removed
* before
the DRAM region is freed.
Enclaves calling this API are responsible for wiping any confidential
information from the relinquished DRAI region.

/

162

smregion_ assign

Blocks a DRAM region

/

ist

api_resultt

/

17e
177

//

Before issuing this call , the OS is responsible
confidential information from the DRAM region.
api_resultt sm_region block (regionidt id)

its own

for wiping

is9 //
ua9
191
192
193

7/

enclave

7/

{

sanctum:: api:: enclave

if the given DRAM region

Returns monitor-ok
enclave

is owned by the

calling

.

194

//namespace

198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
20t3
207
208

/7 Performs the TLB flushes needed to free a locked region

/7
/7
/7
/7

-4

/

as the monitor's

this

call

instead

of flushing

the TLB

state must be updated

to

reflect

the fact

that

a TLB

flush

-

()

7/

Reserves a free DRAM region
DAM regions
*

215

invoke

Frees a DRAM region that was previously blocked.
api_resultt smregionfree (regionidt id);

212

214:

software must

directly

//

211
213

System

has occurred.
api_resultt smregionflush

/

209
210

This is used by enclaves to confirm that they own a DRAM region when
+ the OS
/7 tells them that they do. The enclave should that assume something
4 went wrong
/7 if it sees any return value other than monitor ok.
api_resultt smregion_ checkowned (regionidt id)
.

197

//

7/

,

195
196

/

that

hold

to hold

enclave

metadata.

enclave metadata can be freed

directly

by

calling

free_dramregion().
api_resultt smregion

Calling block dramregion() on them will fail.
metadata_creie (regionid-t dram_region);

207

216
217

//

216

metadata pages in a DRIAM metadata

Returns the number of addressable
region.
4

219

/7 This may be smaller than the number of total pages in a DRAM region

220

//

if the
computer does not have continuous DRAM regions and the security

22

/

monitor does
not support using non-continuous

regions

uint64_t smregionmetadatapages();

222
223

/
/

224

Returns the first

usable metadata page in a DRAM metadata region.

/

225

The beginning of each DRAM metadata region is reserved for the
4 monitor's
/7 use. This returns the first page number that can be used to store(
/7 enclave_ infot and thread info t structures.
uint64_t smregionmetadatastart );

227
22s
229
230

231/
232

with the given index

/

/
77

Returns the owner of the DRAM region

.

226

234
23s
236

another operation , or

enclave

/

237

id if the given DRAM region

Returns null enclave
* locked by
id

239

is not

(region_id_t

in

tin b oned

1

/7 Returns dram_region

invalid if the given DRAM region

/

locked

240

o t e.

id);

Returns the state of the DRAM region with the given iiidex

7

233

if the region

t smregionowner

index is invalid

.

233

Returns dram
4

region

if

the

given DRM

region

index is
is

inva lid

cirrentlv

locked by

/ another API call

.

241
212

regionstatet

2413
2441
21

/

state

smregion

APIs: SM Thread-related

(region

idt id)

calls

/

246

2,47
24

/
7/

Deallocates a thread

info slot

/

249

250
21
252

The thread must not be running on any core.
apiresultt smthread_ delete (threadidt thread id);

/ Creates a hardware thread in an enclave.

253

/
/
/
/7
/

/

254
255

257
25s

259

.

must be an enclave that has not yet been initialized

'thread
"

id' must be the physical address of the

sequence

first page in a

of

free pages in the same DRAM metadata region

stripe.

It becomes the

thread's

c

ID used for subsequent API calls . The required number of free
"

metadata pages

can be obtained by calling

'threadmetadata_ pages'.

/

/

264

/

265

/

263

266

/

'entrypc', 'entrystack', 'faultpc ' and 'fault _ stack ' are virtual
addresses in the enclave 's address space. They are used to set the
corresponding fields in thread init info_ t
This must be called
+ call

267

26s
269
270
271

after the enclave 's

to

/7 load _page_ table(.
api result t sm thread load
ei-clave Td t eiclave id,
thread id I threadid,
uintptrt-entrypc

(

262

,

261

'

/

260

'enclaveid

/

256

208

root page table is set by a

uintptrt entry stack
uintptrt fault _Pc
uintptrt faultstack)

272

,

273
274
275
276
277
27s
279

2s0
261
262
233
2S4
285
26

287
2ss
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

Returns the number of pages used by a thread metadata structure.
uint64_t smthreadmetadatapages();
//

/ SM API Syscall codes
//
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#d e f in e
#define

#define SM GET ATIETATION KEY
#d e fine SM~GET_PUBLICFIELD

299

(1010)
(1011)
1020
1021
1022

#define SM MAIL ACCEPT
#d e f ine SM~MAIL~RECEIVE
#define SM~MAILSEND

#define
#define
.o3 #define
301 #define
302 #define
3o3 #define
304 #define
3os #define
.3o #define
307 #define
298

1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008

SMENCLAVECREATE
SM ENCLAVE DELETE
SM ENCLAVEENTER
SMENCLAVEEXIT
SM ENCLAVE INIT
SM ENCLAVE LOAD HANDLER
SMENCLAVE LOAD PAGE TABLE
SM ENCLAVE LOAD~PAGE
SMENCLAVE_METADATAPAGES

1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039

SM REGION ASSIGN
SM REGION BLOCK
SM REGION CHECK OWNED
SM REGIOl FLUSHSM REGION FREE
SM REGON METADATA CREATE
SM REGON METADATA PAGES
SM REGON METADATA START
SM~REflON~OWNER
SM~REGIONiSTATE

308

#define SM THREAD DELETE
#define SM THREAD LOAD
'' #define SMTHIREAD_~METADATA PAGES

1040
1041

309
310

1042

The APIs defined above and invoked in the handlers detailed in Sections B.10
and B.10 are exemplifiedbelow.

Example SM API: region-assign
In lieu of listing all of the SM's API implementations, we include one, having chosen
it to be representative.

The region-assign routine follows a common template:

the caller is authenticated by the handler (enclave vs. untrusted), and is authorized
at the head of the API routine. The routine has transactional semantics: the SM
acquires locks for all resources queried or modified by this API (should a lock be
unavailable, the API fails, and the untrusted software is responsible for correctly
sequencing SM calls to avoid livelock). The transaction modifies SM state if and only
209

if the caller is authorized to perform the requested operation. The implementation of
region-assign is given by Listing B.11.
Listing B.11: Typical SM API implementation: smregion-assign.
t sm region-assign ( region
new-owner) {

id

i apiresult
2

/

a

Caller is authenticated and authorized by the trap routing logic
the trap handler and MCAUSE unambiguously identify the caller , and
the trap handler does not route unauthorized API calls
.

3

t region_id , enclaveidt

Validate inputs
6

7*
region id must be valid
selected region must be in REGION STATE FREE state

-

9

10

- new owner must be OWNER UNIRUSIFD-or a valid enclave
- if~ the new owner is OWNER_UNIRUSTED, its region map
c lockable

u
12

-

14
15

16
17

i8
11
20
21
22

if

new owner

the

if ( !is valid region id(region
returnMONITDR_INVALID_VALUE:

enclave .

it must be

lockable

region

mapt){ 0

};

)

id)

{

}
sm state_ t * sm = get

sm-regiont

*

7/ <TRANSACTION>

27

if

}

sm

state_ ptr()

regionmetadata

26

29

valid1

map t locked regions = (
bool untrusted _locked = false;

24

2S

a

region

23
25

is

*

13

must be

Sm->regions [ region _id j;

(!add lock region region id &locked _regions)
_CAIL;
r e t ur n MONIOR_CON

) {

( region_ metadata->state != REGIONSTATEFREE
unlock regions(&locked regions);
r e t u r n iMONITORINVALID STATE;

) {

30
31

if

32
33
34
35
36

}

i f ( new owner = OWTER UNIRUSIED)
( ! lockuntrusted_ state() ) {
unlock regions(&locked regions);
r e t u r n ~MON1TOR_CONCURRENTCALL;

{

37if
39

}

40
41
42

untrusted

43

if ( MONITOR_OK != result ) {
unlock _regions(&locked regions);
return result

44
45
46

}

47
1's
49

so

}

52

55

s
57

NOTE:

//

51

53
54

locked = true;

else {
apiresultt result = add_ lock_ region_ iff valid_ enclave(new-owner,
" locked regions);

}

//

/

Inputs

Apply state

are now deemed

valid.

transition

// Transfer ownership of the region
region
region

metadata->owner = new owner;
metadata->type = (new-owner=OWNER_UNIRUSIED)

210

?

&

3s

I

-+ REGION TYPE UNTRUSTED : REGION TYPE ENCLAVE;
region _metadat a>st ate = REGONSTATE_OWNED;

5S
59

/

Mark the newly gained region in the new owner 's region map
( newowner -OWNER UNIRUSIED ) {
true;
sm->untrusted _regions. flags [region _id]
} else {
enclave metadata t * enclave metadata = (enclavemetadatat *)(

60

if

61
62
3
64

-+ new

owner);

enclave _metadata->regions . flags [region_ id ]

6s

true;

}

66
67

Release

es1

locks

if(untrusted_ locked)

69

{

unlock_ untrusted _state ()

70

}
unlock regions (&locked
// </TANSAcMrIO

7'
72

73

_

regions)

74
75

}

e t u r n MONiTOR_OK;

B.5

Concluding remarks

While we spare the reader an exhaustive printout of the entire monitor source code,

the few hundred lines of code above are a complete implementation of several SM
APIs of typical complexity. In fact, the code included in this manuscript should be
sufficient for the engaged reader to fill in the missing APIs based on the descriptions
in Chapter 5. It is our hope that this project contributes to a growing awareness of the
need to simplify our systems in order to better understand them, and the frightening
reality that many of our critical systems are far too little understood to be trusted.
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